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ABSTRACT 
 

URBAN ALEVILIK: SELF-PERCEPTIONS OF THE TWO NEIGHBORHOODS 
IN ANKARA 

 
 
 

F ����� � , Kamil  
  

M.S., Department of Sociology 
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July, 2004, 153 Pages 

 

Based on field research carried out in two neighborhoods of Ankara, the primary aim 

of this study is to explore urban Alevilik and its basic characteristics as perceived by 

the Alevis which is compared with traditional Alevilik and its features as perceived 

by the Alevis in urban setting. Additionally, this study is to examine the basic factors 

that are behind the differences in perceptions of the Alevis, if there are some 

significant differences in the perception of Alevis regarding these subjects. In this 

context, a field research that consisted of 208 questionnaires that were applied to the 

Alevis who are syncretistic religious community and 6 in-depth interviews was 

carried out in order to examine the basic questions of this study in Ankara. 

Furthermore, I divided the respondents into four groups, according to whether state 

of membership of any Alevi association or not and the place of residence which 

based on different class positions, so that I could make a comparison between these 

groups. Besides age, educational level and ethnic origin of the respondents, whether 

or not state of membership of any Alevi association significantly affect the contents 

of Alevilik, its social and religious institutions and basic rituals as perceived by the 

Alevis. On the other hand, there is no meaningful relationship between the 

perceptions of Alevilik and its religious and social institutions and rituals and the 

place of residence of the respondents.  

 
Keywords: Urbanization, Alevilik, Musahiplik, Dedelik, Cem ceremony 
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CHAPTER I 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

Based on field research carried out in two neighbourhoods of Ankara, the primary 

aim of this study is to explore urban Alevilik and its basic characteristics as 

perceived by Alevis. This study argues that two interrelated socio-economic 

transformations experienced since the 1950s have not only altered traditional 

Alevilik but also led to the emergence of urban Alevilik. Thus, I will try to analyse 

the main institutions and rituals of traditional Alevilik in order to understand the 

transformation of traditional Alevilik and to explore how this transformation is 

perceived by the Alevis living in two neighbourhoods of Ankara. Additionally, based 

on findings of the field research, I will attempt to examine how religio-social 

boundaries that determined traditional Alevi identity have been changed within the 

last two decades. I will also try to analyse the perceptions of Alevis regarding the 

transformation of traditional Alevi institutions and rituals and to understand the basic 

factors that influence the perceptions of the Alevis.  

 

There are two main Muslim groups in Turkey: Sunnis and Alevis. Alevilik is the 

second largest religious belief after Sunni version of Islam in Turkey. However, 

Alevilik does not refer to a homogeneous religious group. On the contrary, 

Alevilik is used as an umbrella term which refers to a large number of different 

heterodox communities, including Nusayris, Bektahsis, Abdals, Tahtacis, Yörük 

and Kurdish Alevis.  

Alevilik is generally used as an umbrella term to define a large number of 

different heterodox communities, whose actual beliefs and ritual practices differ 

greatly, and whose members can be found in Turkey and smaller numbers in Iraq, 

Iran, Syria and Balkans (Van Bruinessen, 2001). 
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Although Alevilik receives some religious and cultural components from different 

religions and cultures, Shi’ism has important impact on its basic cults, rituals and 

institutions. Alevis venerate Ali, the cousin of Prophet Mohammed and the fourth 

caliph, and the Twelve Imam (Ocak, 2002). In addition to these, it has some 

religious rituals that distinguish it from Sunni form of Islam such as fasting in 

twelve days, participation to the Cem ceremony that is the basic religious ritual of 

Alevilik. Also Alevis who belong to Alevilik don’t go to Cami, Church, for 

prayer, don’t fast during the Ramadan, and don’t pilgrimage to Mecca as just 

Sunnis do. 

 

Although there is no reliable data, some scholars predict that the number of Alevi 

population is about 15 million, the Alevis account for some 25 percent of 

Turkey’s population (Kehl -Bodgogi, 1997; Zeidan, 1999). Additionally, they can 

be divided ethnically into three groups: Most Alevis are ethnically and 

linguistically Turkish. The second largest group in Alevis is ethnically and 

linguistically Kurdish. The third group is ethnically and linguistically Arabic. 

However, almost all Alevis usually use Turkish in the Cem ceremony.  

 

Alevi communities are scattered around Turkey. However, a significant number of 

Alevi inhabit Central and Eastern Anatolia. Turkish Alevis traditionally inhabit 

Sivas, Corum, Amasya, Tokat, and Yozgat. Moreover, some tribal settlement of 

Tahtaci and Cepni exist on the Mediterranean Coast. Kurdish Alevis are mainly 

found in Tunceli, Erzincan, Elazig, Maras, Kigi, Varto and Hinis. Arabian Alevis 

traditionally inhabit some provinces of Southern Anatolia such as Hatay, Tarsus 

and Adana. 

 

In the past, Alevis had mainly lived in semi-closed rural communities for 

hundreds of years. However, the Republican period has witnessed the gradual 

erosion of the socio-religious boundaries that had distinguished Alevis from 

outside world. Beginning from the early 1950s, rural to urban migration has 

opened a new era for Alevis as well as all religious and ethnic groups of Turkey. 

It can be argued that rural to urban migration has fundamentally changed the 
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traditional conditions of Alevilik. This is because Alevilik and its institutions were 

mainly organized according to rural society and rural way of life. Thus, it is 

possible to state that two interrelated socio-economic processes, internal and 

international migration and urbanization, which have been underplay since the 

early 1950s, have had a substantial role in weakening traditional institutions of 

Alevilik. Some scholars have argued that loosing its traditional institutions, 

Alevilik has become a cultural form for the Alevis; a great majority of them are 

now living in urban places. Even some has claimed that Alevilik, as a religious 

understanding different from Sunni and Shi’a version of Islam, has been faced 

with a historical crisis due to the devastating impacts of urbanization and 

modernization. They are convinced that the traditional Alevilik has not been 

compatible with modernization brought by migration and urbanization. Therefore, 

its traditional institutions have been replaced by modern institutions. For instance, 
N	O�P�QSR.T�UWV!XZY�N�[W\�]BQ�^�_'\a`cbCd�d�egf�h�ikjBlLOmQk[nTpo
T	Qko�_qT,r�stR.u�s'PaN�P
UnQ!\!R+OvsqU!T$Q�wxR.u
T,y�_�T1z�s�O
have claimed that Alevilik, not only as a religious understanding but also as an 

identity, would completely disappear in the urban settings. However, I argue that 

it would be misleading to think that Alevilik is disappearing in the urban setting. 

Indeed, it is possible to observe that traditional Alevilik has been modified in the 

context of urban way of life. At least, as will be discussed in the following 

chapter, a group of Alevis sees Alevilik as a culture or as a way of life, specific to 

Anatolia. But, for some Alevis, Alevilik is still basically a religious understanding 

different from other versions of Islam. What should be emphasized is that Alevis 

are willing to discuss institutions, contents and history of Alevilik.  

 

This study will focus on three specific domains in order to understand urban 

Alevilik. First of all, it will try to scrutinize the diverse meanings of Alevilik for 

individual Alevis. This can help us understand the significance of Alevilik for 

urban Alevis as a religious belief. Further, this can enable us to analyze the 

impacts of transformation of traditional Alevilik on the perception of urban 

Alevis. 
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Second and related to the first one, this study will try to explore ways of 

transformation of traditional institutions of Alevilik that had regulated the Alevi 

communities for ages. The question is whether the traditional institutions of 

Alevilik can function in the urban contexts and respond to the needs of urban life. 

Ayin-i Cem (the Cem ceremony), Dedelik, and Musahiplik are main institutions 

of traditional Alevilik. The Cem ceremony is the main ritual of Alevilik. Further 

Dedelik is the spiritual leadership of Alevilik, and Musahiplik is a kind of 

religious brotherhood in Alevilik. It is possible to argue that Dedelik and 

Musahiplik have lost its significance in the urban contexts. First of all, Dedes 

have lost their control over the Alevi communities since the early 1950s. Mass 

migration and urbanization have caused in the transformation of Dedelik as a 

religious institution. Before the 1950s, Dedes had not only played a pivotal role in 

maintaining traditional-rural Alevi communities but they had also established a 

wide range networks among semi-isolated Alevi communities scattered in 

different parts of Turkey. In short, although dedes were not alien to urban life and 

many of them had diverse connections with urban places, Dedelik was mainly 

organized according to conditions of rural life. Thus, the increasing pace of 

migration and urbanization has led to the erosion of religio-socail networks 

established and maintained by dedes and of their relationships with talips, belong 

to a holy lineage in religious sense, pupils. These have made Dedelik obsolete for 

the majority of the Alevis living in urban areas. However, there was another factor 

that had played a significant role in undermining Dedelik as a religio-social 

institution. It should be noted that urbanization has also transformed the political 

attitudes and behaviors of the Alevis. This has important consequences for 

Dedelik. Many Alevis, especially youngersters, have supported and become 

members of leftist and socialist political parties/groups. These groups have 

traditionally put great emphasis on secularism and modernism and have always 

been unsympathetic to and suspicious of religious figures and leaders. Especially, 

trained in leftist and socialist groups, young Alevis have begun to challenge 

authority and leadership of dedes. For them, dedes were exploiters who used 

archaic feelings of the Alevi peasants and dedelik was a feudal backward-looking 

institution.  
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Musahiplik was another basic institution of traditional Alevilik. Like dedelik, this 

institution has also been dismantled because of the process of migration and 

urbanization. It is likely to argue that as a religio-social institution, musahiplik 

was also developed according to the circumstances of rural society. It is in major 

difficulty to fulfill the needs of the Alevis who are now living in the urban 

environments. 

  

Lastly, the role of the relationship between the state-religion in the transformation 

of Alevilik should be considered as an important area. More clearly, from the 

beginning, the Turkish state did not openly and officially recognize Alevilik as a 

religious belief. Furthermore, it is likely to argue that the Turkish state has 

rejected all forms of beliefs that can be included under Alevilik. However, the 

Republic of Turkey founded Directorate of Religious Affairs (DRA) in 1924. 

Since then, DRA has been financed by the secular state and it has been 

responsible for administrating and controlling all religious affairs in Turkey. 

Practically, since its establishment, DRA has been a religious organization that 

represents only Sunni-Hanefi version of Islam. Thus, one can argue that the 

establishment of DRA has provided a secure and firm shelter with Sunni Islam in 

the secular state structure. However, what must be underlined is that during the 

whole republican period, although Alevis are ardent supporters of secularism, 

Alevilik has been always excluded from the state structure and Alevis are 

deprived of any financial and institutional support for religious purposes. In short, 

it is legitimate to argue that this fact has also contributed to the erosion of 

institutions of Alevilik.  

 

As will be discussed in detail in the following chapter, the late 1980s witnessed 

the growing activism of the Alevis. This activism can be considered as a turning 

point in the history of Alevi movement in terms of its urban character. It is likely 

to state that one of the most important motives behind this activism was to protect 

Alevilik against the rise of Sunni fundamentalism with indirect support of the 

1980 military regime and the failure of leftist and socialist political groups. Many 

Alevis have considered both trends as direct threats to their existence as a religio-
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cultural group. In other words, for the majority of the Alevis, disappointed from 

the leftist political groups and threatened by Sunni fundamentalism and 

assimilative practices led by the state, the question of how to maintain Alevilik in 

urban contexts has become an urgent issue. In this endeavor, some Alevi 

intellectuals, largely trained in the socialist groups and experienced in urban way 

of life, have taken a leading role in exploring, understanding and reformulating 

different aspects of Alevilik. This has not only contributed to the creation of a 

huge literature on Alevilik but also given a great impetus to the establishment of 

Alevi associations and organizations. However, there was another factor that 

contributed to Alevi activism: urbanization which has many consequences for 

Alevis. First of all, in the condition of rural society, Alevis were linked by the 

networks of dedes. The possibility of direct contact between Alevis living in 

different parts of Turkey was very limited due to lack of transportation and 

communication channels that could be used by the Alevi masses. However, urban 

environment has provided many possibilities with Alevis for direct contact among 

them. In short, Alevis from different parts of Turkey have become familiarized 

with each other. Living in urban places for forty years, Alevis have had a chance 

to move upwardly in the social ladder of Turkish society. However, urbanization 

has put a new agenda in front of Alevis. More clearly, it is likely to state that the 

issue at the agenda was whether Alevilik could respond to the needs, desires, 

dangers, and possibilities created by urbanization.  

 

It is likely to argue that Alevilik has become public since the late 1980s. Since 

then hundreds of books on Alevilik have been published. Alevi periodicals, print 

houses and radio station have emerged; newspaper series on Alevilik have 

appeared in the major newspapers. Additionally, hundreds of Alevi associations 

have been set up and a large of cemevis, cem houses, which is a new type of 

building for religious rituals of Alevilik have been established. In addition to 

these, Alevi cultural festivals have been organized and various programs that 

described and discussed Alevilik and its ritual practices have been broadcasted on 

national and commercial TV (Sahin, 2001:3). Furthermore two violent attacks 

against the Alevi community that happened in Sivas and Istanbul in 1993 and 
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19951 respectively brought together the Alevis under Alevi associations and 

encouraged them to organize and unify against the rise of political Islam.   

 

Another dimension of the appearance of Alevilik in the public sphere was related 

to features of political and social atmospheres of Turkey in the late 1980’s. Some 

significant characteristics of this period were related to the relative liberalization 

in economic and political spheres by the revoking of bans that had been imposed 

by the 1980 military coup over political activities including bans over 

opportunities of organization and expression. As Ocak (2002) pointed out that 

several groups that based on religious and ethnic identity which were hidden in 

the history of the Republic have appeared in the public sphere due to the 

economic and political liberalization in the late 1980’s. As a result of these 

changes that came with the relative liberalization in economic and political 

spheres, there was a new awareness of complexity and diversity within Turkish 

identity in the place of the previous assumed uniformity (Sahin, 2001). Besides 

these changes at national level, the replacement of the politics of class with 

politics of identity, and the effects of the post-modern philosophy at the 

international level reinforced the constitution of a similar process in Turkey.    

 

The Method of Study  

 

The methods for the collection and the use of data were both qualitative and 

quantitative. The dissertation data came from three major research techniques: 

questionnaire, in-depth interview and participant observation. What's more, I used 

SSPS program, namely Statistical Package for the Social Sciences, for analyzing 

the data that came from the field research. Using these techniques has made it 

possible to understand and interpret the different aspects of the self-perceptions of 

the respondents from different standpoints.  

 
                                                
1 On July 1993, a mob, which had dispersed from various mosques after Friday prayers set fire to the 
hotel hosting attendees of an Alevi cultural festival in Sivas. 37 people of participants were burned 
and 60 persons were injured. Then on March 12 1995, three gunmen in a taxicab randomly shot into 
coffeehouses and a patisserie in the poor Alevi neighborhood of Gazi in Istanbul. Two people were 
killed (Sahin: 15).  
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This study is based on a fieldwork. My fieldwork consists of on a survey study 

and in-depth interview. The survey study which based on field research conducted 

in the two neighborhoods of Ankara consists of 208 questionnaires and 6 in depth 

interviews in order to collect the date about perceptions of Alevis regarding the 

basic goals of this thesis. The questionnaire consists of several sub-sections. The 

first part aimed to analyze socio-demographic and socio-economic features of the 

respondents. The second part included the questions that aimed to understand the 

respondents’ perception con cerning the transformation of Alevilik, thus it focused 

on religious identity, religious institutions and rituals, and religious policy of the 

state. The last part was on political attitudes of the Alevis as well as it has the 

questions about Alevi perception of Sunnilik and formation of political identity.   

 

While Alevilik has been conceptualized as a subject from different standpoint of 

views for two last decades, some basic questions that are related to what do Alevis 

think about Alevilik and its social, religious institutions and rituals through what 

reasoning and strategies mainly have been ignored. I think that this study give us 

some basic clues about the patterns of perception of the Alevis in an urban setting 

through the contents of basic questions of this thesis. Also it may motivate new 

studies that will concern Alevis in their historical, social, cultural, economical and 

political domains.   

 

Organization of Dissertation Chapters  

 

The second chapter of the dissertation aims to briefly evaluate the transformation 

of Alevilik. It identifies three major historical periods. The first period refers to 

sixteenth century in which Alevis were organized as semi-closed rural 

communities. The second period corresponds to the second half of the twentieth 

century in which the Alevis has begun to migrate from rural areas to urban 

centers. This period signified the end of semi-closed rural communities. In this 

period, Alevis have concentrated in urban areas. The last period refers to the rise 

of Alevi activism since the late 1980s. In this period, the institutions and rituals of 

traditional Alevilik have been reconstructed in urban settings. Also, this chapter 
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attempts to explain the changes of the socio-religious borderlines that distinguish 

the Alevis from the out world since sixteenth century. The theoretical model is 

mainly based on Barth’s approach to the borderlines that distinguish one ethnic 

group from another.  

 

The third chapter deals with the methodology of the dissertation. This chapter 

consists of two sections. The first section concerns on the epistemological bases 

of the dissertation, and the second section covers research techniques that were 

used in the research fieldwork.  

 

The following chapter deals with socio-demographic and economic features of the 

respondents. These are related to gender, age, educational level, occupational 

status, marital status and migratory process of the respondents. Also these 

variables are constructed as independent variables for understanding the 

differences in the Alevi perception of Alevilik and its traditional institutions and 

rituals and other aspects of the Alevis mentioned previously.  

 

The chapter five deals with the question of how the Alevis perceive Alevilik, their 

religious identity, traditional institutions and religious rituals of Alevilik, the 

religious policy of the state, Sunnilik, formation of their political identity. The 

chapter also makes inquiry about political attitudes of the respondents. 

  

The concluding chapter summarizes and highlights the major arguments and 

outcomes of the dissertation. Specific attention is given to the roles played by age, 

educational level, ethic origin and attachment to any Alevi organization.  
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CHAPTER II 

 

 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

 

2. 1. Introduction 

 

The Anatolian Alevis, who spent centuries in the rural areas, are gradually 

participating in the urban life, mainly in some big cities of Turkey in the last two 

decades. Today, urbanization, modernization, social differentiation, secularization 

and education are the essential concepts which represent the domain of material 

life of Alevis. The fact that the Alevi identity gained an important self-

consciousness, with an unavoidable tendency to claim for a recognition in the 

public sphere, attracted attention from a variety of point of views. In this manner, 

together with a drastic increase in the amount of publications about Alevis in the 

last years, Alevilik became a subject of emic and etic knowledge, in terms of its 

historical course, ethnic origin, religious mentality and forms of basic rituals. The 

extreme increase2 in the amount of studies about Alevilik can be formulated in 

relation to two main axes: The “discovery”, so to speak, of Alevilik, and the social 

process of self-construction of Alevilik around a political identity. The theoretical 

attempt of “discovering” Alevilik goes on two main ways: Emic and etic. In spite 

of the apparent increase in the amount of publications about Alevilik, one cannot 

still talk of a common and compact conception of Alevilik implied by these emic 

and etic attempts. This is due primarily to the fact that the relatively compact 

studies about Alevilik as a belief system is somewhat young (and one should add 

here that the number of these studies are not many anyway), and that these studies 

                                                
2 For a survey that classified studies on Alevilik, see, Vorhoff, Karin 1999, “ Türkiye’de Alevilik ve {�|B}c~����7������}1�t|��q�t�c�t���x�;}1����|8�M��}W�1|$�����m|�~q|��8�t����}5��� ~q|�����}1�������8�c�������8�.�����������t|��1�x�x���M�����c��� ��¡.~'�B�C¢�£C��¤�¥��8�.��¦§x¨8©1ªq«�¬�C®�¯	°�®.±m²+²B³
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are based upon different methodological, epistemological and ideological 

positions. On the other hand, the growth and the change of traditional Alevi 

institutions brought about some divergence which ultimately gave rise to a variety 

of “local” Al evi understandings. This made the situation all the more complicated. 

Although Alevis achieved ultimately to a collective religious retrospection, the 

traditional Alevi culture carries in itself a spectrum of different localities, and this 

makes the Alevi movement lack a common theological background. Since, with 

all its possible threats, the question of ‘what “local” version among the varying 

spectrum will be installed to the center, and, accordingly, which ones will be 

excluded?’ seems to compose the most  effective problem of the Alevi movement. 

In this respect, it seems that the Alevi movement is on a historical turning point: A 

common theology can provide political demands of Alevis with a central 

attention, as it may provide them with a script of a modern rhetoric, which they 

long have been in need for. Yet, regarding the syncretistic character of belief 

system of Alevilik, one cannot but face the question of how a variety of structural 

components, which are obtained and adopted from different cultures and religions, 

can be influenced in such a process of centralization. Whether or not Alevis will 

overcome this paradox, or in what way they will do this is a matter of time.  

 

In this chapter, the focus will primarily be on the social and religious components 

that traditionally characterize Alevilik, as well as those that constitute the 

boundaries of Alevilik as a community. The second part of the chapter will be 

devoted to an attempt of conceptualisation of the process of dissolution of 

traditional religious and social structures that Alevis posses, a dissolution which is 

brought about and given rise by the fact that Alevis are faced with a new form of 

life with such processes as modernization, urbanization, and immigration. The 

third part will be on the characteristics of “Alevi reanimation”  ,3 as it is named by 

some researchers, to denote to a current stream in the Alevi community, which 

                                                
3 Kehl-Bodrogi, K. 1996, “Tarih Mitosu ve Kollektif Kimlik”, Birikim,No: 88, pp, 52 -63. 
Furthermore, there are some metaphors to describe the new Alevi movement that have accelerated in 
the last two decades. For examples, Alevilik that cries out its identity and return the repressed.  For 
implications of these metaphfors see Kaleli, Lut ´�µ�¶8·C·�¸C¹»º�µ�¼M½�µt¾¿µ�À1µ�Á�ÂBÃ¿Ä�Å�ÆEÂ8ÀÈÇ�½�ÉBÊ�µ�½�µ�Ä1¹�Ë�Ì�Í�ÂBÀ�ÎCÏÐ½�Ñ
Habora Kitabevi and Sener, Cemal 1998, Yasayan Alevilik, Istanbul: Ant Yayinlari. I wil return 
implications of these metaphors in later.  
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emerged in recent times, as a direct response to the dissolution which is referred 

to above. This part is intended to be the central axis of the chapter, since the main 

theme of the study is essentially about the urban form of Alevilik. The new Alevi 

movement that, through a variety of institutions, appears in the public sphere to 

express itself in a form of mass, constitutes the very essence of what I call the 

urban form of Alevilik.  

 

2. 2. The Ethnic Boundaries and the Alevi Ethnie  

 

We know that the approaches in Anthropology diverges on the point about how 

and through what sets of concepts the term ethnicity should be conceptualized. 

Yet, one can still talk about two main tendencies: The representatives of the first 

tendency argue that, the term ethnicity should be defined on a common culture, 

which can be a theme of an “objective” analysis. According to this approach, su ch 

an objective analysis, taking a common culture as a base, can help us to 

distinguish the particular characteristics of each ethnic group. In such an 

approach, two important points that are crucial in understanding ethnic groups are 

missed: The first point is about the way ethnic groups as social arrangements 

arise, and the second one is of the manner in which the inclusion and exclusion 

mechanisms of ethnic cultures emerge. There are anthropological approaches 

which claim that the maintenance of group boundaries is a key component in 

ethnicity. Such an approach treats the common culture that is supposed to be 

shared by an ethnic group not as a cause that gives rise to ethnic group, but as a 

consequence (or rather product) of formation of ethnic group. Culture of an ethnic 

group may undergo an internal shift with a change in environmental conditions, 

and may accordingly experience a significant modification through time. 

However, none of these factors has as significant effect on the ethnic identity as 

long as the group keeps a tangible border between its members and its 

environment. According to Barth, what makes a certain group of people an ethnic 

group is maintenance of a certain border, rather than subsistence of a specific 

cultural component (Barth, 2001: 11). 
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Another crucial point in the discussions on identity, boundary and discourse is 

about the nature of the boundaries that differentiate the ethnies, classes and 

religious groups. Alevilik as a historical category (together with its metaphysical 

components) went through an institutionalization process within a set of historical 

and social conditions, borrowed some cultural and religious elements from a 

variety of social, cultural and religious systems, and adopted these components to 

its uniqueness in a certain historical and social environment (Ocak, 2002: 210-

211). In other words, the roots of belief in Alevilik as a syncretistic system of 

faith is based on a vast religious spectrum which “has been launched by the 

ancient belief system of Turks of Middle Asia, turned to have a spiritual character 

with the effects of Shamanism and Buddhism, fed by Zoroastrism and Manheism, 

had the stigmata of Islam and Sufi version of Islam via Yesevi cult, joined to 

Qalandarian attitude of Khorasan Malamatiyya, met and granted some Anatolian 

versions of Neo-Platonism and local cultural styles of  Christianity, took some 

patterns of Iranian Hurifiyya in 15th and  motifs of Safavid Shi’ism in 16 th 

century” (Ocak, 2002: 222 -223). The fact that the heterodox tradition that gave 

rise to the contemporary Alevilik frequently absorbed some new elements 

throughout history makes us reach some conclusions about the characteristics of 

the margins of this tradition. First, through the fact that elements of a set of 

diverse belief systems have been “articulated” 4 to the heterodoxy, I can conclude 

that the boundaries between these groups and their environments are relational, 

rather than blocked. Second, I can say that the incoming elements are modified, or 

rather, restructured within heterodox imagination. Thus, I have the case in which 

neither the incoming elements maintain their meanings that they used to convey in 

their original milieu, nor the belief system that accept them (i.e. heterodoxy) 

keeps on its direction without any change. Third, the historical and social 

conditions that surrounded heterodox groups had dramatic effects on the 

relationships that heterodoxy established so far with its environment. The 

centralization tendencies of Ottoman Empire in the 15th century, in addition to the 

tactic and strategic competition between the two rival Islamic states in the 16th 
                                                
4 Articulation is a basic category of hegemonic practice. In this sense, it is obvious that hegemony is 
one of constructive components of an open social system.  Also, it is obvious that here I talk about the 
relationships and terms that relate to pre-modernization period. In this context, articulation word is 
used in the quotation mark. For the basic implications of hegemony and articulation categories see, Ò
Ó�Ô�Õ�Ó8ÖÐ×¿Ø
ÙqÚÐÛ�Ü�Ý�Þ1×vß�ÞvÖÐà�àqÛ�á8âcâcãÐ×¿ä�åÐÓBÚCÝ'Ó�Õ'×væ�Û8ç�Û8è�ÞvÚÐécÓ�ê1Û;ë1Þ1Ü7é�Ó�ÕtìtÜ�Ý�ë¿ÝtÙ7Ó�Ý'Ûqí+ì�×cî�Ü�Ý�ÓBÚ�ïcÖÐÕqðmñ�ì�Ù.ì�ò�ì�èÈóxÓ8é�ô ÚÐÕ�Ó8Ù7ô'õ
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century, damaged the relational boundaries that heterodox groups had hitherto 

established with their environment, and forced these groups, as a result, to form a 

sterile community which is closed to the outside world. The strict boundaries of 

heterodoxy that were established in that historical period against the “outside 

world” held on to exist until recent times. Lastly, the fact that with the 

establishment of Republic, the factors that hitherto threatened the heterodox 

groups’ existence were abolished, and that, the nation state took action in a variety 

of forms (like communication, transportation and the like) for the sake of national 

market, and due to such social experiences as urbanization, immigration, 

education and dramatic development in communications, the heterodox groups 

that up till then were closed to the “outside” would expose itself to different 

interactions. And today, a considerable part of Alevis can be said to be living in 

an open society. A period approximately of 500 years of seclusion of Alevi 

community is now replaced by contact, interaction and relational boundaries, in 

today’s capitalistic society. In other words, after a long episode of isol ation, 

Alevis are now on their guards for social mechanisms and boundaries which will 

secure their identities and existence, and which will also arrange their in-faction 

relations, protecting them against any radical change in today’s modern 

capitalistic urban environment. Today, as different from the past, a variety of 

categories are operative in the process of formation of the boundaries. While, in 

the past, the main criteria for the configuration of the boundaries was determined 

merely by social and religious categories, today, in addition to these, some other 

categories such as politics and ideology are also effective. 

 

The tensions and troubles arose due to the dissolution and replacement of 

mechanisms and boundaries and in the urban conditions will be under arrest for a 

new conceptualization in the last part of this chapter. 

 

2.3. Traditional Alevilik and Its Margins 
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We know that in Ottoman Empire the borderlines between communities 

corresponded to the margins of different religions. I can also say that in the Ottoman 

Empire, which was composed of a sort of mix of different religions and ethnies, the 

borders were constructed not according language criteria, but according to religious 

measure. Looking at this, I can see that the most fundamental borderlines were 

between Muslims and Christians (or Jews)5 (Vergin, 2000: 75-76). Such an ethnic 

system provided the religious constituents of Ottoman Empire with a legitimate 

existence, by assigning them to their spiritual leaders for the religious matters, and in 

this way, implicitly granting them a sort of unidentified partial autonomy within an 

unequivocal political system (Lewis, Bernard 1968: 17). The religious borders were 

so clear and sharp that the borderlines between different ethnic groups in a certain 

religious community could hardly be distinguished ( ö�÷Ðø!÷1ù
úpû�ü�ü�ügýÿþ�� -39).6 This is 

why Turks, Arabs and Kurds are seen as a part of the same ethnic system. Thus, the 

ethnic borders among these groups could almost not be called a border at all. 

According to Van Bruinessen (2001: 70), although there are clear-cut borders that 

distinguish the heterodox groups from orthodox ones, these borders were very 

smoothed comparing to the borders set against the non-Muslims. In fact, whenever 

the awareness of “non -Muslim threat” took an actual character, the borderlines 

among Muslim groups lost their sharpness, and whenever actual threat that came 

from non-Muslims disappeared, the borderlines that distinguished the official form of 

Islam from others forms of Islam appeared sharply again.  

 

In my account, the arrangements that the Ottoman Empire needed are pragmatic in 

their character, rather than being essential to the very governmental matters –like the 

                                                
5According to Vergin, millet system referred to a legal distinction between Muslims and non-
Muslims. Vergin added that all forms of Islam Are in a non- entity status except for Sunni or official 
form of Islam. Nevertheless, the basic point that I want to underline is that all forms of Islam Are 
described as Kizilbas, Redhead, and Rafizi etc. in pejorative meaning from official standpoint view 
apart from a certain Sunni version of Islam. In this regard, there was a boundary line between official 
form of Islam and other forms of Islam in Ottoman period, and this seems that exclusion of an ethnic 
or religious group in discursive level may point out something about the boundary line that 
distinguished official form of Islam from other forms of Islam.  
  
6 The emergence of linguistical boundary that tended to centralize an ethnic language in meaning map 
in the circle of Islam was related to conjunctures of modernization, nationalization and centralization,  
and has very short history. Additionally, for this subject, see, �������
	��
��������������
������� �!�"$#!%&�
�'��()�+*,�
�
Türkiye’nin Tarihi, 3rd edition �-�.0/1�2�&3�4�(15!6'(7�8/9�9*,�;:=<  
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basic principles that are effective in administration. What concluded on the 

relationship between the Ottoman state structure and the variety of heterodox groups 

was this pragmatist approach. Some academicians, besides many Alevi writers, 

conceptualize the nature of relationship between Ottoman state structure and the 

variety of heterodox groups in an essentialist perspective. Vergin (2000: 80), for 

instance, constructed two different homogenous typologies through the dichotomy of 

center-periphery, affixes the center to Sunni Islam (Urban Islam) and periphery to the 

folk Islam or Alevilik (or urban Islam). Thus, Vergin presents the relative conflict in 

Ottoman between the central and the peripheral as a clash between Alevilik and 

Sünnilik. Addition to these, Vergin, goes to employ the set of concepts that emerged 

only after modernization and capitalization processes to understand the internal 

relationship of a pre-modern society, and thus follows an anachronic line in 

methodological sense: Center as a category which has lost its Turkishness and 

Alevilik as the watchman of Turkish language and culture (i.e. Turkomen). This 

analysis, there is no doubt, includes a problem with many aspects. First, as I have 

already denoted, it includes an essentialist approach. Second, it limits the centrifugal 

tendencies in Ottoman society to the activities of the heterodox groups7. Thirdly, it 

codifies many characteristics of the Sunni tradition with the pursuits of the ulema. 

Thus, it ignores the sociological diversity among the Sunni tradition, identifying all 

the Sunni tradition with the official religious mentality of the state8. The fourth 

problem is that, the intense relationship of the urban heterodoxy with the Ottoman 

state structure is ignored.9 At this juncture, a couple of points about some dimensions 

of the relationship between urban heterodoxy and the Ottoman state structure can be 

highlighted.  

                                                
7 For a study that examined nature of relationship between core and periphery with social, economic 
and political terms in Ottoman Empire, see Yücel >@?BA+C,A2DFE�G�H�I�>KJML�NOA
P�Q7R�S9NOT&A
D�A2U)V!D0QXW&Y�W�P Z!A
Desantralizasyona Dair Genel Gözlemler, Belteten, and Cilt XLIX, No. 193-195. furthermore, for a 
study that examined social bases and histoical context of uprisings in Sulcuk and Ottoman periods, see []\_^
` acbBd&eOf2gMhB^_i,^
jOk�l�l!k�anmpon^
q�^_r�s�f
jut�v�w!^
x y x z�^
x|{MyX}+y�s;q ^�i~s7yX��^���bBx�^_z���sX���)z�^�t0v,s)^�e���f2g)f
j�f_z���` v,r7v,r�x

in  ���&�+����� �����_���9���������
�������;���u�M �¡,�u¢n�X�n¢n�
£� )�,¤O¥9�¦�¨§!��£ª©��&«0�����X�!�����u¢n��£� 9�,���
��¬¥�¡0®1�
�&¯!���1°�±'�)��®9�9���;��¬¨²!²³¬´&µ!´
- 

290 
 
8 For a study that examined this subject see: Aktay, Yasin 2000, “Alevilik: Mitler ve Gerçekler”, Türk �B�X���X�&�X�u© �&¡�¶��!�)�8·~��£�±'�¸£&�
�� )¬¹´���º�¬�¥�¡0®1�
�!¯&�&�'°�¥0� ��®)�9�,����¬+²�² ¬�»�µ

-90. 
 
9 For the contents of relationship between urbanized heterodox groups and Ottaman Empire, see ¼�½_¾7¿_À;Á&Â�½
Ã&½_ÄÆÅBÃ!Ç ½
ÁÉÈ�Ê�Ê&Ë!ÄÆÅ�¾�Ì�Í Î�¾�Î�Â�Ï1ÌªÐ�Ñ�Ò�¾�Ó�Ô�Õ~½�¾�Ö�Ó!×0Ó!ÔØ¾�½
×¸Í�Ì¦Ù1Â!Ï9Î)Ú�½2×,ÄÛÅ�Á&Â&½
×�½�ÜÞÝ�ß�¾XÂ&ÎXÃ!Ì+¾�Î�¾)Ì�×�àÞÎX×�¾�Î�á!ÎâB½
Â�ã'Àuä�×,Ì�Õ~Õ~Ä¸Ò�Ò�åØÈ�æ!ç

-156 and Bozkurt, Fuat 1993
ÄBÅ�¾7Ì�Í&Î)¾�Î�á!ÎXÁèÐ�Ñ!Ò�¾�Ó!Ô�Õ,½_¾�àÞÑ!Ã�Ó!Ï1¾)½2×�À�Ä=È_Õ0ÏéÌ_Ú�Î Ï9Î�Ñ�Á³Ä

Istanbul: Yön Press, pp: 29-32. 
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Bozkurt (1993:29- ênë�ìîí³ï�ðòñªí�ó1ô�õ9ïö�í&÷�íùø!ë�ú�úû�ü@ë�ý�û -152) point out that until the 

abolition of Janissaries in 1826, the Bektashi community has been in collaboration 

with the Ottoman state. Also, in the next historical period, the Bektashi religious 

group built up good relations with þ,ÿ'ÿ������&ÿ -Terakki and mobilized its members 

accordingly. Thus, the fact that Bektashi community established different modes 

of relations with the state in spite of the fact that it shared the religious outlook of 

the heterodox groups, wakes up doubts about the theses that heterodox groups 

were in a common “averse” attitude against the state and that the Ottoman state 

held a single and consistent stance vis-à-vis the heterodoxy as a total body. In our 

opinion, it is a fact that that the Ottoman attitudes against the heterodox groups 

change in different circumstances, just as the feelings of the heterodoxy about the 

state differs in various ages of the Empire. This relationship had different 

characters in different periods. As some other studies maintain, locating a sort of 

relationship, which can only be found between two modern parties, in such 

categories of pre-modern era and basing conceptualizations on such an account is 

problematical in both logical and methodological terms. The methodological fault 

here is brought about the fact that the relationship between Ottoman state and the 

heterodox groups had a dynamic character is ignored, as well as about the attitude 

which tries to employ such terms as nation, national language, planning, ideology 

and hegemony, which emerged only in modern times, to describe the relationships 

that emerged in Ottoman society10.  

 

A detailed study of the extent and the means of the Ottoman religious policy is not 

supposed to be a part of this study, yet, some basic characteristics of this policy 

should be roughly pointed out here. There is no doubt, the passage of Caliphate in 

1517 to the Ottoman has critical implications for the Muslim communities, in 

terms their position vis-à-vis the state. After this historical point, the Ottoman 

state became a state with an “official religion” and establishment of an official 

theological view followed, with “proper” form of worship. In other words, from 
                                                
10 Furthermore, the flexible nature of relationship between dervish groups and Ottoman state in the 
process of establishment of Ottoman, see, ���
	������������ ���������! #"%$��'&)(�*+�!,���-/.0*1	#�2� �23�45���6��7
�98�,���,:<;�=>;�?6;A@�;#B5C
D#E)FGE�H IJHLK5D#B5MONOIJP2D�Q�;�?>R
STI0U�V�F!D#B
W�WAB9XGY
Z

-160. 
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that period on, the state began to classify the mentality of its subjects in terms of 

such dichotomies as right/wrong, good act/sin and muslim/non-muslim, which 

were defined in accordance with the official state doctrine. Thus, the way of 

drawing lines among Muslim communities and legalizing these lines is 

officialized. It is clear that the accomplishment of classification of different 

mentalities that originate from an Islamic outlook was revised and reshaped under 

the light of the periodical needs of the Empire. As the Empire’s perception of 

threat was shaped by a possibility of a rival Islamic mentality (this is what 

happened in the 16th century), the criteria of classification of the Muslim subjects 

hardened accordingly. Such an unyielding categorization brought about some 

dramatic consequences11.  

 

The fact that the 16th century is critical, as I referred above, is not merely because 

of the passage of Caliphate to the Ottoman. The period is significant, besides, 

since the Safavid state was established in 1501 and Shi’ism of 12 Imams was 

declared to be the “official  religion” of that state. The contact established between 

a variety of Anatolian Dervishes and Safavid state brought about a modification in 

the religious mentality of Dervishes, as well as in the relationship these groups set 

up with the Ottoman state12. Thus, the two rival states in Islamic world rendered 

two main religious mentalities their “official religions” and hence, went up against 

one another to become the one and only political, military, cultural and 

                                                
11 For conflict between Ottoman state and Safavids and its impacts on dervish groups who lived in 
Anatolia, see, []\�^!_�`ba]c�d+e2f9g]^�hi^!jlk�m�m�k1^on�prqTs5tG_�u�j>fJ`
vAu�^2fxw!y�y�z .  
 
12 The cults of Ali and Twelve Imams penetrated to mental world of dervish groups in this period. For 
more information on this subject, see, {|eG}�~6_�s��O`��Jj�e!n�e�w!y�y�y�^�`��2a)}�e���~�}L~��5~Ln��#e�q�eG_%f>^bhi~L}�~6��~Ln���^2j�~6cA�ieG}�]� _�e!n#}�e!jO~�`�q�e!_
f>^bhi~ - ��� t � }L�#^�h�q � }��
n�d+eb�i~���e��1e2f0~�\�eG}�e!jO~��b`��0n����5jO_�~���e%�0p�e�a1}�e2�#~�}�e2j�`�q�e!_%f>^ hi~�}�e!j�`5�)uA�i^!�
j�~�}�e!j�`
�O�OfJ^!n���u�}O����nA�i^!j��Ajie�����`����#`<wG� -  �¡�¢T£<¤�¥!¦�§�¨]©#ª+«2¬�)¥G®i¥!¯/°!±�±�±�§³²2¨)´�«2µ�¶�´�¶L·�¶6¸|¹�¥!¯�¶6©Aºi«�´�»#¼�ºi½�¥b´�¹�¥!¾�¥!¸#¿T¶�´�«
¹�«�¼�´�¼�À�¶0ºi¶�¨]¯�¥bºi¿6¸�Á�¥!¦5¶ÃÂ�´L¶�®�¦�¶9Ä9¯O¼5¾�´�«2ª�¶6¸#«<Å�¥G¶�¯�Æb§�Ç>¸'¹lÈ
¯>¦�¶�½�«5É�Á�«�¨)´�«2µ�¶�´�«!¯i§�ÊT«!¦5¬J¥b®i¶�´�«o¯i§5ËÍÌAºi¥2½%¯�¶�´�«2¯i§#ÇOºO¬>¥!¸5¾�Ì�´JÎ
Ensar Press, 385- ¡�±#Ï�¢AÐÑ«G´�¶6¦�¼�Ò�§#Â0¯�«!¸#« Ó!Ô5Ô�Ô
Õ#Ö#×!Ø�Ù!Ú%Û>Ü�ÝiÞ�ß�Þ6Ú5à�áÍâ6ãbâ�ßLÕ#ÜbÝiß�â6Ú9ä�å�ÜoæiÞ6çAèiÙGß9Ø�é�ßLê5ë�ì�Ù<í#Ùïî�ð
ë�ñ�ò�ß�Ü!æ�â�óô ëöõ)ß�Ù2í�Þ³á)ÞLì+ß�ÞL÷�Þ0ÖùøOèOÛ>Ü2ë�Õ5ñ�ßJälåùê�æ>Úöú)ÜGÚ�û�â³ü�ñ�æ>Û�ý�æ�Ùbè�è�Öùþ�þAÖlÿ -12.. Furthermore, the relationship between 
periphery and core was stretched with the impact of centralization process that was started by the first 
Mehmet. This tension reached its peak in 16.century as a result of developments that mentioned 
above. For this subject, see, ����Ü!Ú#Ö�õ]ç�ì+Ù2Û�ü�ÜbÝiÜ!æ���������Ö�×2õ)ß�Ùoí#ÞLß�ÞLÚ�í�Ù ØTÙ!Ú5ÛJÜbÝiÞ�ßLÞ�Ú
	)Ü!Ú5Ú�âLë���Ü2Ú�Þ�î�ð5ë������ ��������������������! #"�$�$�%�&�'��������)(*�+�,(,�-��/.,0��!(*����)'����213��-�� ���54�6879�;:8<���-;=�>�?��@����A��+���B(,#-��/.C����56D72E�F9���G�>��IHJ �@�KF/�9.C��LM6�N�NO6�P�%�Q

- 236. Also, for the impacts of this challenge between two rivalry states on religious 
attitudes of Anatolian people, in the case of Kurdish population, see, Bruinessen, Martin Van 1992 , 
“Kürt A

.C��2�KFI�������M0�� J �2��SRT�#0����KF9�UHM=��+LV-�WYXT���-������L!�EC�+4�6B79�[Z�<��5\��9E�F9��]�T�������+���^�_����+��K�C6 J E�FIK��G�>��UH7U�@�KF/�9.C��LM6�N�N�6�P�%�`
-250.   
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“ideological” 13 power of Islamic world. I know the consequences of this 

challenge. The defeat of Safavids in this competition brought about dreadful 

conse acbed�feghdOikjml8npo2qrdtsuoUo5l8v^w�fyx{z/|hz�}9~rwOi3q�lcn���d��8qrd�wh��g�l8v�v�bDf)�@oU���;�Tqrd����{d�nKd
subjected to a heavy injustice, some of them were expelled, while some others got 

away to reside in areas where the central authority could hardly reach (David, 

Zeidan 1999: 75) and ( �����r����� Cemal 2002:95). 

 

Due to these experiences, Alevis got marginalized territorially and socially in the 

16th century (Kehl-Bodrogi, 1996: 56). In these new conditions, Alevis began to 

develop new forms of relationships of ethnic-religious identity with firm margins 

in order to survive. Their achievement in establishing secure social-religious web 

of relations provided them with the possibility of survival in a hostile 

environment. The intense religious borders that have been driven between inner 

and outer world reduced the extent of interaction between the group and the 

political/religious center to the lowest degree. The group’s awareness of threat 

brought about a total prohibition of any vital relationship with a non-Alevi, 

including marriage, economic corporation and application to irreligious judgment. 

These kinds of definite restrictions against the outer world made it almost 

impossible to have new members. Thus, the state of belonging to the community 

would totally be based on the legitimate patrilinearity.14  

 

One can talk of five main points that designate these firm limits (Kehl-Bodrogi, 

1991: 21-24; 1997: 11-13): First, the measure of group membership is dependent 

upon descent (Alevilik, in this sense, is a feature that is gained through birth merely). 

                                                
13 The term ideology is one of the concepts that emerged in the context of capitalist transformation 
and it has a history just as all other concepts. Before the emergence of this concept in scene of history 
I should use another concept that functioned like ideology concept, and it may be called as a shadow 
concept. Therefore, I used it in quotation mark. For information that related to historical emergence 
and evolution of ideology concept, see, �e���U�5�3�+���_�m���������K�������T D¡��
¢)����£3��¤�¥���¦�§U¨�����©+����ª��_�r����¨��«�8¬
Hutchinson& Co. (Publisher) Ltd.  
  
14 Bektashis differ form Alevis in this subject . Bektashis had flexible borderlines that distinguished 
them from outside world and to be a member of Bektashi lodge wasn’t necessary to come from a 
Bektashi lineage contrary to Alevis. For more information about contents of distinctions between 
Alevilik and Bektasilik, see, Melikoff �«§I�2�����B���������3�h�������«¯®  
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Second, the reproduction depends on endogamy. The third point implying the firm 

boundaries is the conscience of “wholeness” among the members. The fourth point is 

about the existence and maintenance of the boundaries between Alevis and other 

groups. The last point which relates to these heterodox groups as ‘other’ perceived 

and codified by others is one of the components of a borderline. From the 16th 

century to the republican era, even to the recent period of rural-to-urban migration of 

the group, the main features that I referred above have been decisive factors in 

definition of distinct social, political, religious, cultural and economic boundaries of 

Alevi communities.  

 

Another factor which characterizes Alevilik is the lack of a common, central 

religious authority (Shankland, 1999: 319-328; Kehl-Bodrogi, 1991: 21-23). There is 

not any religious institution which could stand in for them, nor do they have a class 

of religious representatives to speak for them and to decide in doctrinal matters in 

their stead when necessary. Religious knowledge and rituals forwarded verbally from 

one generation to another through certain lineages (ocak) which have been ascribed 

holiness. Members of these families are in charge of leading the community in 

religious and social affairs. Lack of a central religious authority and a manuscript 

brought about local diversifications in the interpretations of Alevi doctrine and 

rituals. This point raises many problems for Alevis as a community, in the process of 

urbanization. At this juncture, the criterion to distinguish Alevilik from other 

religious communities has lots to do with the following claim: In spite of the 

arguments which could in one sentence be summarized as “the ontological structure 

of Alevilik has compulsorily determined the formation of a variety of perceptions 

and mentalities”, 15 it seems that Alevis failed to form a collective theology because 

of a spatial and social marginalization. One can also argue that the current demands 

of Alevis to have a common theology and a central institutionalization support the 

thesis that the question is about historical processes rather than any ontological 

subject matter. Lack of a shared theology brought about local segregations in 

religious mentalities and rituals. Hence, the term “t raditional Alevilik” ignores the 

                                                
15 As expressed in the aphorism: “Y ol bir sürek bin birden hareketle”  literally meaning “let us go on 
one path depending on one thousand and one” which could be translated as “let us become one in 
many”.  
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variety of domains of differences among Alevi communities, as long as the term 

consists of a consideration of a compact Alevi history. Indeed, the phenomenon I 

have here is not related to a religious mentality and a set of rituals which can be 

formulated in a single phrase. Rather, it is a matter of a variety of different 

mentalities and rituals that share some joint aspects. For that reason, the term 

“traditional Alevilik” is not adequate to express the situation. Instead, I may suggest 

here, the phrase “set of traditional Alevi modes” is more appropriate. 16 

 

2.4. The Republic, Urbanization, Migration and Dissolution 

 

The first signs of dissolution of Alevilik appeared at the beginning of the 20th century 

as a result of turmoil brought about by the war, and because of the gradual expansion 

of rural-to-urban migration (Kehl-Bodrogi, 1997: 11-13). In due course, the general 

condition of disorder in the country after the establishment of Republic set off some 

radical changes for the Alevi community as well. Alevi people, who have been living 

in isolated social conditions since the 16th century, would gradually get in touch, so 

to speak, with the external world, because of a set of developments in the Republican 

era: Construction of the roads to Alevis’ isolated residential areas that they once took 

refuge; introduction of compulsory primary education; the secular character of the 

new regime; the dissemination of the means of communication and the dramatical 

developments in the technology of communication. Thus, the border lines that Alevis 

drawn to dissociate from the outer world would get a flexible character. In other 

words, the thick borderlines that have hindered upon any possible contact with the 

non-Alevis since the 16th century would be replaced by a mode of communication 

and relational margins. In the ensuing Republican period, the Alevi people would 

step by step move in some new life domains, and the strict border lines and 

institutions of a closed community would radically be overthrown in the new life 

conditions, as the social and religious categories that have made up the old strict 

margins would be substituted by new frontiers which were determined according to 

political and ideological measures (Kehl-Bodrogi, 1996; Zeidan, 1999). In this sense, 

the mobility and flexibility in early 1900s of religious/ethnic borders would be 
                                                
16 I will return this subject in section of reconstruction of Alevilik later.  
.  
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devastated in the open politics and conjuncture of 1960s, and the traditional 

religious-social borders that have been constructed according to the needs of closed 

society would remain significant for only a certain number of people. 

 

Besides these changes, it is likely to argue that the Kemalist secularization policy had 

twofold impact upon Alevi communities. With this policy, on the one hand, the 

power blocks that have been threatening Alevi existence would be legally abolished, 

while the social/mental codes and institutions of Alevilik as a religious community 

would be dramatically turmoil to a certain extent, on the other.  

 

Zürcher (1998: 271-272) traces the roots of Kemalist mentality of secularism in three 

main aspects: The first aspect is about the secularization of the law. The judicial 

secularization has an historical significance for Alevi people who have been 

historically marginalized. Second aspect counts on the secularization of the public 

sphere. This experience of secularization seems to have more remarkable 

consequences for Alevis than any other religious groups. This is because the 

prohibition of religious symbols would mean the abolition of symbolic sphere of 

influence of Alevis, who are in a sort of evolution from the mode of closed society to 

open society, and, indeed this is what happened. Lastly, the secularization of social 

pattern made up the final basic chain of Kemalist operation of secularization. 

Through this aspect of secularization, the effective Alevi institutions (such as 

Dedelik, Musahiplik as well as the religious rituals and the social relations that 

secure these rituals, etc.) would be forced to reduce their efficiency, not to say that 

they totally disappeared. Here, one point about the last two aspects should be 

underlined: Alevis had to be aware of the social “principles” of Kemalist 

secularization policy, as long as they cared for participating in the domain of 

relations and institutions whose legality was affirmed by the new system. Alevilik, 

with its traditional web of relations and institutions, had to be given up for the sake 

of participating in the secular relations and institutions (Shankland, 1993: 5, 12).  

 

Basically, there are two resounding approaches about the effects of Kemalist 

secularization policies on Alevilik as a religious community. The first approach, 

which rather can be said to be represented by non-Alevi (Sunni) researchers (like 
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°D±D²�³h´¶µU·�¸C¹rºeºD»c¼�·c½¿¾8ÀÁ³h´
, (2000), Üzüm (2000), etc.),17 underlines that besides Sünnilik, 

Alevilik also has been under the heavy injurious impacts of the Kemalist abolishment 

of traditional religious institutions. The second approach, which is spoken for by 

Alevi authors to a sign ÂUÃmÂ�Ä�Å�Æ8ÇBÈ�ÉDÇ2È�Æ8Ç!Ê�ËrÈ�ÆrÈ�Ì�Ê�Í�ÎDÎ)ÏOÐKÑ�ÒuÓ8Ô�ÕDÖeÌÁÇBÊ�Í�ÎDÎe×cÐKÑ�Å�Æ�Ø^Ç2ÙrÈ^ÚUÂ/ÕrÈ�Ð#Ñ 18 

highlights the argument that Kemalist policy of secularization brought about a legal 

security for Alevilik. Yet, this approach takes no notice of the extent to which 

Alevilik as a religious system has been influenced by the Kemalist policies of 

secularization. At this juncture, I will argue that these two different approaches fail to 

build a theoretical position to conceptualize the different characteristics of Alevi 

question. Because, supporters of the first group seem to be too far from 

understanding the intense meaning that is historically implied by the problem of 

Alevi subsistence. Defenders of the second approach, on the other hand, seem to be 

ignorant of the expense of Kemalist policy of secularization for Alevis, focusing 

merely on the advantages of that policy (advantages in the sense that Kemalist policy 

guaranteed the blockage of the traditional anti-Alevi threats). As it is seen, the points 

that are ignored by the two approaches make up the two main components of 

historical experiences of Alevis. 

 

A couple of additional remarks might be worthwhile here. The Kemalist policy of 

secularization had more striking influences on Bektashis than Alevis in the short run. 

Because, what the most of the Sunni religious groups experienced would happen to 

the Bektashis too: The actions and institutions of Bektashis, who had established 

their traditional institutions in urban areas, are prohibited. Alevis, on the other hand, 

can be said to have been under the influence of the oppression to a lesser extent, 

compared to the Bektashi population. This is because Alevis, as a community, have 

been living in the rural regions and thus have been able to maintain their religious 

and social functions, even under the most difficult conditions. This is not to say, of 

course, that there are traditional Alevi institutions that have been established to freely 

fulfil certain functions in the public; rather, the case is that the Alevi institutions and 

web of relations are thinly distributed throughout the society. In this sense, it can 

                                                
17 Û�Ü�Ý�Þ�ßCà@á3âVã3ä3å�ãKæOç�è�è�é�á ê*ëTì/ãKí�à�îðï�å�ã�ñUò�ì@ã�ß2ó!ã�ôCàUõ�ö�ã3ì@ãKò�ã�÷�ôCã3ì�ø�ù�ì+æ/ù�ñUù�òúîðï�å�ã�ñUòMÛ�Ü�ò�Ü�ó!ì�ÞKñ5à+ê�á�û òúøTù�ì+æ@ù�ñí�ã*îðï�å�ãKñ�ò�ûüæIã3á�ý�ô�æIÞKò�Ý�Ü�ìUõ¶þrãKæ@ñCÞKÿ�ï«ò��hñ5ã�ôÁôÁá�ë_÷¶æUÞ���á��TÞ¶ôCûüòBç�è�è�è����
	�ù�óMá���ì��Þ�ôeç�è�è�è�á�ö�Ü�ò�Ü�óVÜ�	*ë_ì/ãKí�û@ì+û@ÿ�û/á
Istanbul: Turk Diyanet Vakfi.   
18 ������������������������ � �!��  Bozkurt, Fuat 1993.  
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hardly be said that social and symbolic spheres of Alevi population had happened to 

be affected by the social components of Kemalist secularization policies to a 

significant degree, until the historical period in which the processes of secularization 

and migration picked up the pace. 

 

With the beginning of urbanization and migration course, the social components of 

Kemalist policy of secularization started to have a noteworthy impact on Alevi 

populace. The Republic legally guaranteed the religious freedom of its citizens, yet 

limiting the rights to this freedom to the “private sphere” opposed to the “public 

sphere”. Furthermore, traditional Sunni form of Islam organizationally and 

theologically was reconstructed with impact of replacement of Directorate of 

Religious Affairs in institution of Sheik Islamlik (Seyhuislamlik) in 1924 (Zurcher, 

1998). The foundation of Directorate of Religious Affairs "$#&%('�)+*�,+-/.�0213,+45%768)90�:7)+*�1<;>=?;>@
brought about a legalization of Hanafi mentality and rituals in the public sphere by 
A<B�CDBFE�G7HFI�J?K/A<B7CML?A$E�A$CONFE�APA<B�CQA$R3STCVUWB�C�GXI5Y7Z�BTI�COZ�A�I[E\I
]&E�^P_�R>`FC�G7HFRPE+a�CV`FC\R3G7b&J9Y?A�cdE�UMCOHPe
What was at stake in this course was a sort of re-arrangement of the relationship 

between the State and religious affairs through a process which is based on a 

dichotomy of inclusion-exclusion, rather than a pure hostile exclusion between the 

two parties. The manner in which these institutions were founded and functioned 

clearly show that what Kemalist understanding of secularization meant was to have, 

in a way, a control over religion, rather than to provide a separation between religion 

and the state. The fact that the officially authorized religious adaptation was in favor 

of Sünnilik (in fact, in favor of a special version of Sünnilik namely Hanefilik) was 

legally limiting the religious preference of the citizens in the public sphere. In this 

sense, what defined the nature and form of the connections of the religious groups to 

the state and governmental organs would turn to be the scope and limits of the 

“official religion”, which was re -shaped by the state per se. Alevilik was not 

considered to be in the span of the “official religion”. For that reason, Alevilik could 

not be a reference point in the process of establishment of connection with the 

modern system. Alevilik could get use of the system on condition that it hided the 

Alevi identity in the public sphere in other words, as long as Taqiyya was used as a 

strategy (Kehl-Bodrogi, 1997:12). 
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It seems that a body of works on the nature and scope of the attachment that Sunni 

and Alevi community established with the new regime has already been generated. 

Among these works, Shankland’s study is the most recognized one. 19 I observe that 

Shankland’s arguments con cerning this subject have received a general appreciation. 

Yet, it seems that Shankland’s presuppositions of formulation of the difference 

between Alevi and Sunni experiences (which are shared by some other authors as 

well) of modernization is very problematical. Shankland’s main argument can be 

framed as follows: The traditional social order within the Sunni villages is 

compatible with their being absorbed gradually into the national, centralized 

administrative system, in contrast to this, the Alevi cannot integrate into the modern 

Turkish state without relinquishing literal belief in their myths, rituals, and ideal 

because these undermine the legitimacy of the central government (Shankland, 1993: 

5, 12). In other words, in Shankland’s account, the Sunni ve rsion of Islam is more 

compatible with modernization process than Alevi interpretation. Shankland’s thesis 

seems to be vulnerable to a series of criticisms: First, his field observations are not 

based on the history of modernization of Turkey. Second, his formulation of 

modernization practice is limited to the form of relations that he articulates between 

the “modern” state and different religious groups. Third, he ignores the different 

aspects of Kemalist policy of secularization and the possible effects of this policy on 

different religious positions. He almost regards the Kemalist policy of secularization 

as the single possible form of secularization. Fourth, in the field that he conducted 

the research, Alevi people make up the religious minority, and the extent to which 

the way these Alevi people get in touch with modernity might be generalized to those 

fields in which Alevi inhabitants are the major section, is quite arguable. Lastly, he 

pays no attention to the extent to which the ethnic diversity among Alevi people 

affects the relationship they establish with modernity. Here, since the main concern 

of this study is not about modernization and urbanization strategies of Sunni and 

Alevi populations, I must content ourselves with the following claim: The nature of 

different relationships that Alevi people established with the new life conditions 

cannot be accounted for by referring merely to the traditional Alevi mentality and the 

apparatuses that they constructed according to this mentality. Besides this, one must 

                                                
19 Shankland, David 1993.  
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refer to the other dynamics that transcend the total power of all communities, that is, 

the “modernizing” authorities, which propose and design the various forms of the 

relationship between religious groups and modernity. The question of according to 

what ethnic and religious criteria the public sphere, which is created by the young 

Republic by means of the Constitution and other laws, was established, has 

dramatically affected the way the (central or peripheral) ethnic and religious groups 

made contact with such categories as the state, policy, economy, education, and the 

like.20  

 

Thus, Alevi people, who are in an urbanization process, just like Sunni people, 

carried on “living” 21 their hidden religion because of Kemalist secularization policy 

and the obliged religious identity of public sphere. It was not for the first time in the 

Alevi history that Alevilik was not defined as a legitimate belief system in the newly 

introduced laws. In fact, Alevilik has never been a “legal” way of belief in its his tory. 

However, the manner in which Alevi people are disregarded in spite of all secular 

protection mechanisms in the period of the Republic was denoting something new. 

Different from the past, Alevi people are gradually congregating in the urban space. 

Yet, since their religious belief was banned, they lacked social and religious 

mechanisms to maintain their religious beliefs in the new life conditions (of the 

urban areas). The social and religious institutions that they had established in the past 

conditions of life brought about by the processes of urbanization, secularization and 

migration, could no more work as the means of justification. The main character of 

the social and historical context which meant a new era in the history of Alevis was 

consisted of these experiences. As Kehl-Bodrogi (1996:58-59) pointed out, Alevilik 

was facing with a modern context which would bring about a radical shift in the 

internal structure of the community, as well as in their religious practice and 

                                                
20 For the impacts of the classifying and describing practices of the Republic in the case of  Kurdish 
community in discursive level, see, fhg5i�g�jOk2lmg�npo�qPr5s�s�sOt  
 
21 The reason of this word that was used in quotation mark is about that the Alevis who lived in an 
urban setting didn’t have social and religious institutions that could fulfilled needs of the new social, 
cultural, and political circumstances.  It’s obvious that absence of these institutions was obsta cle to 
practice religious rituals. For a study that detailed examined the basic functions of these institutions in 
the Alevi community, see, f
u�vxw�y j�z�u5{�u|k2}h{�~+u�jDr5s�s���k�u�j��
�����5z�o��>q<k|�\o+u�qPr�s�s��+t  
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collective self-conscious. This process of dissolution went faster with the 

immigration course that picked up the pace in the 1950’s.  

 

With the process of disclosure of Alevi communities to the external world, 

secularization gained speed among Alevis who, parallel to this tendency, had a 

palpable position in the left-side in polarization of leftist-rightist tendencies. When 

the mode of social-religious organization, which was determined according to the 

marginal conditions, broke up in the urban conditions, Alevis began to gather around 

the most “compatible” modern alternatives in the urban conditions (Kehl -Bodrogi, 

1996:52-63 and 1997; Shankland, 1999b: 132-169). Social life of Alevis began to 

evade the effect of religious institutions to a significant extent. The Alevi social 

institutions faced with the danger of extinction. The Talip, Pupil, who strictly belong 

to a particular Dede lineage (ocak) in religious sense, migrated to cities in a 

disordered fashion and this caused a loss in the central role of holy lineages in the 

Alevi communities. The threat of extinction of these blessed families was not limited 

to the urban spaces. A similar danger was at work in the rural areas too, because of 

the attitude of the young population (an attitude shaped, especially, by the political 

conjuncture of the 70’s and 80’s). Besides, emergence of the local representatives of 

the growing central authority in the villages (like headman of a village, the Imam and 

teacher) caused a modification in the social and political structure of Alevi villages 

(Shankland, 1993: 101-102). Hence, the social, political and educational functions 

which have traditionally been accomplished by the Dede would be taken on by the 

intuitions that were the extension of the central state. By modernization and 

urbanization processes, the social, juridical, political power and roles of the Dede in 

the closed Alevi communities would be claimed for by the modern institutions. 

(Shankland, 1999a: 320-322). Shankland claimed that the Dedelik has been 

transformed into a symbolic category as a result of modernization and urbanization 

processes. In fact, the Dedelik as a one of the basic institutions of traditional Alevilik 

have lost most of its traditional functions and was transformed into a symbolic 

category in the new urban setting. What is more, their religious roles gradually 

became useless. In short, the central social institutions which founded Alevilik in the 

form of an urban community, together with the limits that are depicted by these 

institutions, was in a moment of crisis.  
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The religious, social, economic and political signs of crisis were getting clearer. 

Alevilik was in crisis in terms of religion, since the religious rituals that have been 

designed according to the rural conditions of a closed society disappeared in the 

urban conditions. In the urban conditions, Alevis began to live in a disorganized 

way in different places, and thus, a loss in the possibility of contact and control 

among Alevis became inevitable. This was even the case for those Alevis who 

lived in the same neighborhood too: They lacked a shared authority who might 

establish a control over means of solidarity, who could coordinate Alevi residents 

in terms of religious affairs. What is more, residents of the same neighborhood 

could not have the required social mechanisms to manage the social life which 

was established according to modern division of labor. The break of traditional 

relationships between the Dede and the Talip lineages due to migration and 

dissolution caused intensification in the non-religious activities of urban Alevis. 

The Talip had no possibility of getting through to a Dede or a Musahip (religious-

relative) to talk about their problems and to search for solutions to those problems. 

The Talip resorted to the apparatuses of the modern life, like unions, political 

parties, students’ associations, local councils of solidarity, in order to cope with 

the problems of the modern world. 

 

The central institution of traditional Alevilik, namely the Dedelik, which had 

undertaken the political, social, juridical and intellectual functions, was compelled to 

leave all of its functions except religious affairs to the related organs of the modern 

state in the modern urban conditions. This does not mean, yet, there was no problem 

in fulfilling the religious functions. There are two main problems for the Dede, about 

accomplishing the religious affairs: The first problem was about the dissolution of 

the basic institutions of traditional Alevilik in the urban conditions. The second 

problem was that, there was not any legal procedure to assume the existence of 

Alevilik as a system of beliefs, securing its religious contents and functions. Thus, 

the process of integration, which gained speed with urbanization, was providing 

Alevis with the use of modern economic, social, political and educational resources, 
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yet, at the expense of restriction of the Dedelik to the symbolic religious domain, 

robbing it of its traditional social, political and economic abilities.  

 

The urban Alevi population, being released from the effects of basic institutions of 

traditional Alevilik, has politically got a leftist position in the nation-wide 

polarization with the influence of events of 1960’s and 1970’s (Schüler, Harald 1999: 

157-186). This is not because the leftist paradigm had a special agenda devoted to the 

Alevi question (indeed, the left in Turkey kept away from ethnic and religious 

matters, even in 1970’s, when it had its greatest social support). The reason why 

Alevis went in with the left should be sought in the Alevi dynamics per se. First of 

all, such leftist political discourses as equality and freedom can be said to have been 

compatible with the Alevi demands, since such terms as “exclusion” and 

“subjugation” was key to critical Alevi discourse.  An important amount of Alevi 

intellectuals draw a parallel between the basic leftist arguments and Alevi discourse 

of equality and freedom, and thus they explain the joint between Alevilik and the left 

wing.22 (The “encounter” between Alevilik and left -wing cannot be an “alliance”,  

since an “alliance” implies an agreement and harmony between the symmetrical 

participants. However, the parties of junction in the case of Alevi-left wing 

cooperation lacks a symmetry, since an Alevi individual had to give up the symbols 

of Alevilik in order to be a good leftist). It is quite clear that this point of view is 

questionable. First of all, such terms as equality, freedom and secularism appeared as 

the outcomes of modernity. I know through the historical works on Alevilik, 

however, that the traditional patterns that make up Alevilik has a historical roots of 

thousands years. Second, this point of view works on an essentialist perspective, that 

is to say, it strives to find an ahistorical essence to attach to Alevilik. However, I can 

simply argue here that, despite its metaphysical contents, Alevilik is constructed 

historically, has been perceived accordingly and reshaped in changing historical 

contexts, just like any belief system.23 Also, I should keep in mind that although the 

domain of politics is/ can be formulated as a reflection of material conditions of life, 

that is to say, while it is true that politics is bound to a certain historical and social 
                                                
22 �+�������<�2����+�<�d���������X�����+���$�9���������������+���O�h�x�����x����¡ ���¢£��¤������(¥(�§¦ ¨<©>ª�«�¬�+®d¯�°£«�©d±&²
³�´<µ�¶+·�¸�®¹O±\º¼»�½�½�¾�±¿ ¶��«�ª�À5ª�¶[Á?«�Â�µ�Ã�µ�¶hÄhÅÆ©>ª�ÇÉÈ3«O¨�ª�«�Ê�ËÆ´$±9»5¨d©9Ì5Ê�Å ©3Å·�«O±�Íp¨<©3ª�«�¬��®>¯2°£®Ì�Î�Ï\´$Ì|¨Ð¨�Ñ  
 
23 For historical and social evolution of religions, see: Iber, Max 1998, “Dünya Dinlerinin Toplumsal 
Psikolojisi”, In Din Sosyolojisi, 2nd edition, Ankara: Vadi, pp, 165-177 
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context, it is not an immediate imagination or reflection of that conditions; it is 

something that is constructed historically and socially.  

 

Second factor that affected the political attitudes of Alevis was related to secular 

character of the Republic. As Kehl-Bodrogi claimed  (1997:13) that Alevis 

welcomed the Republic, because of that they considered the basic principles of 

laicism and nationalism as the best guarantors for putting an end to their religious 

discrimination, however they were still denied official recognition as a religious 

community. The Alevis were given the opportunity to advance on the social, 

economical and political level on condition that they didn’t make a public issue of 

their religious and social identity. This historical perception that the Alevis shared 

had led to ally between the Alevis and political parties that emphasized laicism 

regardless their political stance as the left or the right until the closing down of 

Democrat Party in 1960. As Schüler explained (1999:163) that the Alevis who had 

voted for DP in the beginning of the 1950 went away from DP as a result of several 

factors that were related to the very close relationship between this party and Sunni 

communities, some declarations of Nur community, is one of the biggest religious 

orders that based on Sünnilik in Turkey, to support DP and some expressions of 

several ministers of DP that included respect for leaders of this community. In this 

context, the issue of existence of the Alevis seemed to forward to their economic, 

social, political and cultural demands.  

 

The last factor was about political distinction that emerged in 1960s in the Alevis. As 

also Melikoff interpreted (1999c: 317-338) one the one hand, Alevis who were 

conservative and less educated tended to vote for RPP (RPP), Republican People 

Party, on the other hand, young Alevis who were educated in modern schools, and 

opened to new thoughts were divided into the different sections of the socialist left. 

While the conservative Alevis considered Kemalism as a guarantor for putting an 

end their social, economic and politic exclusions; the young Alevis, as Kehl-Bodrogi 

expressed (1997: 8) that took up once again the non-conformist tradition of the 

community by devoting themselves to egalitarian revolutionary ideologies. This led 

to change the borderline that had distinguished the community from outside world 

from a religious to an ideological level that referred to a historical transformation in 
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the collective definition of identity. And it was one of the basic clues that indicated 

the historical and social crisis of Alevilik in the new conditions of urban settings in 

its long history.  

 

2.5. Alevi Movement as Reconstruction of Alevilik 

 
It seems that Alevilik has lost its traditional institutions and social /historical bases in 

which it had existed and it has been reconstructed under the new conditions of 

urbanity and modernity for the last decades that gradually collapsed the traditional 

socio-religious organization with its specific forms of religious life, which could only 

function in a face to face society (Kehl-Bodrogi 1997: 13). Oral transmission of 

knowledge within the holy lineages, whose members had generally lost their 

authority, was interrupted. In this context, toward the end of the 1970’s Alevilik was 

secularized to an important extent and its disappearance as a distinctive community 

appeared to be simply a matter of time (Camuroglu, 1997: 26). Additionally, 

urbanized generations grew up without being initiated into the esoteric doctrine 

contrary to those who had grown up in the circumstances of a closed society in which 

all aspects of Alevis’ life  were organized in regards to rules of the Alevi theology. 

Their Alevilik was reduced to the awareness of a common historical legacy, which 

defined them as victims of history but also as unbending fighters against injustice 

and suppression (Kehl-Bodrogi, 1997:12).  

 

The manifold radical social and political changes following the proclamation of the 

Republic divested the outside world of its hostile character and led to a gradual 

opening of the community. Additionally, Massive urban flow of the Alevis 

reinforced this process in the mid 1950’s (Kehl -Bodrogi, 1997: 12). As the 

community opened up to the outside world, it produced some outcomes that 

dramatically affected the community. The first outcome was related to changes in 

cultural map of Alevis. Therefore, Alevis became increasingly secular and left 

leaning, neglecting their traditional institutions due to the quality of the new 

conditions of urbanity and modernity (Zeidan, David 1999: 77). In this context, 

solidarity loosened, ritual and ceremony lost some of their meaning, and the Holy 

Lineages gradually lost their authority. The second outcome was related to changes 
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in the material circumstances of Alevis. The agriculture production and 

stockbreeding that characterized the essential components of Alevis’  economic 

production was replaced by mode of capitalist production. This means that this 

transformation also signified an evolution from a closed society to an open society. It 

seems that the impacts of the transformation in the material circumstances of the 

Alevis Are more effective than the impacts of political, cultural, and educational 

dimensions of urbanity and modernity. On the one hand, the social and historical 

changes in the circumstances of the traditional Alevilik dramatically started to 

collapse the traditional organizations of Alevilik with their specific forms of religious 

life, on the other hand, cultural and political effects of modernity and urbanity 

gradually started to affect the community. During this period, there was another 

factor which needs to be explored that was related to no official recognition for 

Alevilik as a religious belief. Because, the state generally banned region from the 

public sphere and therefore also radically curtailed Sunni religious activities and 

institutions except for a specific form of Sunni Islam that was constructed as the 

official religion of state. The Alevis are given the opportunity to advance on the 

social, economical and political level on condition that they didn’t make a public 

issue of their religious and social identity (Kehl-Bodrogi 1997: 10). The retention of 

the custom of taqiyya under the new circumstances turned to be out a convenient 

means to participate in the affairs of society in general. 

First Alevilik, which started to be constructed as a subject of books and articles by 

some of Alevi authors, started to appear in the public sphere in the last 1980’s. Then 

it started to be one of the basic issues that appeared in the public sphere of Turkey by 

the way of various Alevi institutions in beginning of 1990’s 24. It appeared the first 

time as a religious and social movement in public sphere with the demand of official 

recognition in its long history. The Alevis have been trying to reconstruct Alevilik 

which was shaped in the circumstances of a closed society in regards to the needs of 

a open society for the last two decades against the situation that referred to 

dissolution of traditional Alevilik that was determined by the proclamation of the 

Republic and then the beginning of processes of migration, urbanization and 

modernization. 
                                                
24 For more information about studies on Alevilik in this time, see these studies: Figlali, Ethem Ruhi Ò�Ó�Ó�Ô+Õ/Ö?×�Ø<Ù�ÚÛ�Ü�Ý(Þ�ÜàßháxÜ�â�Úxá¹ÚÙäã�å+Þçæ�Ü�Ù�è3ã|é�Ú(áÚÙ�Õëê<ì<è>ã�å�í�î�ádï
ð�Ü�á(ñ�î�Ùçò\Ø$Ü|ìÐìÐÕ£ð�Ü�å�Ü�Ø�Õëó¡Ü�ô�ã�áVÒ5Ó�Ó+õ�Õ
ã�å+Þ÷ö
ø5ã�Ù�Õ
Ahmet Yasar 2002.  
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The new Alevi movement wishes to reconstruct new boundaries which will 

distinguish the community from the outside world to replace the old boundaries that 

maintained the community as a whole from the outside world, which was demolished 

parallel to opening of the community and under new conditions of urbanity and 

modernity as mentioned above. Today, the new Alevi movement reconstructs the old 

social and religious boundaries with regards to the needs of community under 

conditions of urbanity and modernity against political and ideological boundaries 

that dramatically affected the community in the crises period of Alevilik. In this 

context, Alevis discuss the question of how the old boundaries and institutions reply 

the needs of the new historical and social period. Although Alevis agree on some of 

the answers of questions that are raised by modernity and urbanity, there are different 

positions within the new Alevi movement.  It seems that basically there are two 

factors which affect the differences within Alevis. The first factor relates to political 

and ideological bases of the different approaches which determine the process of 

reconstruction of traditional Alevilik. The second factor that includes which 

institutions and concepts of traditional Alevilik will be kept or left relates to the first 

factor. This, there is no doubt, includes a hard struggle for how Alevilik should be 

defined. Thus, the various institutions within the new Alevi movement may be seen 

as a clue about the effects of these factors which are behind the conflicts within the 

Alevis. 

  

 It seems that the rediscovery of the Alevi community depends on various factors at 

various levels. Among them it can be roughly distinguished as sociological and 

political factors (Camuroglu, 1997: 25-27). The first factor which is in the domain of 

sociology relates to processes of migration and urbanization. The boundaries which 

strictly had maintained the Alevi community against the outside world and kept the 

inner discipline and solidarity among the Alevis for ages collapsed with the impacts 

of migration, urbanity and modernity. During this period the new boundaries that 

were characterized by political and ideological grounds started to replace the old 

ones that had been characterized by social and religious grounds within Alevis. 

Alevis have been reconstructing the new boundaries which are characterized by 

social and religious terms as to maintain the community from the outside for the last 
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two decades. In this context, there are two leading points which need to be 

mentioned: the first point is about that the inevitable quality of a boundary in the 

construction of a ethnic and religious identity (Barth, 1991), and the second one 

relates to the nature of a boundary which refers to a historical field which is flexible, 

relational, disclosure and continually needs to be defined (Laclau and Mouffe, 1992). 

 

The Alevis started to migrate to urban area parallel to social and economic evolution 

of Turkey in 1950’s. This migration process  that accelerated in 1950’s reached its 

peak in 1970’s for economic and political reasons. The basic property of historical 

and social transformation, which Alevis have experienced since 1950’s, relates to 

migration from rural to urban areas. Most of Alevis had lived in rural settings since 

1950. They started to integrate to urbanized environment due to economic and 

political factors after that time. Rapid urbanization led to fundamental changes in the 

social, cultural and economic structures of the community. Therefore, the great 

increase in the number of educated Alevis and the emergence of an Alevi bourgeoisie 

resulted in new social stratification (Camuroglu, 1997: 26). 

 

The second factor which affects the new Alevi movement in sociological sense 

relates to historical and social transformation in Turkey, as well as in the world, in 

1980’s. The rapid urbanization, social and economic changes, and the appearances of 

ethnic and religious groups in the public sphere are some of the clues about the basic 

social and historical features of the 1980’s (Ocak, 2002: 312; Raudvere, 1999: 241 -

259). Additionally, the nature of international conjuncture which was characterized 

by post-modern philosophy and the politics of identity seemed to make it easy for 

ethnic and religious groups to appear in the public sphere of Turkey.  In this context, 

the new Alevi movement appeared in these historical and social circumstances of 

Turkey. The process of social and cultural integration of Alevilik to urbanized 

Turkey constituted social and historical framework of the new Alevi movement.  

 

In very broad terms, the political factors can be reduced to four essential points. The 

first point was about the military coup of the 1980 which led to collapse the alliance 

between the political left and Alevis, which was set up in 1960’s and reinforced in 

1970’s, and this led to Alevis to seek new approaches. It seems that there were two 
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factors that affected the Alevis to move in new directions. The first one was related 

to politically and bodily collapse of political left due to military coup, the second one 

was related to the religious policy of the political left which ignored all demands of 

suppressed religious groups and called them as obstacles to the progression of 

history. Moreover, after the military coup, all dynamics such as Kurdish, Feminist, 

and Alevi movements, which were ignored by the political left during 1970’s, started 

to appear in the public sphere in the late 1980’s. In this sense, it may be said that the 

new Alevi movement took place as an outcome of a challenge to the old arguments 

of the political left about the suppressed religious groups.  

 

The second important factor was the rise of Islamic fundamentalism or political 

Islam in Turkey (Camuroglu, 1997: 26; Ocak, 2002: 313-315; Zeidan, 1999: 78). As 

Camuroglu stated (1997: 26) that because of their considerable and extensive 

historical inheritance, the Alevis are put on alert by the Islamic reassertion, which 

had gained a new impetus through the Islamic Revolution of Iran. Parallel to the 

growth of political Islam, Alevis started to accelerate the process of organization as 

to protect themselves against the threats which might come from political Islamists. 

Additionally, `the event of Sivas` that took place in July 1993, and the event of the 

district of Gazi that took place in Istanbul in 1994 accelerated the process of 

politicization of Alevis.  

 

The next important factor was about the collapse of the Soviet block, which 

increased Alevis’ political activism (Camuroglu, 1997 a nd Ocak, 2002). In addition 

to the effects of the military coup in 1980, the collapse of the Soviet bloc 

dramatically affected the historical outlook of Alevis. As a result of this 

development, socialism, which in the previous two decades had an indisputable 

authority as an ideological alternative for the young and middle generations of 

Alevis, lost its former importance. So, most of Alevis began to seek other paths. In 

the late 1980’s many of them went towards Alevilik, and started to redefine 

themselves as Alevi. In this regard, they started to reconstruct Alevilik with modern 

terms, most of which they had taken from the political left such as laicism, 

egalitarianism, justice, freedom etc. Also they used means and experiences that they 
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had acquired from the political left during 1970’s for the new Alevi movement in 

1990’s.  

 

The last important factor that affected the new Alevi movement was Kurdish 

separatist movement, which started to extend social bases in the late 1980’s (Ocak, 

2002 and Camuroglu, 1997). It seems that it affected Alevis in two senses. On the 

one hand, the rise of Kurdish separatist movement seemed to encourage Alevis in 

their political activisms. One the other hand, it basically started to divide the Alevi 

community into two parts because of Kurdish Alevi population. For Alevis religious 

identity had been more important than ethnic identity until modernity and urbanity 

periods. Nevertheless, when they faced modernization and urbanization, modern 

ideologies affected the Alevi individual to a greater extent than the past. Today, 

although Alevilik has a significant effect on most of Alevis, modern ideologies 

which basically are characterized by the political left and nationalism are getting 

strong within the Alevi community.  

 

As a result of these factors, Alevilik started to be reconstructed by Alevis in the late 

1980’s. In this time, the most common demand that mobilized the different segments 

of Alevis was about legalization of Alevilik and its rituals and practices. 

Nevertheless, there was a common demand on which Alevis agreed, there was a 

polarization around the definition of Alevilik and its basic rituals. This means that 

Alevilik started to be constructed theoretically by the different ideological and 

political approaches within Alevis, and this situation is valid for today. Of course, 

there is no problem in the reconstruction of Alevilik from the different points of 

views. But, it seems that there is a leading problem with their reading and writing 

strategies. All these approaches tend to interpret and reconstruct Alevilik and its 

traditional concepts and institutions using modern terms such as secularism, 

democracy, contemporariness, egalitarianism, freedom, nation, and ethnic origin of 

Alevilik. It seems that Alevilik is under threat of modern concepts and apparatus.25 

                                                
25 The process of reconstruction and conceptualization according to modern concepts is valid for all 
forms of identity. Thus, this threat that mentioned above is at least valid for all pre-modernization 
concepts and relations. But, this process is more dangerous for Alevis than the other ethnic and 
religious identities due to the lack of a common theology and a centralized religious institution in 
Alevilik. In this sense, every modern reading of Alevilik which is based on a certain religious 
interpretation or ethnic group, may harm the syncretistic nature of Alevilik.   
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Therefore, on the one hand, they ignore the syncretistic nature of Alevilik; on the 

other hand they neglect all terms that have a history. Now I am examining the 

arguments of these approaches about Alevilik and its traditional institutions and 

relations.  

There are six political and ideological positions about the new Alevi movement.26 

The first position talks of an Alevilik which is based on Turkishness and Islam, with 

a demand for legitimacy as a unique Islamic community, with a claim for 

legalization of their religious rituals and practice, integration of their doctrine into the 

state education system. The Cem Foundation typically represents this kind of 

position.27  The most leading argument of this position is that Alevilik is the 

interpretation of Turks and most of components of Alevilik, such as the rights of 

woman, assembly, democracy, came from the culture of Turks. Also it is a 

humanistic interpretation of Islam. In this regard, needless to say; its humanistic 

quality comes from its content of Turkishness.  

 

The second position is constituted by an interpretation of Alevilik which is based on 

the political left. As Ocak said (2002: 324), this approach constructs Alevilik as a 

project which is based on freedom, secularism, egalitarianism and democracy28.  

Some uprisings in the long history of Alevilik such as Babailer, Sheikh Bedrettin, are 

essential to this kind of approach. It seems that the Pir Sultan Association typically 

represents this kind of position.  

 

The third position is constituted by an interpretation of Ulema which is based on the 

interpretations of the Sunni authors. Although this position has a set of varying 

outlooks on Alevilik, it reduces Alevilik to the respect for Ali. Also it tries to define 

Alevilik in the circle of Islam and neglects its historical, cultural and religious 

backgrounds. Instead of this, it sees Alevis as the people who went astray although 

                                                                                                                                     
     
26 There are some studies on various differences in the new Alevi movement. See Ocak, Ahmet Yasar 
2002, Melikoff, Irene 1999, Camuroglu, Reha 2000, Uzum, Ilyas 2000.  
 
27 Although the CEM Foundation represent this position, and this approach dramatically affect most of 
authors who concern on Alevilik such as Cemal Sener, Orhan Turkdogan, Riza Zelyut, Fuat Bozkurt.    
 
28 Some of representatives of this position are Fuat Bozkurt, Cemal Sener, and Arene Melikoff etc. 
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they have good intention. So, it tries to integrate them in Sunni form of Islam.29 

Furthermore, some representatives of this position tend to classify Alevis with good 

and bad terms. For example, Uzum (2000) and Turkdogan (1995) classified Alevis 

into two groups: those who participated in activities of the Cem Association as 

Alevis in sincerity, and those who participated in activities of the Association of Pir 

Sultan Association as ideological groups that used Alevilik.  

 

The next position that concerns Alevilik is represented by Kurdish nationalist 

groups.30 This is similar to the first approach which is characterized by Turkish 

nationalist groups. It claims that Alevilik is the interpretation of the Kurds and it is a 

synthesis of Kurdishness and Islamic components. Moreover, it is a humanitarian 

interpretation of Islam; its humanitarian property comes from its content of 

Kurdishness, like the first approach claims.  Another interesting point which needs to 

be clarified is that this position sees a genetic link between Sunni form of Islam and 

social and cultural aspects of Arabian society. This means that Sunni Islam is 

Arabian interpretation of Islam.  

 

Another important position that concerns Alevilik and its social and religious 

institutions is represented by typically Faik Bulut. This position has two main 

characteristics: the first one is that it refuses a genetic link between Alevilik as a 

religion and a certain ethnic group, the second one relates to the claim which rejects 

the argument that is based Islamic character of Alevilik.31 He states that Ali, the 

cousin of Prophet Mohammed, cannot be evaluated in the Alevi cosmology, but only 

should be evaluated in the circle of Islamic orthodoxy. Additionally, he thinks that 

the origin of Alevilik which is a syncretistic belief should be explored in ancient 

Anatolia, not in the classic distinction of Islam. In this context, he claims that 

Alevilik should be seen as a syncretism, which have based on the different cultures 

and religions. 

 

                                                
29 For such a position, see Uzum, Ilyas 2000, and Aktay, Yasin 2000.  
30 One of famous representatives of this position is Cemsid Bender. See, Bender, Cemsid, Kurt 
Uygarliginda Alevilik, Istanbul: Kaynak Press, 1991.  
31 Bulut, Faik 1998, Alisiz Alevilik, 2nd edition, Istanbul: Berfin Press. .  
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The last position which needs to be clarified is characterized by the argument which 

includes that Alevilik is a version of Shi’ism. This position is characterized by 

typically Riza Zelyut.32 This position, which distinguishes Alevilik from Bektasilik 

perceives Alevilik in the classic distinction of Islam. According this, Alevilik which 

based on Ali should be constructed as a version of Islam, and it doesn’t base on non -

Islamic sources. It seems that this approach constructs Alevilik as a form of Shi’ism 

which basically emerged in the classic distinction of Islam, and according to it, 

historically Alevilik is based on Caferi theology which dramatically affected Shi’a 

tradition.  

 

Although all these approaches have the different theoretical and political references, 

it seems that they are based on similar methodological ground. All of them 

conceptualize Alevilik using modern terms and apparatus such as nationalism, 

secularism, democracy, rights of woman, assembly, and egalitarianism.  In this 

regard, Alevilik historically is understood as a unique, homogenous, and 

unchangeable category. So, they think that all ethnic and religious categories signify 

the same signified or refer to the same meaning settings forever, such as Kurd, Turk, 

Islam, Alevilik, and Sünnilik. In this sense, they always ignore these concepts may 

have different meaning or signified in different social and cultural forms.33 From 

these points of views, the multi-ethnic and syncretistic structure of Alevilik is seen as 

a small problem, which needs to be overcome. In this context, there is a significant 

relationship between their perception of traditional Alevilik and what Alevilik will 

be, as what they will want in the future, because, the nature of quality of conjuncture 

where they interpret and act determines the content of issue of Alevi identity, 

tradition and the sources of Alevilik. As a result of this, it cannot be said that there is 

only a unique form of Alevilik. Today, there are several definitions of Alevilik that 

appear in public sphere through magazines, associations and books.  

                                                
32 See, Zelyut, Riza 1999, In Turkiye’de Aleviler, Bektasiler, Nusayriler, ù$ú<û>ü�ý�þ�ÿ�������ý�ú�ü��	�
���|úÐú�
Another representative of this position is Ehli Beyt group that are active in Corum district. 
 
33 For example, Turkishness more referred to a social category than the others in period of Ottoman. A 
similar relation is valid for Kurdishness. Although Kirmanj word referred to those who Are not in the 
social and political order of a tribe and engaged in agriculture as a social category in period of 
Ottoman, it started to be used to define dominant ethnic group as a political category in the nationalist 
and modernist conjunctures by the nationalist Kurdish intellectuals.  For more knowledge about this 
matter, see Van Bruinessen, Martin 2001, pp. 73-76.   
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CHAPTER III 
 

RESEARCHING ALEVILIK 
 

3.1. Method 
The data, which is assumed to provide answers for the basic questions posed in the 

introduction of the main theme of this study, were obtained through fieldwork. The 

field research, as a part of the main thesis, was based on ethnographic and participant 

observation techniques, which are both well known in qualitative and quantitative 

methodologies.  

 

No hierarchical relationship among the possible field research methods is postulated. 

A possible preference which method was based on its current advantages for 

example efficiency, acquiring more detailed information and accommodating a larger 

amount of the respondents, acknowledging that the two methods, with effective 

employment, can complement each other. A combination of the two methods led to 

command the research. As it is well known, different schools of social sciences have 

different concepts about research methods. At this point, I will outline some 

important details that are firmly tied to these concepts, which will provide the study 

with an epistemological and methodological background.  

 

The epistemological assumption of this study is a tendency to reject a set of research 

methods, which are based on the metaphysical postulations that claim ‘genuine 

knowledge’, as they are ahistorical. Basically, epistemological assumption of this 

study is that, there is no research strategy within the social sciences (including the 

questionnaire and in- depth interview) to acquire the ‘absolute knowledge’ of the 

field. This, of course, is not to say that there is no point in going to the field. What I 

mean by this assertion is that, as Gadamer points out (1975), the researcher, either 

with social or natural interest, approaches his object of research from a historical 
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context, with the intellectual rigging that characterizes the specific historical period. 

The accent here clearly falls upon the historical constraints on the researcher. This 

methodological outlook will dominate, implicitly or explicitly, the epistemological 

ground of this study. Interpretation and understanding are not peculiar to the source, 

scope and reliability of knowledge (that is, they are not distinctive characteristics of 

epistemology merely). These two human accomplishments, in their very essence, 

mark the condition of human existence, and they relate to the mode of being.  

In relation to these methodological remarks, another point that deserves attention is 

the metaphysical opposition of ‘explanation versus understanding’, an opposition 

that has been prevalent in the traditional scientific discourse. The advent of the 

dichotomy of nomotetic versus idiographic social sciences depends to a significant 

extent on this opposition and gains a theoretical justification via it (Wallerstein, 

1997, 2000). In fact, these two approaches act in accordance to the Newtonian 

scientific model. The former treats the social sciences as the natural sciences, and the 

latter, without opposing the outlook of the former, underlines particular 

characteristics of the social sciences, hence, it proposes a new methodology and 

epistemology. Wallerstein asserts that a prerequisite of transcending the domination 

of the Newtonian paradigm is to reject this traditional opposition in social sciences. 

In fact, the essential point is not about the way to transcend, or at least, treat, the 

impact of Newtonian paradigm in social sciences. The problem is that, this paradigm 

is now encountering many problems even in the natural sciences. While the term 

‘explanation’, as a product of Enlightenment philosophy, has essentially been used to 

point to the supposed ‘objective’  relationship between objects of the natural sciences, 

the terms understanding-interpretation have been attached to the social sciences, to 

allude to the supposed ‘unstable’ or ‘obscure’ character of human relations. 

Consequently, the term explanation, being employed to connote the objective 

relations, has been identified with the natural sciences, while the term understanding 

has hitherto been employed to serve the social sciences. 

 

This study discommends this firm opposition and suggests instead that the two 

concepts can be employed to compliment one another. In other words, a careful 

collaboration can make them supplement each other. Bernstein (1983) states that 

ontological hermeneutics has very important implications for the mentality of the 
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social and natural sciences that I employ. If understanding and its necessary 

component, interpretation, have to do with the essence of being, as Heidegger 

formulates, then all scientific forms, natural or social, will inevitably contain features 

of interpretation and understanding. Such an approach challenges those scientific 

principles that have been serving as a set of axioms for the natural and social 

sciences, which have been proposed by the enlightenment philosophy. Based on 

these ideas this study will lay aside the traditional ‘division of labor’ traditionally 

found in the social and natural sciences, which is based upon a supposed demarcation 

line between explanation and understanding. No attempt of explanation can be 

achieved without ‘understanding’, and any en deavour of understanding will fail 

unless an appropriate explanation of the internal relations of its subjects is provided. 

What is more, every attempt of explanation and understanding inevitably includes 

interpretations, biases and fore-structures (Gadamer, 1975 and Bernstein, 1983). All 

these commentaries are to give a brief account of the study of the epistemological 

limits of science, which has hitherto been under the serious impact of positivism. 

 

3.2.  Research Techniques 

3.2.1. Sampling  
 

The fieldwork consisted of 208 questionnaires that were applied to the Alevis who 

are syncretistic religious community and 6 in-depth interviews conducted with 

selected the respondents from the population of the Alevi community in Ankara. In 

the survey the technique of sampling was used mainly in order to gather data about 

the Alevis. In the field two steps that are related to each other were followed: the first 

step was about selecting members of the Alevi associations by employing random 

sample. In this way 104 Alevis who are members or participating in Alevi 

associations were selected to participate in the questionnaires. There are several 

Alevi organizations in Ankara such as Pir Sultan A �����������������
� �"!#���%$�&�'(�)�
*�+-,/.�!0�21�*
Veli Foundation, and Cem Cultural House. In the selection of these organizations 

some criteria were considered: the first criteria was related to the number of Alevis, 

so the districts that had a considerable Alevi population were selected, these were 
3(46587:9);=</;�>@?BA�4�>C4 ;EDF<%G�<�H8IJ9�K)<�L�M�9@4ONQP(<�MR<2MSM�L�7:9)>@NUT�<"NQNUT�9/VW9X4YM-<XMWN0VWZ%;�[@VW9�\Y<"N]4�Z�;^M_T�46`
between these organizations and the Alevi masses in these areas. The districts that 
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were selected for fieldwork had several Alevi organizations such as the Pir Sultan 
acb�d�e�fgaXhih�j�k
l e"mnlYj%oCpgqce�k)rcsRt/u�m�e
v�rBwct�fUlcxFj%y8oCd8e/m]l j�oze�oCd|{Jt"}~{�y^f�mUy���e�f�qcj�y^hSt%�-���Ct
second consideration was the religious content of the districts that are selected for the 

fieldwork. Since there are several Alevi organizations in these areas, some clues 

about the map of religious distributions becomes evident. In this context, the 

fieldwork was conducted in the Alevi organizations of these districts. These Alevi 
j%�W��e�o�l���e"m#l�j%o�h�e/�Wt�q(e�k
r�sRt/u�m�e
v�x�j%y�o�d�e/mnl�j�o�t�h�m�e�b�fYlYh��Ct�d�l6o���l6u�}Et/o�p�{Jt"}�{�y�f�m0y��We2f
Hous

t�p��Ql6�E�8y�f�m0e�o�aBbCd8e�fRe�oCd�q(e)k
rJsJt�u�m0e%vXwBt�fYlRe2hih�j8k�l�e/m]l�j�o�h�t
hWm0e�b�fYlUh_�8t2d�l6o�aBb�lYd8l6o
���2�S�R�%�Q ��/¡:��¢ 34.  

 

The process of applying the questionnaires was based on the two steps that are 

related each other: The first one was selecting 104 the respondents randomly (the 

single numbers considered) from the lists of the members of the Alevi associations. 

Then the questionnaires were given to them. The second step was to establish a 

control group and 104 questionnaires were given to people who are not members or 

participating in any of the Alevi associations through contribution of each member of 

experiment group, that is each of them suggested us a respondent who wasn’t 

member of any Alevi organization. In this study all the respondents were selected 

randomly, thereby avoiding the technique of quota which is based on the 

consideration of different independent categories such as age, ethnical origin, 

education etc.     

 

3.2.2 Questionnaire  

The questionnaire consisted of 125 questions with 7 different sections. The first 

section was related to the socio-demographic characteristics of the respondents. 

The second was relevant to the socio-economic status of the respondents. The 

third sections included the questions regarding migration processes of the 

respondents. The fourth section included the different properties of the religious 

                                                
34 It £�¤U¥�¦�§©¨6¤Y¥�ª «W¤Uª/ª «�§�¬§�¤�¬O§�¨ ®n£�§�¯�° ¨�ª±° ²�³Yª±° ®#²W¨%¦�§Yª ´%§0§U²�µ�° ¶#£^§�²Q¤Y²�¯�·�¦W° ¯W° ²�¸S¤0¹ ¤^¬§0º#¤0¬¯�° ²�º�ª «�§Cª ¥W»W§]¨�®�¼�«W®#½�¨6§�¾¤�»�¤�¬±ª £^§U²nª ¿
squatter), the class positions (middle class / working class), the amount of time spending in the city (the more / the less) etc. In 
the distinctions of these districts that are mentioned in the parenthesis the first one refers to Dikmen, the second one signs À�Á�Â Ã�Â Ä�Å�Æ]Ç6ÆnÈ�É�ÊnËÍÌ ÎWÏ�Ð0ÊnÑCÒWÆ0Ë±Æ�Ì Â Ó�Ï�Æ�ÄWÆUÔ Õ_Ö�Â Ö2ÆUÁWÊn×nÌ�Ì Î�Ï%À%Ä�Ø�Æ�ËOÆ�Ã�Â ÖOÌ Ë�Â ÐUÌÍÐU×WÔ Ì ×�ËÆ0Ô Ô Õ_Ù�Ï0Ð0ÊnÄ�ÊnÑ�Â Ð0Æ�Ô Ô ÕFÆ�ÄWÃ

socially, see Ayata, s; Ayata, Ú�Û ÜCÛ Ý2ÞYß�ß�àWÝ�áUâ�ã�änå�æ�ç]è çYé�êÍëWã�â�ã�ä#å/â%ìWí å ìWî±ìWï^ð)Û ñ
ÛSò)ç]è�óWç�ô_Û ÝÍðÍõ]öWí ÷Qâ�õ#ä�÷nå/øù_ÛSò2ç0è6ô_Û Ý�â�õnäW÷nå�Ú�îç]è�åOÛ�ú�û ü#û ý6û Ý�Þ�þ�ÝiÚ�ä�ô�ç�îOçWÿ��
ú�ð��
Press.   
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dimensions that in the form of arise in the form of 9 subsections. The subsections 
���������	��
����������
�����������
������� �����!�"#�$"�%�&�'����(%*)+�,�.-/���0���!1�&�23�4�5��'4�$6����$7�&98:���	";����
�&<��=>�����?-/�
dessert with wheat grains), Muslim festival of sacrifice, the Cem house, the Alevi 

associations, and the religious policy of the state. The fifth section was 

investigating the features of the social life of the Alevis. The sixth section was 

related to the perceptions of identity of the Alevis and the last one was relevant to 

the political attitudes of the Alevis.   Fieldwork was started in June of 2003 and 

was finished in January of 2004.35  

 

3.2.3 In-depth Interview   

This technique that was constructed according to the method of this thesis was 

performed with the consideration of three basic criteria: The first criteria that was 

used to an in-depth interview select the respondents for was related to respondent 

who had migrated to Ankara from rural areas in the last decade and had a little 

experience in Ankara. The second criteria that was used was related to the 

respondent who had lived in rural areas, became socialized there, migrated to an 

urban place at his-her early years of youth. The last criteria that was used to select 

the respondents for in-depth interviews included the respondents who were born 

in urban places and hasn’t experienced living in the rural areas. By using these 

three criteria I expected to understand the various forms of relationships between 

the different socialization processes and the different forms of circumstances of 

the Alevi population and their various attitudes towards religious institutions, 

rituals, politics, the construction of identity, and the perception of Alevilik within 

urban setting.   

 

In addition to these areas, this technique was also used to provide information 

about the history, the basic characteristics, the basic forms of sources of finance, 

                                                
35 Three interviewers who are experienced in the fieldwork Are performed this project. It was carefully considered to fit the 
academic formation of the interviewers with the features of this fieldwork. As a matter of fact two of the interviewers 
graduated from the department of sociology at METU, Middle East Technical University, are now graduate students at the 
same department of the same university, another interviewer graduated from the Department of Folklore of Ankara 
University is now a student at the Department of Sociology of METU.   Before administrating the questionnaires, the 
interviewers had been briefed about the peculiars of fieldwork, and studied the content of questionnaire in detail.  
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activities, the criteria of being an member of the Alevi associations that were used 

as a subject of this thesis, and how they distinguish themselves from other Alevi 

organizations, as well as investigating the written sources that they had. To this 

end, three representatives of different Alevi associations were interviewed to 

provide this information.  

 

3.2.4. Participant Observation 

One of the main concerns of this study was to understand how Alevis perceive 

and enact their religious institutions and rituals in the face of urbanity. In this 

context, understanding the atmosphere of the Cem ritual as the main ritual of the 

Alevi religious world was one of the main ways of providing the necessary 

information about both inner world of the Alevi who participated in these rituals, 

and the inner relationship among the participants during the Cem ritual. In this 

respect, the questions asked in order to understand the religious activities of these 

Alevi associations, were how they organized these activities, who participated in 

these activities their age, sex, education etc, and what was the inner relationship of 

the Cem ritual including the hierarchical relations, the order of sitting, the forms 

of entry and exit of participants etc36.   

3.3.  Pilot Study 

 

Before the fieldwork was performed, a pilot study had been made with 30 

questionnaires at different Alevi associations @�ACB�@(D�E+F�A?G!A�HJIKG�E?G!DL�MJN4@�H�@(ACOPGRQ>G�S
As a result of this pilot study became clear that the questions which were unfit for 

fieldwork, needed to be dropped. One question was whether or not the person was 

a member of trade union, and who they interacted with outside of the house etc. 

Some of questions on the questionnaire also were rewritten because of the result 

of the pilot study these questions were on the questionnaires uncoded and them 

transformed to the coded form. Furthermore, the questions regarding the attitude 

of religion that had been originally constructed as mixed on the questionnaire 

were transformed into different sections. For example, while the questions on the 

                                                
36 In order to understand these forms of relations during a cem ritual, I participated regularly in a cem ritual organized by the Cem 
Cultural House Association on Thursdays for five months in 2003.  
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questionnaire before the performance of the pilot study were constructed as mixed 

regardless of the peculiarities of fieldwork, these questions were later 

reconstructed into different sections in the questionnaire after pilot study. Thus the 

questions about the religious properties of the Alevis were reconstructed into 

different sections and became the sections of the dede, the Musahip, the fasting, T�U�V W�X	Y�Z�W�[RT\U�V ]:V�^	T/_$`�WRa�b�]9^5W!c�Z	_�]�_�c!V0^dV,T;cfe
 

Before I started to conduct the questionnaires, I interviewed the representatives of 

the Alevi associations about the history of the associations, the forms of their 

activities, the calendar of monthly activities, their sources of finance, the criteria 

of being a member of their association, and how they distinguish their association 

from other Alevi associations etc.  In light of the information I received the 

content and framework and the process of planning of questionnaire was formed. 

As a result of this I finally constructed the questionnaire in its last form and 

customized to the fieldwork.   

 

3.4.The Space of Field Work  

 

As is understood from the title of this thesis the space of the thesis is urban places. 

In this respect, Ankara constitutes the boundary of the fieldwork. It is one of the 

cities in Turkey which has significant Alevi population. It cannot be known what 

the exact the population of Alevis are in Ankara or in Turkey because the 

demographic studies don’t use religious and ethnic category in Turkey. 

Nevertheless, I can estimate the Alevi population in Ankara by looking at the 

religious properties of the cities that are giving the population to Ankara by way 

of migration. 

 

The population of Ankara is 4.007.860 according to the census of 2000. In 

addition to this, the population of Ankara has been increasing steadily since it 

became the capital of Turkey (Tekeli, 1982).  As it is seen from figure 1, the 

growth rate of the population of Ankara has varied from %62 to %21 in a five-

year period. 
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Figure 1: Yearly the rate of increase in the population of Ankara 1927-2000 

Source: 2000 Genel Nüfus S g,h4i�jki lnm�o/p4q>p�rts4u�q	h�g�vnw�xzy|{4ufr�uj~}${�l?}(�;x�v�}�{4v�x��	}?��� -���n���J��������� �����0�	���,���������$�����,���������� >�;�¡�:¢� 	�/¢$�n£¤�� ��;¢$�\¥4 >¥4¦§4¨�¨<©�ª�ª��0§�«4�
 

 

The rate of growth in the population of Ankara has been stable for each of five years 

since 1980’s at around 20 %. The rate of increase in th e population of Ankara 

depends on the rate of migration in general. In this respect, while the population of 

Turkey has increased 5 times (from 14 to 70 millions), as it is seen from figure 2, the 

population of Ankara has increased 10 times from 1927 to 2000. Furthermore, the 

total numbers of migrants who migrated to Ankara was 397 753 during the time from 

1985 to 1990. The census of 1990 had statistical data about the migrants, according 

to this data, the population of Ankara was 2 909 946 in 1985, and grew to 3 236 626 

in 1990. During this period, the rate of increase in the population of Ankara was 

%21.28. As a result of this, around 10% of Ankara’s total population is from 

migrants.  
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Figure 2: The size of the population of Ankara 1927-2000  

Source: 200 ÑÓÒ Ô�Õ�Ô0Ö ×nØ�Ù#Ú4Û3Ü�Ý,Þ4ß�àkß ×nØ�Ù/Ú4Û>Ú�ÕtÜ�á�Û>Þ�Ý�Önâ�Ôzã|ä4áfÕ�áà~å$ä�×?å(æ;Ô�Ö�å�ä4Ö�Ô�ç	å?Ñ�è -é ×nê éJë�é�ì�í�î í�ï Ý0ð	ñ�Ý,ä�Ý�Õ�Ö�ß$ä�ò�Ô,â�Ö�Ô�æ�ó�Û>æ;Ý¡æ:å�Û	æ/å$änã¤Õ�Û�æ;å$æ\Ø4Û>Ø4ôõ4Ñ�Ñ<ö í  
 

As it can be seen in Table 1, the migratory population of Ankara has come mainly ÷#ø�ùúüûýùfø:þ�ú+ÿ��������	��
���ÿ�Jù��������/ÿ��������	�����ÿ|û������ �$ø!��ÿ����"��� � #�$&%�')(+*-,/.�0�12*3%54�6�7	8�9�8�%;:�<&=
Sivas, 84.591. Also the rate of those were born in Çorum is %4.3, Yozgat is % > ?+@�ACBED�F�G HJI3H�KMLONQP�?	R�ATSUH2I-V-WYX�K+I�KZL[N\PC?]>�ATD�F&^`_ K+a�D�L�KML[NQP�?cbUK+Fedgf�dgD�hCi&f�i�j�hJD�dcK2f�Fkf�l
Ankara. When I look carefully at those cities which were giving significant 

population to Ankara, there are three cities in which the Alevi population is most: 

Çorum, Sivas and Yozgat. The fieldwork was to prove this situation. Most of 

those who were given the questionnaires and in-depth interviews had migrated 

from one of these cities mentioned. Additionally, in the case of looking at other 

cities that had given the Alevi migration to Ankara, it can be said that there is a 

significant Alevi population in Ankara. 
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The population of Ankara with construction of born places.  

Province Population Province Populatio
n 

ADANA  20 792 KONYA  45 578 
ADIYAMAN 5 215 KÜTAHYA  5 842 
AFYON  13 587 MALATYA 28 084 monOp[q

  10 556 rtsOuwv/x�s  9 139 
AMASYA  24 470 y{z |t}�~�}��  15 785 
ANKARA  2 106 146 �t�����U�g�   12 616 
ANTALYA  8 832 ���U�����  5 036 �������U�g�

  17 875 ���w�   6 164 
AYDIN  7 535 �)�5�{���5�� ¢¡   31 691 £�¤U¥5¦¨§U©Eª�«¢¬

  13 969  «!®O¯U©   27 819 °[±¢²;³µ´E±·¶
 3 676 ORDU  28 803 ¸[¹Zº{»�¼�½
 3 439 ¾�¿¨À;Á   19 896 Â ¿¨Ã;ÄÅ¿ÇÆ   6 171 SAKARYA  7 924 

BOLU  47 621 SAMSUN  38 476 

BURDUR  3 673 Æ�¿¨¿¨¾�Ã   5 600 
BURSA  13 219 È�ÉZÊwË�Ì   11 449 
ÇANAKKALE 5 858 È�É¢Í�ÎÏÈ   84 591 
ÇANKIRI  110 262 Ð;ÑÅÒ�É¢Ó�Ô�Î)Õ   4 242 
ÇORUM  174 084 TOKAT  32 854 
ÔUÑÖÊwÉ¨×5Ø�É   7 916 TRABZON  27 324 Ù�Ú¢Û�Ü�Ý�ÞEÜ)ß�à¢Ý

  18 753 á;â�ãwäEå�æ Ú   8 328 
å ÙUÚ¢Ý ã E  4 639 ç Ü ãoæ à â ÝEÜ  10 746 
å5æ Ü�èÅà·é  15 681 â{ç Ü�ß  4 099 
å Ý�èÅÚ ãoä Ü ã   19 931 VAN  8 395 
ERZURUM 57 267 YOZGAT  152 306 
å�ê ßUÚ ç�åÅë Ú¢Ý  28 470 ZONGULAK  13 111 ì ÜUèÅÚcÜ ãwá;åîí  11 428 AKSARAY 22 892 ì Ú¢Ý åEê�âOã  11 519 BAYBURT  8 309 ï�ð�ñ�ðóò�ô�õ�ö)÷

 18 427 KARAMAN 4 471 ô�õUøUø�õUù�ú
  1 404 KIRIKKALE 85 530 

HATAY  14 623 BATMAN  4 121 
ISPARTA 12 223 

ò�û¢ùüöUõ)ø
  1 930 ý·þEÿ��

 15 581 BARTIN  7 880 ý������	��
���
  50 515 ARDAHAN 20 271 ý���� ý��

  23 471 ���	��� �   4 325 
KARS  47 867 YALOVA 805 
KASTAMONU  20 498 KARABÜK 10 709 � ������ÿ���ý

  54 990 
� ý���ý��

  2 755 � � � � ������ÿ��5ý   3 682 � ��� �!�oý���ÿ   5 363 � � ��"�ÿ�#Uý��   94 080 DÜZCE 4 188 � �	$ �Uÿ��Åý   7 442   
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Table 1: The population of Ankara with construction of birthplace, 200037. 

 

3.5. Some Problems faced in fieldwork. 

 

One of the biggest problems that I had during the course of the fieldwork was that 

most of the representatives of the Alevi associations and the respondents were 

unwilling to help us understand perform the fieldwork, especially in the beginning 

of the fieldwork. This situation might be as a result of several reasons.  The first 

reason is that the Alevi institutions and masses didn’t have a lot of experiences 

about fieldworks like this. The second one, perhaps this is more crucial than the 

first one, might relate to the historical and social circumstances of the Alevi 

population in Turkey, the Alevis as a traditionally subordinated group hesitated to 

answer the questions of the questionnaire at the beginning of the fieldwork, 

because most of them feel still the fear due to threats that may come from the 

outside world.  

 

Since we came there from the “outside”, we were faced with a certain “distrust” 

state. Before we would give most of them the questionnaire, they wondered who 

we were, and why we were performing this fieldwork and for whom. After we 

explained who we were and had some conversations, most of them would believe 

that we were “good boys”. Nevertheless, some of them insisted on calling us 

“agents of MIT 38”.   This situ ation of distrust against us was not limited to the 

attitudes of the representatives of the Alevi organizations and the members of 

these organizations during administrating of the questionnaire at the Alevi 

associations, in addition to these, especially when we visited some of the 

respondents in their houses we were not allowed to give the questionnaire to them. 

But later, those who had rejected us give at their houses accepted to be given the 

questionnaire at the Alevi organizations. Later as we learnt from the 
                                                
37 %'&�(*),+.-*/10*232�2�4�-65�-.7�8:9*; ('<=%*>@?BA CDA38:9'; ('<E(35F%'&�<G?'>.7'H*-JILK�&�5'&�CDM K�8NM O -.7 M K�7 -P)QMB23R -SUT:V=SXWYS[Z]\ ^J\�_a`.bQc*`.d�`fe'g h dNiXj@k*g jflnmGoQlp`6l q oQlpq d
Enstitüsü, 2001. 

 

  

 
38 MIT is the short for The Organization of National Intelligent of Turkey.  
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representatives of the Alevi organizations, those who had refused to be given the 

questionnaire tried to learn more information about us from the Alevi 

associations.  

 

Another trouble that we faced during the fieldwork was that we sometimes 

encountered the accusation of some of being “separatist” by some of the Alevis. 

They claimed that the questions on the questionnaire were motivated by the 

separatist feeling among the Alevis, and they argued that they had no their 

problems with own identity, and they had no problems with the state’s religious 

policy and the Sunni community and that they were all Turks and Muslims. In 

these situations we avoided discussing these problems with them, and we tried to 

summarize the basic goals of this study several times. Many times we were able to 

overcome these problems with the help of the respondents that had already been 

given to the questionnaire. 

 

In the last stage of the fieldwork we had established good relationships with the 

representatives and the participants of the Alevi associations, and sometimes some 

of them persuaded others to participate in the questionnaire.  
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CHAPTER IV 

 
 

SOCIO- DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE RESPONDENTS 
 
 

4.1. General Description 

 

The questionnaires were applied to 208 persons. The marital status of the 

respondents is: 66.3 percent are married, 26.4 are single and 6.3 percent are the 

divorced, widowed or widower. In addition to this, the number of women is 25 

percent and the number of men is 75 percent. Further, while all of them do know 

Turkish, the rate of Turkish speaking is 69.2 percent, Kurdish speaking, including 

Zazaish, is 30.3 percent, and Arabic speaking is 0.5 percent taking into 

consideration their mother tongue. 

4.2. Educational Features of the Respondents  

It seems that lycee and university are two basic categories that characterize 

educational level of the respondents. While other categories of education take a 

significant place in educational level of the respondents, there is a significant 

inclination that indicates the impacts of modern education on the individual Alevi. 

It can be seen from Table 2, 7.2 percent of the sample express their educational 

status as illiterate, the rate of those who didn’t participate in any school but are 

literate, is 6.3 percent. The rate of those who graduated from primary school is 

17.8 percent, the rate of those who graduated from secondary school is 12.5 

percent, of those who graduated from high school is 24.5 percent, and of those 

who graduated from a university is 22.6 percent, furthermore, 8.2 the respondents 

are currently students at a university. If this is added to the rate of those who 

already have graduated from a university, this rate will be around 30.8 percent, 

and if it is added to rate of those who graduated from high school, the rate of those 

who graduated from high school will be 32.7 percent. As a result of these 

statistics, it can be said that the rate of those who have graduated from high school 

and university is 55.3 percent, and the rest of the respondents have graduated from 

primary and secondary schools are illiteracy. 
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The Educational level of the Respondents’ father is very different from the 

respondents. While high school and university are two main categories that 

characterize educational level of the respondents, illiterate, literate and primary 

school are main categories that dominantly characterize educational level of the 

respondents’ fathers. As it is seen from Table 2, 22.9 percent of those who 

participated in the questionnaire expressed their father’s educational level as 

illiterate, and 24 percent expressed their father’s education level as not having 

schooling but are literate. The percentage of those who stated that their father’s 

educational level as having graduated from primary school is 27.4 percent, those 

who graduated from secondary school is 7.7 percent, those who graduated from 

high school is 11.1 percent and those who graduated from university is only 1.9 

percent. 

 

Educational level of the respondents’ mothers dramatically differs f rom the 

respondents’ educational level and relatively differs form the respondents’ fathers’ 

educational level. It seems that illiterate is the basic category that characterizes 

educational level of the respondents’ mother. In addition to this, the rest of  the 

percentage consists of literate and primary school categories. As it is shown in 

Table 2, 54.8 percent of those who participated in the questionnaire expressed 

their mother’s educational level as illiterate, 13.9 percent of the respondents stated 

that their mother had no schooling but was literate. The number of those who 

expressed their mother’s educational status as having graduated from primary 

school is 20.2 percent, those who graduated from secondary school is 7.7 percent, 

those who graduated from high school is 2.9 percent and those who have 

graduated from a university is only 0.5 percent. 

 

When we compare educational level of the respondents with their fathers’ and 

mothers’ educational level considering the outcome of the fieldwork, it seems that  

there is a dramatic shift due to migration, modernization and urbanization. These 

developments dramatically modify educational level of the Alevis.    
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Table 2: Educational Level of the respondents 

  Education Level 
of 

the respondents 

Education Level of 
the respondents’ 

Fathers 

Education Level of the 
respondents’ Mothers  

Illiterate  7,9 27,9 54,8 
Literate  6,9 24,0 13,9 
Primary School  19,6 27,4 20,2 
Secondary School  13,8 7,7 7,7 
Lycee 27,0 11,1 2,9 
University  24,9 1,9 , 5 
Total 100,0 100,0 100,0 
Not applicable     
Unknown    
Total    
Grand Total    

 

4.3. Age of the Respondents  
 

As it is shown in Table 3, 22.6 percent of the respondents were born before 1944, 

33.2 percent of the respondents were born between 1945 and 1964, 40.4 percent 

of the respondents were born between 1965 and 1984, and rest of the respondents 

were born after 1985. This age interval is constructed regarding to the boundary 

that distinguishes one generation from another. From this table it can be said that 

of the respondents is located mostly from 1945 to 1985, this means that most of 

the respondents are between 19 and 59 years old.  

 

Table 3: Age of the respondents  

  Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative  
Percent 

1944 and under  47 22,6 22,6 22,6 
1945-1964 69 33,2 33,2 55,8 
1965-1984 84 40,4 40,4 96,2 
1985 and above 8 3,8 3,8 100,0 
Total 208 100,0 100,0  

 

4.4. The Size of the Respondents’ Household  

 

The size of the respondents’ household consists of mostly 2, 3, or 4 persons. This 

number reflects 81.3 percent of all respondents. This percentage indicates that the 
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most of those who participated in the study live in a nuclear family setting. The 

number of the household which consists of 5,6, or 7 persons is only 17.3 percent. 

Nevertheless, this percentage does not refer to extend family exclusively because 

some of the nuclear families sometimes have more than 4 people residing. The rest of 

percentage, 1.4 percent, refers mostly to students living alone and away from their 

family.  In this context, it can be said that migration, modernization and urbanization 

dramatically change the size of the respondents’ household. While extend family 

dominantly characterized the family structure of the respondents pre-migration 

period, nuclear family is main category that characterize the family structure of the 

Alevis in an urban setting.  

 
4.5. The Socio-Economical Characteristics  
 
4.5.1. The Types of Work of The Respondents 

 

As it is seen from Table 4, the most significant types of work that the respondents 

have relate to work as workers, which mean they work in other’s businesses and 

earn a salary. The rate of this type of work is 36.5 percent. While 41.7 percent of 

them work at the public sector, 58.3 percent of them work in the private sector.  

 

Table 4: Occupational Status of the respondents  

  Frequency Percent Valid 
Percent 

Cumulative Percent 

Wage earners 76 36,5 36,5 36,5 
Self-employed 10 4,8 4,8 41,3 
Retired 61 29,3 29,3 70,7 
Unemployed 18 8,7 8,7 79,3 
Student  20 9,6 9,6 88,9 
Housewife 23 11,1 11,1 100,0 
Total 208 100,0 100,0  

 

The second significant percentage is that constituted by those who have retired 

from the public and private sectors, which represents 29.3 percent. 86.6 percent of 

those who were retired were retired another’s business. Those who were self-

employment and retired represent 13.4 percent. In this respect, if the rate of those 

who retired from at another’s business is added to those who work at another’s 
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business, the number becomes 60.5 percent. It can be said from this, which are not 

self-employment and are workers who receive a salary. Also if the rate of those 

who retired as a self employed is added to those who work as a self employed, the 

number becomes 10.1 percent.   

 

The third significant trend in types of work consists of housewives that which is 

11.1 percentage. During the process of the survey, I was faced with the 

respondents who stated that their job was a housewife, I asked for husband’s job 

in order to understand the forms of work. Therefore, at the coding process of data 

the data about the housewife’s work was distributed to the types of work with 

respect to their husband’s job. In this state, the rate of those who work at another’s 

workplace became 51.2 percent, the rate of those who are self-employed is 9.5 

percent, and the rate of those who are retired becomes 36.3 percent. In this 

respect, if the rate of those who retired as a worker is added to the rate of those 

who currently work as a worker, the total is 86 percent.  

 

The other the respondents reported their job as being a student; this rate is 9.6 

percent. The unemployment rate is 8.7 percent, and those who own their own 

business is 4.8 percent. If I consider the housewives’ husbands’ job, the rate of 

those who are self-employed become 9.5 percent.  

 

4.2.2.2. The Type of Housing  

 

While 82.7 percent of the respondents inhabit an apartment, 17.2 percent of the 

respondents inhabit a squatter’s house. This ratio corresponds to the where the 

questionnaires were given to the respondents, because more than half of the 

respondents live in Dikmen which is one of the districts in Ankara which are 

apartmentized. Those who stated that they inhabit a squatter’s house mostly live 

in Tuzlucayir and Altindag that are less apartmentized. 
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 65. 9 percent of the respondents stated they own their house, and 34.1 percent of 

them stated that their housing situation is that of a renter. Among the owners 48.9 

percent stated that they have a separate title deed, 24.4 of them stated they have a 

title deed that divided the house and property into shares, and the rest stated to 

have the document of appropriation of the title deed. In addition to these, among 

the owners, only 32.3 percent of them claimed to have real estate other that the 

house. Nevertheless, it was too difficult to systemize because of a lack of 

information, and the mistrustful atmosphere between `us` and `them` etc.      

 

4.2.2.3. The Size of Income of the respondents  

 

Table 5: Level of Income  

  Frequency Percent Valid 
Percent 

Cumulative Percent 

500 and under  50 24,0 24,8 24,8 
501-1000 86 41,3 42,6 67,3 
1001-1500 43 20,7 21,3 88,6 
1501-2000 9 4,3 4,5 93,1 
2001-2500 6 2,9 3,0 96,0 
2501and above 8 3,8 4,0 100,0 
Total 202 97,1 100,0  
Not applicable 6 2,9   
  208 100,0   

 

As seen from Table 5, 24.8 percent of the respondents reported their monthly 

salary as being under 500 million Turkish Liras. The highest density in the 

distribution of salary was between 501 million and one billion Turkish Liras. 42.6 

percent of the respondents reported that their monthly salary was between 501 

million and one billion Turkish Liras. Also, the first two groups constitute 67.3 

percent of the whole. Which means that 67.3 percent of the respondents live on 

fewer than one billion Turkish Liras. It can be said that most of the respondents 

who reported that their monthly salary was between 501 million and one billion 

inhabit Mamak considering the outcome of the fieldwork. In this sense, it seems 

that there is a significant relationship between income of the respondents and their 

place of residence. This means that those who earn less monthly tend to inhabit 
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Mamak rather than Dikmen. The next largest category consists of those who earn 

between 1 and 1.5 billion Turkish Liras monthly. The percent of this group is 

21.3. It can be said that most of them inhabit Dikmen considering the outcome of 

the fieldwork. The rest of the respondents who earn more than 1.5 billion Turkish 

Liras constitute 11.4 percent of all. It seems that a great part of them inhabit 

Dikmen. This means that those who earn more monthly tend to inhabit Dikmen 

when I compare the two neighborhoods of Ankara with each other. It can be seen 

that this distribution of monthly salary may be classified into four parts in 

economic terms: the first category is constituted by those who share the minimum 

living standard, this group may be called the lower class of the Alevi community 

in Ankara. The second group which is the biggest group of the respondents 

constitutes the lower middle class of the Alevi community in Ankara. The third 

group, which is the third biggest group in the Alevi community of Ankara, 

constitutes the middle class, and the last group, which is the smallest group, 

constitutes the upper class of the Alevi community in Ankara. It seems that a 

socio-economic distinction within the Alevis is based on the socio-economic and 

educational grounds. In this case, there is a significant relationship between the 

level of income of the respondents and their place of residence, the educational 

level of the respondents and their place of residence and their educational level 

and their level of income.  These distinctions seem to fit one of the assumptions of 

this thesis that include the distinction between Dikmen and Mamak based on 

socio-economic ground.  

 

4.3. The ways of Migration Process of the Respondents  

 

Those who were given to questionnaires came to Ankara form different regions of 

Turkey at various time periods. The distribution of the respondents to these 

different regions is:  those who came to Ankara from Central Anatolia at 56.1 

percent, those from Eastern of Anatolia at 36.7 percent, those who came form 

Black Sea at 2.6 percent, those who came from South-eastern of Anatolia at 1.5 

percent, those from Mediterranean at 3.1 percent. Among these regions only two 

seem significant because of high numbers from the whole population: Central 
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Anatolia and Eastern Anatolia. These statistics seem to fit the distribution of the 

whole Alevi Population in Turkey, because most of the Alevi population 

traditionally in these regions.   

 

 Most of those who were given the questionnaires are born out of Ankara, and 

later to migrated to it.  The percentage of those who are born in Ankara is 19,7. In 

addition to this, the percentage of those who stated that Ankara was their 

hometown is only 4,3. As the result of this data it can be said that these statistics 

dramatically refer to migration process in Turkey.  

 

Also this data seems to fit the pattern of the process in Turkey that started in the 

1950’s. This geographical movement started to increase in the last years, 

especially between 1970 and 1980. The data regarding the time in which the 

respondents migrated to Ankara consistently show the general migration trend in 

Turkey in regards to the aspect of the time period. In this aspect, the peak of 

migration from rural to urban areas occurred between 1970 and 1980 as a general 

trend in Turkey. This migration trend is also valid for the Alevi migration to 

Ankara. The data shows us migration of the respondents reached its peak during 

the 1970’s.  The percentage at this time was 28, 8. Also the data shows us that the 

second biggest geographical movement occurred during the 1960’s, its percentage 

was 22,6. Another point migration process that needs to be mentioned is that after 

the 1970’s, the size of migration from rural to urban areas has been decreasing. 

The percentage of the respondents who migrated to Ankara was 15,9 in the 

1980’s, and was 15,4 percent after 1991.  

 

The very short time in history in regards to the process of urbanization and 

modernization in Turkey led to dramatically restrict the interaction between 

individuals who started to live in the urban places and the urbanized environment. 

In this respect, the most of the respondents, about 80 percent of all, have very 

short histories with the urban experience, about 45 years. Furthermore, most of 

the samples, 76 percent, have relations with their hometown in various forms, 
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such as going there every year, several times a year, once time in several years 

etc. This data indicates a very clearly the strong relationship between migrants 

and their hometowns.  As Keles pointed out (1990:359), the relationship between 

city and rural cannot be seen as discontinuity content, but can be read as 

continuity content especially in the developing countries. Nevertheless, the 

content of these relations cannot be reduced to only one category such as the 

economic relations. The relations between migrants and their hometown can be 

divided into three domains: the first domain contains the holiday activities, 79.5 

percent of the respondents that reported to have relations to their hometown have 

leisure relations with their hometown. The second domain includes the 

economical relations between urban and rural places. In this respect, 9.6 percent 

of the respondents stated to having economical relations with their hometown. 

The food and money that is gained from the land constitute the content of the 

economic relations. The third domain is relevant to the funeral ceremony, 10.9 

percent of the respondents reported going to their hometown to participate in 

funeral ceremonies.  

 

This survey also gives information about the different ways of migration of the 

respondents to Ankara. It seems that the ways of migration that the Alevis 

followed can be classified in five points. The first way of migration to Ankara, 

which   constitutes the highest percentage, was that of migrating alone. 43.2 

percent of the respondents reported migrating to Ankara this way, and those who 

came this way to Ankara are usually men. This is the most significant way the 

respondents migrated. The second highest percentage the way of migration that 

includes a whole family migrating to Ankara. The percentage of is 31.6. The third 

way of migration is where the respondents migrated to Ankara with their relatives 

such as uncles, aunts, grandfathers, neighbours etc. the percentage of this 

inclination is 12.6. Another way of migration is through marriage and is often 

valid for women. In this way, some who inhabited rural areas migrated to Ankara. 

The rate of this pattern is 9.2 percent. The last way of migration, which is inferred 

from the Table 4, relates to those who came to Ankara to live with their children 

because of their old age. The rate of this inclination is 3.4 percent. 
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What are the dramatic changes that have occurred in the types of work related to 

the transformation of the social-economical structures? Before migrating to 

Ankara or other urban places, the most had occupations in agriculture and 

stockbreeding. In this respect, most of the samples, 89 percent, reported to have 

engaged in agriculture and stockbreeding occupations before coming to Ankara. 

9.5 percent of the respondents reported to have worked as a civil servant and a 

laborer, the rest reported to engage in work as a tradesman before coming to 

Ankara.  These patterns can be seen as the outcome of the traditional type of 

production. In this production order, the land is the main means of production.  

With the beginning of the process of migration and urbanization, the means and 

the logic of production started to change dramatically due to the mode of capitalist 

production. As was shown in the earlier discussion about the types of work the 

respondents in the urban place hold, this process led to changes in the types of 

work in the urban areas. While the respondents are engaged in agriculture and 

stockbreeding in the rural setting, they started to engaged in various work in the 

urban as a worker, civil servant, engineer, teacher, lawyer etc. 

  

This trend in the types of the work can be seen in the transformation of the jobs 

among the different generations. 69.2 percent of the respondents expressed their 

father’s occupation as a farmer or peasant that fit into the main type of agricultural 

production. 25 percent of them stated their father’s job as civil servant and 

worker, and the rest of them reported them as tradesman. Nevertheless, 

approximately 86 percent of the respondents stated as to working at for another’s 

business as a laborer or as a civil servant at the circumstances in the urban setting. 

This pattern displays that the forms of work have been changing dramatically with 

the end of the process of migration from rural to urban areas.  This process not 

only changes the types of work that people have, but also modifies the work itself. 

So that there are a lot of different types of jobs that have emerged with the process 

of urbanization and modernization due to the logic of the capitalist mode of 

production.  
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CHAPTER V 

 

SELF PERCEPTION OF THE RESPONDENTS 

 

5.1. Introduction  

 

Alevilik is one of the most important social and political movements in Turkey 

which has been emerging in the public sphere since the late 1980’s. Of course, the 

political and social dynamics of this period have been varying with the rise of 

political Islam, the resistance of the Kurdish national movement, the feminist 

movement etc. Besides the inner dynamics of Turkey, the conjuncture of the 

world that was characterized by the politics of identity and the decrease of the 

importance of class politics stepped up this social and historical process in 

Turkey. In this context, the politics of religious and ethnic identities have been the 

main constitutive agents in the social and political life in Turkey for the last two 

decades. 

   

It is obvious that the process of migration from rural to urban areas that began in 

beginning of 1950’s affected the Alevis as well as the Sunnis. With the processes of 

migration, modernization and urbanization the Alevis started to live in the new 

social, political, economical and cultural circumstances of the urban places as the 

Sunnis did. The main features of this historical transformation in the material and 

spiritual circumstances of the Alevis were examined in the previous chapter. Thus, 

here these aspects will not be discussed again. In this respect, only one crucial point 

for the scope of this thesis needs to be emphasized.  

 

I am going to concern with whether the religious community that had been 

constructed in the material and spiritual circumstances of the rural areas maintains its 

traditional mechanisms that had multi-functions or not in the new historical and 

social circumstances of the urban places. If it does maintain them, how does it 
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maintain them? If it doesn’t maintain them, what kinds of mechanisms replaces 

them, and. in addition to these, how is the individual Alevi who lives in an urban 

place now perceive and conceptualize Alevilik as a religious understanding, and how 

does he/she define his or her religious identity and with what kinds of references and 

argumentations. Then I will examine the religious patterns of the respondents that are 

derived from the data regarding their philosophical, political, economical, and 

cultural grounds. How those patterns relate to the traditional mechanism of Alevilik, 

including the contraction between the Dede and the Talip, the contraction of 

Musahiplik, and the Cem ceremony as the basic ritual of Alevilik, fasting and 

sacrificing 

   

In addition to these aspects, I will examine how the individual Alevi interprets the 

contents of religious policy of the state, and how he or she constructs his or her 

political identity though what kinds of referent systems that include religious, ethnic 

and ideological domains. Then, I will examine the relations of the individual Alevi 

with the Sunni and how he or she perceives a Sunni through the bond of marriage. 

Lastly I will examine political attitudes of the individual Alevi and what kinds of 

factors that affect the content of these political attitudes in this chapter.   

 

 Since the framework that is relevant to historical evaluation of Alevilik was given in 

the theoretical chapter, it will not be mentioned again if it is not necessary. 

 

5.2 Alevilik as Perceived by the Respondents 

 

As mentioned in the second chapter, there has been no agreement about the content 

of Alevilik because of the different criteria which has been used for its 

conceptualization. In this realm, basic meta theoretic positions for what Alevilik is 

can be divided into three areas. The first theoretic position constructs Alevilik as a 

belief within circle of the Islam in two ways; one includes it as a sect of Islam, the 

other as the Real Islam. This first approach constructs the origin of Alevilik within 

the classic conflict of Islam, namely the opposition between the supporters of the 
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Caliph Ali and the others.39 As can be seen from Table 6, in this survey, 52.7 percent 

of the respondents view Alevilik as the Real Islam or a sect of Islam. This pattern is 

seen as the most significant inclination in the realm of the definition of Alevilik 

among others. The second significant tendency about the definition of Alevilik is a 

way of life or a culture.40 This approach stresses the non-Islamic features of Alevilik, 

and constructs it as a sort of syncretism. 45.2 percent of the respondents construct it 

as a culture or a way of life. Besides, one of the most important points for this thesis 

that needs to be emphasized is that the social bases of next approach that constructs 

Alevilik as a separate religion from Islam within the Alevis41. According to the data, 

the percentage of those who claimed that Alevilik is distinct religion from Islam is 

only 1.9. This shows us that while the Alevis emphasize the differences that 

distinguish them from the Sunnis, most of them describe their religious 

understanding as Islam, even more the Real Islam. The main assertion of this meta-

theoretical position that includes Alevilik as a distinct religion from Islam generally 

isn’t accepted by most of the respondents because of some cultural, psychological 

and religious terms. During the survey most of the respondents rejected this claim 
r's6t'uJv�w:xQyNz[{=r}|@~�|Es!��{ar�|E����uXt*{Ux.����uJt�����{Y���Nx����*r'��{a|Px[���U�X�Yz�����u��:�]t'~3uXt3��r�s6�N�������
ceremonies at the Cem Culture House Association every Thursday, said that this 

claim is not acceptable and only people who have very bad intentions can make such 

a claim intentionally.  

Table 6: How do you define Alevilik?    

  Frequency Percent Valid 
Percent 

Cumulative 
Percent 

Real Islam 109 52,4 52,7 52,7 
A religion apart from Islam  4 1,9 1,9 54,6 
Way of life and culture  94 45,2 45,4 100,0 
Total 207 99,5 100,0  
Missing  1 0,5   
  208 100,0   
 

 

 

                                                
39 See, Zelyut, Riza 1999, for arguments of this position. The main arguments of this approach are 
examined in the theoretical chapter.   
40 Also the main properties of this inclination are examined in the theoretical chapter.  
41 To arguments of this approach may see Bulut’s work, namely Alisiz Alevilik. Also the arguments of 
this approach are pointed out in the theoretic chapter.  
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5.3. Religious Identity as Perceived by the respondents  

 

As can be seen from Table 7, most of the respondents define their religious 

identity as Muslim, Alevi or both Muslim and Alevi. The cumulative percentage 

of these is 78.6. This percentage seems to fit the percentage of those who define 

Alevilik as the Real Islam or a sect of Islam which is 52.7. The reason of the 

percentage of defining ones religious identity as Muslim is higher than the 

percentage of describing Alevilik as Real Islam is that 55 percent of those who 

defining their religious identity as Alevi perceive Alevilik as a culture or a type of 

define life. Therefore, there are two major tendencies within those who expressed 

their religious identity as the Alevi: Most of them, 55 percent of them, construct 

Alevilik as a culture, not a religion, but 41 percent of them perceive it as a religion 

and within the circle of Islam. Also there is a correspondence between those who 

expressed their religious identity as Muslim, and both Muslim and Alevi and 

those who describe Alevilik as Islam or Real Islam.  

 

As also derived from Table 7, another point which needs to be clarified is the rate of 

those describing their religious identity as atheist which is higher that the percentage 

of those describing it as the only Muslim. It seems that while most of the respondents 

describe Alevilik in the circle of Islam, they are eager to underline their Alevi 

identity and Alevilik as the religious understanding under of title of Islam. In this 

sense, during the survey, several times I was faced with such experiences including 

the fact that most of the respondents reject the claim that includes their religious 

identity as only Muslim. As a result of this, they insisted that I marked the choice of 

only Alevi or both Alevi and Muslim as their religious identity. It seems that they 

used to Islam word in different two senses: as both the name of their own religion 

and of their own religious identity, due Muslim word was perceived by most of them 

as a word that identified with the Sunnis. Another factor may be that this word has 

been reconstructed politically by the representatives of the political Islamic 

movements for last two decades with the impacts of rise of the political Islam in 

Turkey. For this reason, the Alevis who define Alevilik in the circle of Islam may 

avoid describing their religious identity with this word.  
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The last issue about this matter that needs to be mentioned is relevant to those who 

expressed their religious identity as Bektashi or Kizilbash. It seems that there is a 

distance between this inclination and Islam as a religion and Muslim as a religious 

identity. As a result of this distance, most of them defined Alevilik as a way of life, 

and avoided describing their religious identity as Muslim. While the percentage of 

this tendency seems very small, 6.3 percent, it seems to have some crucial 

implications about their perception of religion and religious identity if the percentage 

of those describing their religious identity as only Alevi (the percentage of them is 

34.1) is considered. Also if the percentage of those describing their religious identity 

as Atheist (the percentage of them is 14.4) then more than half of the respondents 

describe their religious identity as not being Muslim. In this sense, if the small 

percentage of those describing their religious identity as only Muslim (12 percent) is 

considered, it seems that most of the respondents need to underline their Alevi 

identity because of several reasons that will be examined later in the section of the 

Sunnis perceived by the Alevis.     

 

Table- 7: How do you describe your religious identity?   

 
  Frequency Percent Valid  

Percent 
Cumulative 

Percent 
Muslim 25 12,0 12,1 12,1 
Alevi 71 34,1 34,5 46,6 
Both Muslim and Alevi 66 31,7 32,0 78,6 
Kizilbash 7 3,4 3,4 82,0 
Bektashi 6 2,9 2,9 85,0 
Atheist 30 14,4 14,6 99,5 
Human Being  1 ,5 ,5 100,0 
Total 206 99,0 100,0  
No answer 2 1,0   
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5.3.1. The Factors Affect the Alevi Perception of Religious Identity and the 

Religion  

 

It seems that there are several factors that affect the process of the perception of 

religious identity and Alevilik within the respondents. These factors seem to relate to 

age, the geographical district, level of education, ethnic origin of the respondents and 

state of membership of any Alevi organization.    

  

The first significant point which needs to be understood is the distribution of the 

respondents in relation to these definitions age is a very important variable that 

affects the contents of Alevilik and the describing process of religious identity. . The 

more the age of the respondents increases, the more eager they are to express 

Alevilik as the Real Islam or a sect of Islam and to describe their religious identity as 

Muslim, or both Muslim and Alevi. In this sense, while 75 percent of the respondents 

who were born before 1964 define Alevilik as the Real Islam, only 23 percent of the 

respondents defined it as culture or a way of life. Contrary to this, 74 percent of the 

respondents who were born after 1964 see Alevilik as a culture or a way of life, and 

only 21 percent of the respondents who were born after 1964 construct it as the Real 

Islam.  

 

Also it seems that there is a link between the geographical district and the 

construction of the content of Alevilik as religion and religious identity as Alevi or 

Muslim. As it is shown in Table 8, it seems that there is a significant relationship 

between the respondents who were born in Central Anatolia and those who believed 

Alevilik was the Real Islam or a sect of Islam. 65 percent of those who were born in 

this region describe Alevilik as the Real Islam or a sect of Islam, and 56 percent of 

them define their religious identity as Muslim or both Muslim and Alevi. On the 

contrary this pattern, there is a link between those who were born in Eastern Anatolia 

and the description of Alevilik as a culture or a way of life, 63 percent of them 

describe it as a culture. It seems that this tendency fits the description of religious 

identity as Alevi. In this sense, 68 percent of them define their religious identity as 

Alevi, sometimes Kizilbash, and Atheist.  
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Table 8: Definition of Alevilik by Origin of Birthplace  
  Real 

Islam 
Apart 
from 
Islam 

A way of 
life and a 
culture 

 

Central Anatolia  Count 72 1 37 110 
  % 65,5% 0.9% 33,6% 100,0% 
Eastern Anatolia  Count 26 2 43 71 
  % 36,6% 2,8% 60,6% 100,0% 
Black Sea  Count 1  4 5 
  % 20,0%  80,0% 100,0% 
South-eastern 
Anatolia  

Count 2  1 3 

  % 66,7%  33,3% 100,0% 
Mediterranean  Count 3 1 2 6 
  % 50,0% 16,7% 33,3% 100,0% 
 Total  Count 104 4 87 195 
  % 53,3% 2,1% 44,6% 100,0% 
 

Chi-Square Tests 
 Value Df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 23,897 8 , 002 
Likelihood Ratio 20,617 8 , 008 
Linear-by-Linear Association 4,674 1 , 031 
N of Valid Cases 195   
 

Moreover, as it is seen in Table 9, there is a significant relationship between 

perception of Alevilik and mother tongue of the respondents when the outcomes of 

the fieldwork are considered. It seems that while most of the Kurdish Alevis perceive 

Alevilik as a way of life, most of the Turkish Alevis perceive it as the Real Islam or a 

sect of Islam. A similar polarization between these two categories is valid for 

perception of religious identity. This means that while most of Kurdish Alevis 

describe their religious identity as Alevi and/or Atheist, most of the Turkish Alevis 

describe it as Muslim and both Muslim and Alevi. These outcomes are compatible 

with the content of relationship between perception of Alevilik and geographical 

district that was mentioned above. This can be seen as an outcome of the ethnic 

content of these geographical regions, because most of the Kurdish Alevis 

traditionally inhabit Eastern Anatolia.    

 

The distinction between these two regions regarding perception of Alevilik and Alevi 

identity may be seen as an outcome of some differences between the beliefs and 
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practices of Turkish and Kurdish Alevis. In this context, it may be argued that there 

are some differences between the beliefs and practices of the Kurdish and Turkish 

Alevis. The beliefs and practices of the Kurdish Alevis, as they have been known 

from 19th and early 20th century sources, appear to be more heterodox and 

syncretistic than those of Turkish Alevis due to the fact that the latter have hidden 

their beliefs better or have gradually been further Islamicized. Some practices and 

beliefs that can be conceptualized out of Islam were more pronounced among the 

Kurdish Alevis. For example, sun and nature worship appear to have had a prominent 

place in the life of the Dersim besides the Cem ceremony that is well known as the 

central ritual of the Alevi belief, and other common Alevi rituals (Van Bruinessen, 

2001: 91-92).  

Because of the lack of respondents, the other regions that have a significant Alevi 

population are ignored.  

 

Table 9:  Definition of Alevilik by Mother Tongue 

 

    Real Islam Apart From Islam A way of Life  
Turkish Count 86 1 56 143 
  % 60,1% 0,7% 39,2% 100,0% 
Kurdish Count 23 3 37 63 
  % 36,5% 4,8% 58,7% 100,0% 
Arabic Count   1 1 
  %   100,0% 100,0% 
  Count 109 4 94 207 
  % 52,7% 1,9% 45,4% 100,0% 
 

Chi-Square Tests 

  Value Df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 13,270 4 , 010 
Likelihood Ratio 13,413 4 , 009 
Linear-by-Linear Association 9,393 1 , 002 
N of Valid Cases 207   
 

Another significant factor that affects the Alevi perception of the contents of religion 

and religious identity is the education level of the respondents. In this sense, it seems 

that there is a significant relationship between the perception of religion and religious 

identity and education level of the respondents. As it is seen in Table 10, as the level 

of education rises, the respondents have a tendency to describe Alevilik as a culture 

or a way of life; their religious identity as Alevi and/or Atheist. In this respect, 68 per 
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cent of those who stated that their level of education was high school or university 

graduate describe Alevilik as a culture or way of life. Contrary to this, as the level of 

education decreases, it seems that the respondents are eager to define Alevilik as the 

Real Islam or a sect of Islam, and their religious identity as Muslim or both Muslim 

and Alevi. In this context, 93 per cent of the respondents who are illiterate describe 

Alevilik as the Real Islam or a sect of Islam. This percentage is 77 in those who are 

literate, and 73 percent in those who graduated from primary school, and 85 percent 

in those who graduated from secondary school.  

 

Table –10: Definition of Alevilik by Level of Education  

    Real Islam Apart from 
Islam 

A way of life 
and a culture 

 

Illiterate  Count 14  1 15 
  %  93,3%  6,7% 100,0% 
Literate  Count 10  3 13 
  % l 76,9%  23,1% 100,0% 
Primary School  Count 27 2 8 37 
  %  73,0% 5,4% 21,6% 100,0% 
Secondary School  Count 22  4 26 
  %  84,6%  15,4% 100,0% 
Lycee  Count 16  34 50 
  %  32,0%  68,0% 100,0% 
University  Count 13 2 32 47 
  %  27,7% 4,3% 68,1% 100,0% 
  Count 102 4 82 188 
 
Chi-Square Tests 
 
  Value Df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 56,107 10 , 000 
Likelihood Ratio 61,376 10 , 000 
Linear-by-Linear Association 39,264 1 , 000 
N of Valid Cases 188   
 

A similar tendency like the relation between the level of education and the definition 

of religion seems to fit between the level of education of the respondents and the 

perception of religious identity, as it does in the relation between the illiterate and the 

perception of Alevilik, here seems to be a link between the illiterate the respondents 

and their religious identity as Muslim or both Muslim and Alevi. In this sense, as it is 

shown in Table 11, 80 percent of the respondents who are illeterate describe their 

religious identity as Muslim or both Muslim and Alevi. This percentage seems to fit 
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with those who graduated from primary and secondary school. The percent is 62 for 

those who graduated from primary school, and is 69 percent for those who graduated 

from secondary school. This is completely different for those who graduated from 

high school and university. Here, the main tendency seems to relate to, Alevi that is 

constituted as religious identity. The percentage of those who describe their religious 

identity as Alevi is 50 percent, as atheist is 20 percent, both as Muslim and Alevi is 

30 percent at the high school level. At the university level, the percentage of those 

who describe their religious identity as only Alevi is 48 percent, both as Muslim and 

Alevi is 24 percent, as Atheist is 28 percent. These statistics show a significant 

relationship between the level of education and the different perceptions of religious 

identity and religion within the respondents.  

Table 11: Definition of Religious Identity by Level of Education  

 

   Muslim Alevi Both 
Muslim and 

Alevi 

Kizilbash Bektashi Atheist  

Illiterate  Count 4 3 8    15 
  %  26,7% 20,0% 53,3%    100,0% 
Literate  Count 1 6 6    13 
  %  7,7% 46,2% 46,2%    100,0% 
Primary 
School  

Count 10 10 13  3  37 

  %  27,0% 27,0% 35,1%  8,1%  100,0% 
Secondary 
School  

Count 3 7 15   1 26 

  %  11,5% 26,9% 57,7%   3,8% 100,0% 
Lycee  Count 2 20 13 3 2 10 50 
  %  4,0% 40,0% 26,0% 6,0% 4,0% 20,0% 100,0% 
University  Count 3 19 8 2 1 13 46 
  %  6,5% 41,3% 17,4% 4,3% 2,2% 28,3% 100,0% 
  Count 23 65 63 5 6 24 187 
  %  12,3% 34,8% 33,7% 2,7% 3,2% 12,8% 100,0% 
 

Chi-Square Tests 
 Value Df Asymp. Sig. (2-

sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 56,107 10 , 000 
Likelihood Ratio 61,376 10 , 000 
Linear-by-Linear Association 39,264 1 , 000 
N of Valid Cases 188   
 

One of the impacts of the processes of modernization and urbanization on the Alevi 

community is that it has changed the circumstances of education for the Alevis. As 
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examined in the section of the features of the respondents with regarding age and 

education, there was a dramatic transformation in the level of education for next 

generations after migration process. Due to the lack of Alevi institutions which 

transmit the religious codes to these new generations, those who are educated in 

modern school aren’t able to access sources of Alevili k to learn. In this regard, 

during our fieldwork Kazim Alper, who is 56 years old told us an anecdote to point 

out the ‘dramatic conditions’ of the new Alevi generations:   

When we migrated to Ankara, we got rid of teaching our religion to our 
children to save them from the dangerous environment. Then our children 
went to school where they would learn the theology of the Sunni. And 
they learnt it. In this respect, when my child was student at university, he 
asked me a question about what our religion was: ‘why don’t you fast 
during Ramadan, why don’t you go to Cami? If we are Muslim’, he said 
to me. I had to tell him the truth: we are Alevi, we don’t go to Cami, and 
we don’t fast during Ramadan. Again he asked me, ‘what ‘s Alevilik, and 
what are the pillars of Alevilik, and are there any sources?’ I told him I 
know only one thing: we are Alevi. Unfortunately, there are only a few 
books about it, they like stories, not scientific researches. 
 

This anecdote seems to characterize the general properties of the circumstances in 

which the new generations of the Alevi community in urban places face. With the 

effects of several reasons, such as, modern education, the lack of modern Alevi 

institutions, the secular quality of urbanized environment etc. the Alevi youth seem 

to see Alevilik as a type of belief only with in a culture or way of life. In this context, 

it can be argued that three tendencies have emerged within the new generations of 

Alevis. The most significant tendency, relates to the effects of secularization, 

modernization and social mobility on the new generations. Since they have no 

experiences in rural life, and traditional Alevilik, and have had no opportunity to 

learn it from their family, they feel close to Alevilik emotionally, but do not practice 

it ritually. The more education they receive, the more apt they are to describe 

Alevilik in a cultural sense. Furthermore, it seems that they really more on the 

rational scheme than the spiritual scheme to understand and interpret the world due 

to the obtained the training from modern school. The second tendency is a reaction to 

the secularization process which implies the rational value, norms and apparatus in 

which to act and behave. Those who are expressing this tendency are also more 

educated, and they approach traditional Alevilik in rational terms that distinguishes 

them from the older ones who were born in a rural setting due to the emotional 
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reasons and `historical feelings’. As the result of this rationalization process, they 

claim that Alevilik is completely in the circle of Islam, and it can be viewed as a 

version of Shi’ism 42. This tendency that has a small impacts on the Alevis indicates a 

new path within the Alevis. The last tendency is relevant to those have come to an 

urban environment from a rural setting recently. It includes the basic characteristics 

of traditional Alevilik. They go to Cem houses if they have enough time, respect the 

Dede, fast during the Asura and Hizir, and have a bond with another adult for the 

contraction of the Musahiplik. They are followers of the traditional Alevilik and its 

social and religious institutions and basic rituals, yet they consitute a small part of the 

new generations. Of course, this cannot be reduced as the outcome as the only factor. 

It seems that there are several factors affecting these patterns. 

 

 Next factor that affect the Alevi perception of Alevilik and religious identity is 

relevant to the state of membership of any Alevi organization. Those who are 

member of any Alevi organization tend to perceive Alevilik as the Real Islam and 

describe their religious identity as Muslim or both Muslim and Alevi. As it is shown 

in Table 12, on the other hand, those who aren’t member of any Alevi organization 

tend to perceive Alevilik as a way of life and describe their religious identity as Alevi 

or Atheist. Moreover, there are some significant differences among those who are 

members of any Alevi organizations. These differences can be classified into three 

groups: the first group is constituted by thsose who are members of Haci Bektas Veli 

Foundation. While they stress Islamic character of Alevilik, they describe their 

religious identity as both Alevi and Muslim. The second group is constituted by 

those who are members of Pir Sultan and Haci Bektas Veli associations, but they 

have some noteworthy differences. While the members of these two associations 

tend to perceive Alevilik as a way of life, mot of the members of Pir Sultan 

association describe their religious identity as Atheist. The third group is constituted 

by the members of Cem Cultral House Association. They tend to perceive Alevilik as 

the Real Islam and describe their religious identity as Muslim or both Muslim and 

Alevi.   

 

                                                
42  For more information this tendency see Uzumlu 2000 and Genc Erenler Magazine. 
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It can be said that while those who belive strongly tend to participate to any Alevi 

organizations except for Pir Sultan Assocation, those who believe weakly tend to 

avoid participating to any Alevi organizations. While those who avoid 

participating to any Alevi organizations feel themselvel very close to Alevilik 

culturally, they don’t perceive it as the sources of their mental world. 

 

 Table 12: Definition of Alevilik by Membership of Any Alevi Organization  
    Real Islam Apart form Islam A way of Life  
Yes  Count 74 1 31 106 
  %  69,8% , 9% 29,2% 100,0% 
No Count 34 3 63 100 
  %  34,0% 3,0% 63,0% 100,0% 
  Count 108 4 94 206 
  %  52,4% 1,9% 45,6% 100,0% 

 

Chi-Square Tests 

  Value Df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 42,757 7 , 000 
Likelihood Ratio 46,873 7 , 000 
Linear-by-Linear 
Association 

34,869 1 , 000 

N of Valid Cases 206   
 

Another factor that may affect the Alevi perception of Alevilik and religious 

identity is the level of the income of respondents. Nevertheless, as it’s seen from 

Table 13, it cannot be derived that there is no a significant relationship between 

the conceptualization of the contents of Alevilik and the different levels of 

income. By examining this table carefully, only the first interval of income level 

seems to have any significant differences regarding the issue of what the contents 

of Alevilik is. In this regard, 66 percent of the respondents who are in the under 

500 million Turkish Liras income group described Alevilik as the Real Islam, and 

32 percent of them described it as a culture and way of life. The second and third 

interval of income groups seems to have no significant differences in the 

perception of Alevilik. Since the rest interval of the income groups have no 

adequate samples, to reach a valid explanation about the content of its perception 

of Alevilik. But if the last three intervals are combined into one group, the rate of 

those who described Alevilik as the Real Islam seems to be equal with the rate of 

those who described it as a culture and way of life. Consequently, regarding the 
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different intervals of the income level of the samples, significant differences only 

occur in the first interval of the respondents whose income is under 500 million 

Turkish Liras. Lastly, the content of relationship between income level of the 

respondents and the perception of religious identity seems to fit the content of 

relationship between income level and the perception of Alevilik. Indeed, it seems 

that there is no a significant relationship between the different levels of income 

that the respondents have and their perception of religious identity. 
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Table 13: Religious Identity by Level of Income  

   Muslim Alevi Both 
Muslim 

and Alevi 

Kizilbash Bektashi Atheist  

500 and 
under 

Count 10 14 16 1 2 6 50 

  % 20,0% 28,0% 32,0% 2,0% 4,0% 12,0% 100,0% 
501-1000 Count 10 24 30 4 4 12 84 
  % 11,9% 28,6% 35,7% 4,8% 4,8% 14,3% 100,0% 
1001-
1500 

Count 2 24 11 1  5 43 

  % 4,7% 55,8% 25,6% 2,3%  11,6% 100,0% 
1501-
2000 

Count 1 5 2   1 9 

  % 11,1% 55,6% 22,2%   11,1% 100,0% 
2001 
2500 

Count 1  1 1  3 6 

  % 16,7%  16,7% 16,7%  50,0% 100,0% 
2501and 
above 

Count  3 2   3 8 

  %   37,5% 25,0%   37,5% 100,0% 
  Count 24 70 62 7 6 30 200 
  
 

% 12,0% 35,0% 31,0% 3,5% 3,0% 15,0% 100,0% 

 
Chi-Square Tests 

  Value Df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 8,282 10 , 601 
Likelihood Ratio 8,830 10 , 548 
Linear-by-Linear Association 2,990 1 , 084 
N of Valid Cases 201   

 

In addition to level of income of the respondents, it seems that there is no 

relationship between perception of Alevilik and religious identity and place of 

residence that the respondents inhabit considering the outcome of the fieldwork. 

 

5.4. The Attitudes of the respondents toward Alevi’s Rituals  

The rituals that are constitutive components of the traditional Alevilik are fasting, 

sacrificing, having a religious partnership known as the Musahip, having a 

religious leader known as the Dede, and participation in religious ceremonies 

known as the ritual of the Cem. Now, these components that constitute the scope 
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of the rituals of traditional Alevilik will be examined considering the outcome of 

the fieldwork.   

 

5.4.1. Fasting as Perceived by the Respondents 

 

In traditional Alevilik, fasting for certain period of time in the year is accepted as 

one of the significant religious practices. This practice includes the fast of the 

Asura, and Hizir that need to be fasted for the cosmology of Alevilik (Fuat, 

1993:156). However, in some districts of Turkey where the Alevis inhabit, the fast 

of Ramadan is fasted in a different time of the month. But in fact, most of the 

Alevis, as it can be seen from this survey, refused to fast during Ramadan, 

because of the Sunni character. During our fieldwork, I realized that those who do 

fast during Ramadan were usually from Central Anatolia which, except for 

Corum, that has a significant Alevi population. Those who came from the region 

of Eastern Anatolia refused to fast during Ramadan. 

It seems that the processes of urbanization, secularization, and modernization 

affect the patterns of the fasting attitudes of the Alevis when a semi-closed 

conditions of rural life is considered, and how traditional Alevilik imposed on 

every Alevi the strict rules of the Alevi cosmology. In this sense, these 

developments have affected the Alevi community and have led to weaken the 

strict rules of the cosmology which have been constructed tightly. As a result of 

urbanization, modernization and secularization 61 percent of the respondents 

stated that they fast during the fast of the Alevi cosmology regularly or 

irregularly. The rest of the respondents avoided fasting during the fast because of 

several reasons that were expressed by them. The respondents who didn’t fast can 

be grouped under three titles: those who have some health problems at 15.6 

percent, those who don’t believe this ritual was imposed by the  cosmology at 60 

percent, and those who believe in this ritual, but don’t participate in it with 24.4 

per cent.  
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There is a significant relationship between fasting and the social, and cultural 

environment of the respondents, such as the level of education, the culture 

environment in which the individual Alevi was born, and the age when the 

outcome of the fieldwork are considered. Those who are more educated are more 

unwilling to fast, and those who are less educated have more of a tendency to fast 

during the fasting of the Alevi cosmology. Nearly all of the respondents who 

graduated from secondary school the illiterate stated that they fast during the 

fasting. On the other hand, for those that graduated from high school, this rate is 

47 percent, and is 34 percent for those who graduated from university. In addition 

to this factor, the age of the respondents seemed to affect the attitudes of whether 

they fasted. It can be said that those who are elder have tendency to fast more than 

the young ones. While the percentage of those who were born before 1964 and 

fast is 85 percent, this number decreases to 32 percent for those who were born 

after 1964. Further, when I search to see it there was a significant relationship 

between the types of work and the attitudes toward fasting, the dimension of age 

emerged again, although it seems that there is no significant relationship between 

the types of work and the inclination of fasting in general, only those who were 

retired or housewives stated that they fast. Also, although there is no meaningful 

relationship between the geographical region and the tendency to fast, the 

percentage of fasting is the highest in the region of Central Anatolia. This 

percentage is 67.This percentage declines to 51 for the region of the Eastern 

Anatolia 

 

The last aspect of fasting that needs to be understood is what kinds of attitudes the 

respondents have towards fasting in Ramadan, which signifies the Sunni 

cosmology supposedly. It seems that the most of the respondents refused to fast 

during Ramadan because of several arguments about the meaning of it, which 

include the claim that it is fast of the Sunni, that is not in the customs of the 

Alevis, and not believing in it for the sake of the God etc. It seems that 88 per cent 

of the respondents stated that they do not to fast during Ramadan because of the 

arguments mentioned above. The rest of the respondents reported to fast during 

Ramadan due to several reasons, the first one is that they believ in fasting in 
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religious sense during Ramadan, another is that it has been their custom, and it’s a 

religious duty etc. 

 

5.4.2. Sacrificing as Perceived by the Respondents 

 

This sacrificial custom has a significant place in many religions over the world. 

This custom is based on the myth which is in Pentateuch that reports that the 

prophet Abraham was forced to sacrifice his son for the sake of the God (Bozkurt: 

129). The difference in the customs of the Alevis and the Sunni doesn’t arise from 

the origin of the tradition, but relates to the ceremonies that begin from the cutting 

of the sacrificial animal to eating it.         

 

There are several sorts of sacrifices in the Alevi tradition: a sacrificial animal is 

killed in the religious ceremony known as the Tercuman, a sacrificial animal is 

killed in the Muslim Festival of Sacrifices, a sacrificial animal is killed at the end 

of fasting the Hizir that is seen in some segments of the Alevis, and in the votive 

offering (adak). It is often accepted that these forms of the sacrifice constitute the 

sacrificial rituals of traditional Alevilik. In this context, I will examine the impacts 

of urbanization and modernization processes on the rituals of the sacrifice in 

urbanized Alevilik.  

 

Most of the respondents stated that they sacrifice an animal in the Muslim Festival 

of The Sacrifices. The percent of this is 68.8. The rest of the respondents claimed 

not to sacrifice an animal during this time. It seems that the reasons of not doing 

the sacrifice during the Festival of the Sacrifices are various. Economic reasons 

take fist place, with. 55.3. The atheistic attitude is the second place as a reason, as 

31.9 percent of the respondents who do not do the sacrifice because of their 

disbelief. The third factor is relevant to the attitude of those who believe but do 

not implement this religious duty; this percent is 12.8 per cent. 
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Another significant point relates to who eats the meat of the sacrificial animal. 

Which is the point coming from a rule of traditional Alevilik: it strictly was 

banned for those who were not Alevi; it was immoral (duskun) and they have no a 

Musahip to eat the meat of the sacrificial animal of the Alevi. It seems that this 

prohibition should be evaluated in two senses that are related to each other. The 

first one refers to the content of the strict boundary between the Alevi and the 

non-Alevi that was discussed in the theoretical chapter. The second signifies how 

the various mechanisms of a traditional Alevi community operate with inclusive 

and exclusive terms. So that the Alevi community maintains itself against any 

outside threats, which mostly come from the Sunnis, and sometimes the Ottoman 

Empire by the ways of inclusive and exclusive mechanisms. 

 

In this respect, it seems that the strict boundary that was constituted in the 

marginalized circumstances of the Alevis has been loosing ground since the 

beginning of the migrations from rural to urban areas, and the process of 

urbanization and modernization. This can be seen by the distribution of meat from 

the Alevi’s sacrificial animal to Sunnis as one of the evidences of this process. In 

this sense, most of the samples, 90.4 percent, who participate in the sacrifice 

during the Festival of Sacrifices stated as to have given the meat of the sacrificed 

animal to a Sunni neighbor as well as Alevis. Yet it cannot be said that the 

boundary between the Alevi and the Sunni has been disappeared completely due 

to the reasons that are mentioned above. Instead of this it may be said that the 

boundary that distinguishes the Alevi from the Sunni has started to change its 

traditional forms and contents because of some general reasons: the first reason 

seems to relate to the long history of contradictions between Sunnis and Alevis 

that involve some social, cultural, religious and political grounds. The second one, 

which is an outcome of the first fact, is relevant to the prejudices that both have 

mutually. In this sense, during the fieldwork many of the respondents believed 

that most of their Sunni neighbors threw the meat of the sacrificed animal in the 

garbage because it came from an Alevi. This belief shows that prejudices are still 
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operating in both sides. As Barth (2001: 33) stated that the prejudice among ethnic 

groups is one of the leading factors in the maintaining of ethnic boundaries.   

 

The last aspect about this issue that needs to be pointed out is relevant to the 

attitudes of the Alevis towards the sacrifices imposed by the cosmology of the 

Alevilik43. This may give us some clues about the dynamics of the continuity and 

discontinuity between past Alivilik and present Alevilik. Yet, it seems that the 

absence of this custom in some Alevi regions makes it difficult to draw adequate 

conclusions about the distinction between the past and the present. Because of 

this, I will examine the change in attitudes of those who come from the regions 

where the custom traditionally exists. In this context, while the percentage of 

those who say that to cut sacrificial animal is imposed by the Alevi cosmology is 

41.3, the percent of those who don’t do it reaches 58.7 percent. The d istribution of 

this percentage to the different regions is: 46 percent of those from Central 

Anatolia stated they participate in the Alevi Sacrifices, this percent for the comers 

from Eastern Anatolia declines to 33. It seems that the percentage of those not 

participating in the sacrifice is higher than those who do in both of the regions. It 

seems that the factors that are behind this process are: the disbelieving attitudes of 

some of the respondents towards this practice, economic difficulties, even though 

some of the respondents believe in this practice, they often don’t follow it, and 

this religious ritual isn’t in some Alevi communities etc.  

 

5.4.3. The Dede As The Holy Man as Perceived By The Alevis     

 

Traditionally all Alevis belong to some holy lineages. Those who come from 

these holy lineages considered to be in the lineage of prophet Mohammed, and are 

called “dede” or “pir”. Every son from the holy lineage is respected as dede. This 

                                                
43 The forms of the sacrifices imposed by the Alevi cosmology seem to vary from one region to 
another. For example, after fasting the Hizir sacrificial animal is killed in some Alevi regions such as 
Varto, Tunceli.  Yet, this tradition cannot be seen in other parts of the Alevi regions such as Yozgat, 
Beypazari. As Ill the custom of fasting Hizir cannot be seen in some Alevi regions. This may be seen 
as the outcome of the common theology and a centralized religious institution that haven’t been 
established by the Alevis.    
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means that this position isn’t acquired by way of training or ta lented as it is in the 

Bektashi order. Yet, only the son from the holy lineage who is eager and talented 

undertakes the duty of holy man (Bozkurt: 98; Yalcinkaya: 92). Not all it the dede 

in the dede lineage are active. Rather, one gradually becomes the most sought 

after, competent, and accepted by the rest of the lineage as the most fit to lead 

religious ceremonies (Shankland: 119-126). Further the endogamy is valid within 

the holy lineages because it maintains the purity of the dede lineage which 

signifies the prophet Mohammed. Additionally, there are some certain strict 

boundaries between the dede and the talip who traditionally belongs a dede 

lineage. As a result of this, the marriage between the dede and the talip is strictly 

forbidden. 

 

Also the dede lineages are tied to each other. Every the dede lineage belongs to 

another one. As the result of this, every dede is accountable to another with his 

manners. Moreover, a form of organization was set up so that all talips belong to 

the dede lineages, and all dedes belong to each other by the way of this 

interdependence. Therefore, traditional Alevi communities have been informing, 

organizing and sharing with each other by the way of such a mode of society.  

 

Furthermore, the dede fulfils not only the religious needs of the Alevi community. 

The dede also other fulfils traditionally functions within the closed Alevi 

community. It can be said that the dede have traditionally fulfils the roles of 

mediator, theacher, doctor, judge, and holy man (Shankland: 119-126; Bozkurt: 

98-100 and Yalcinkaya: 92-98).  

 

Most of the contradictions that emerged between different groups or persons are 

solved by the mediator role of the dede44. In this sense, when a talip was faced 

with a difficult problem, he would consult the dede to solve these disputes. As 

Shankland pointed out (1993: 126) it, the mediator role of the holy man is not 

                                                
44 To see how a problem between different Alevi groups to be overcome, look at Shankland, 1993. 
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restricted to the Alevi community. The mediator role of the dede seems to 

resemble the one of the shaikh that was examined by Van Bruinessen.45 As Van 

Bruinessen should with a wealth of data, the mediator and politician roles of the 

shaikh result from the segmentary structure that was created by the warring tribes 

in Kurdish society. Nevertheless, the need for exploring the contents and the 

forms of the relationship between the Kurdish dede and the Kurdish talip that 

make up the tribes structure is apparent    

 

In the pre-modernization and urbanization period most of the Alevis were 

illiterate and lived in a closed society. Only a few of them, mostly dedes, were 

educated in the madrasa, theological school, which was established by the Sunnis. 

In this context, the dedes who were educated in the medrese held the monopoly of 

the knowledge about religious and non-religious things. As a result of his 

monopoly of the knowledge, he taught and guided them in different 

circumstances.  

 

The curing of illnesses has been one of the traditional duties of the dede (Bozkurt: 

99). It has been believed that the dede was able to treat the ill, those who were ill 

could be cured by touching the dede. Furthermore, the dede would write a charm 

and put a spell on it. It’s believed that nearly all illnesses were overcome by the 

way of the written charm and with a spell.  

 

Another function which was fulfiled by the dede is a judge. The dede judged his 

talips in the Cem ceremonies for their manners. If one talip commited a crime 

such as burglary, or murder etc, only the dede could punish him regarding the 

content of his or her crime. As a result of this procedure some of them might be 

excluded from the semi-closed society, they were called as duskun, immoral.  

 

                                                
45 Van Bruinessen, Martin 1999, Aga, Seyh ve Devlet, Ankara: Ozge Press, pp, 269-277. Yet, it 
hasn’t been explored that the nature of the relationship between social organization and the re ligious 
thinking between the Turkish and Kurdish Alevis in Turkey. It seems that the mediator role of the 
dede fits more to the fragmented structure of the Kurdish Alevi because of the tribal bounds.   
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The last role of the dede was relevant to religious function which is more 

important than the other roles. The dede managed the religious ceremony. He also 

coordinated the other functions that should be fulfiled during the ceremony. He 

guided the talips in their daily manners teaching what is good or bad. He 

transmited the knowledge of the Alevi cosmology to the talips who were mostly 

illiterate. If someone had a problem with religion, the dede guided him or her in 

regard to the grounds of Alevilik. Also he sanctified the link of Musahiplik that 

every individual Alevi man should has which signifies the transition form a 

natural membership of the Alevi society to a political membership of the Alevi 

society (Bozkurt: 174 and Yalcinkaya: 67).  

 

With the impacts of modernization and urbanization process, the dede was faced 

with the new historical and social circumstances in the urbanized places. Due to 

the impacts of these processes on the status of the dede, the traditional roles of the 

dede as one of the basic institutions of Alevilik have been debated intensively 

since the late 1980’s. Today, this subject is one of the most important aspects that 

need to be resolved with new needs of the urbanized Alevi community. Therefore, 

the contemporary perception of the dede by the Alevis is one of the subjects 

which needs to be more investigated for this study. In this respect, the subject of 

the dede was constructed into two different levels in the questionnaare: the first 

level delt with whether the relationship between the dede and the talip existed in 

the urbanized areas, the second level included how the dede was perceived by the 

Alevis regardless of whether they belong to the dede or not, regarding the 

traditional functions of the dede in a contemporary context.  

Due to the outcome of urbanization and modernization the relationship between 

the dede and the talip have been growing weaker; but most of the Alevis seem to 

be connected with the dede. As it is shown in Table 14, 87 percent of the 

respondents expressed to having a dede regardless of whether there is a real 

relationship between them and the dede, and only 13 percent stated not to have a 

dede. 
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Table 14: Do you have a dede? 

  Frequency Percent Valid 
Percent 

Cumulative Percent 

Yes 180 86,5 87,0 87,0 
No  27 13,0 13,0 100,0 
Total 207 99,5 100,0  
No answer  1 ,5   
  208 100,0   

 

On the other hand, most of the respondents aren’t actually connected with a dede 

due to the processes of migration, urbanization and modernization. As a matter of 

fact, most of the respondents stated that they lost this relationship because of 

migration which led to cut off the relation between them and the Dedes. In this 

respect, 63.4 percent of the respondents stated to have no relationship between 

them and the Dedes because of several reasons, which include living in different 

areas, the bond between the dede and the talip became ineffective in the new 

historical and social context, etc. In this context, while 72 percent of those who 

stated as to have no relation with the dede marked the reason for this fact as due to 

the migration, and the different districts where the dede and the talip live in, 22 

percent of them claimed it wasn’t fit to the conte nt of this relation in the modern 

world. Lastly, the rest of the stated it was due to the death of their dede.  

 

On the other hand, the traditional functions of the dede are currently one of the 

leading subjects for the Alevis regarding whether or not they fit the needs of the 

urbanized Alevis. As it was examined in detail in the theoretical chapter, the most 

of the traditional functions of the dede were undertaken by institutions of the 

modern state such as judicial, educational, political etc. This process should be 

evaluated with the impacts of modernization, secularization and urbanization 

processes. In this regard, most of the Alevis started to avoid fulfiling religious 

duties of Alevilik because of the effects of modern education, political affiliation, 

and no official reorganization for Alevilik as a religion or a sect of religion. These 

developments in the social and historical circumstances of Alevilik started to 

scatter the Alevi community which has been living in the social, cultural and 
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religious grounds of Alevilik for ages in the new urban setting. In this context, 

most of the traditional functions of the dede were undertaken by different modern 

institutions which have very short history. Additionally religious role of the dede 

as it has been traditionally more important than the other functions of the dede 

started to be modified gradually in regards to the needs of an urban setting. As 

Shankland claims (Shankland, 1999a: 319), today the role of the dede seems to be 

transformed dramatically in the circumstances of urbanized society, that is as long 

as the Alevi community is faced with the change, the role of the dede will keep 

getting weak as an arbitrator role. Nevertheless, the dede was transformed into a 

leading symbol of the Alevi at the beginning of the systemization of the Alevi 

culture and still in its present. 

 

In this context, the dede as perceived by the Alevis who live in the urbanized 

areas is one of the subjects of this study. The outcome of this fieldwork show the 

perception of the Alevis regarding the dede has changed dramatically. As shown 

from Table 15, only 27.8 percent of the respondents claim to maintain the 

institution of the dede as the basic component of Alevilik what it was 

traditionally. In addition to this 34.6 percent stated the need to reconstruct it in 

regards to the needs of urbanized Alevi community. Although there are some 

differences between the first and second approaches regarding the dede, both 

categories still consider ontologically the dede as being a basic category of the 

Alevilik, and connected with thecosmology of the Alevilik. The percentage of 

these two categories is 62.4, which shows that most of the respondents still 

consider the dede as one of the basic mechanisms of Alevilik, even though the 

dramatic changes that have emerged in their living conditions. The third and the 

fourth approaches are different from the fist two in that the third category prefers 

to reject the privileged status of the dede in thecosmology of Alevilik. This group 

wishes for Alevi intellectuals to replace the dede because of the needs of the 

urbanized Alevi community. According to it, the traditional mechanisms of 

Alevilik that are constituted in the circumstances of the rural community don’t 

correspond any more to the needs in the age of information, modernization and 

urbanization. While the supporters of this approach describe themselves as Alevi 
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and define Alevilik as way of life, they are investigating the traditional social 

mechanisms of Alevilik in regards to the needs of urbanized Alevi community. 

The percentage of this inclination is 26.3. The last approach claims that there is no 

need for dede or Alevi intellectuals considering the circumstances of the processes 

of modernization and urbanization. Also it claims that Alevilik is going to be 

reconstructed regarding the needs of the age that is characterized by information, 

commodity production, science and urbanization. While the last two approaches 

agree on the need for the reconstruction of Alevilik and its traditional mechanisms 

for the contemporary situation and for the content of Alevilik as the way of life, 

the last one completely rejects the need of the religion. The supporters of the last 

approach mostly define their religious identity as atheist, but they feel very close 

to Alevi category as the cultural identity.46 It seems that this inclination is the 

smallest group regarding the number of supporters, at 11.2 percent. Furthermore, 

it seems that there is a strong relationship between the definition of what the dede 

and his role is and the level of education. That is as long as the level of the 

education is rising, the probability of the inclination to claim to reject the 

privileged position of the dede is rising. Reversely as the level of education 

decreases, the numbers of Alevis who claim that the privileged position of the 

dede should be maintaining the same manner it was maintained in the past 

increase. 

 

Table 15: How do you assess the dedelik? 
 Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 

Percent 
It should be maintained as the same in the 
past 

57 27,4 27,8 27,8 

It should be redefined in regard of needs 
of an urban setting 

71 34,1 34,6 62,4 

There is no need of the dede anymore, the 
Alevi intellectuals play roles of the dedes 

54 26,0 26,3 88,8 

There is no need for dede or those 
undertake its traditional functions in this 
age 

23 11,1 11,2 100,0 

Total 205 98,6 100,0  
Not applicable  2 1,0   
No answer 1 ,5   
Total 3 1,4   

                                                
46 This subject will be mentioned again in the chapter the section of the political attitudes and cultural 
identity.  
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5.4.4. The Relation of The MusahiplikPerceived By The Alevis 

  

Musahiplik or a kind of the partnership is one of the significant institutions of 

traditional Alevilik. This tradition exists in thecosmology of Alevilik that is one of 

the components that distinguishes it from the Bektashi order (Bozkurt, 1993: 174-

184; Yalcinkaya, 1996: 67-73). This bond may be described as a kind of religious 

brotherhood that is sanctified by religious ceremony in the front of the dede. This 

bond is compulsory for Alevilik, because the bond of the Musahiplik as religious 

brotherhood is the basic condition for the participation of any ceremonies or 

meetings which decisions are made about the dimensions of daily life.47 Also 

ideally, every Alevi man must marry according to the Alevi cosmology. Having 

married, he should form a partnership with another man who is also married, so 

that their two households are indissolubly linked. As a result of these obligations, 

every Alevi man must form partnership with another Alevi man.  

 

The contraction of Musahiplik seems to refer to a multi-folded meaning of the 

Alevi cosmology. First of all, as Bozkurt (1993: 175) stated, this bond signifies 

the transition from natural membership of the society to an official membership of 

the society. In this sense, it has a political content that seems to refer to citizenship 

as it emerged in the modern historical context. Having participated in all 

dimensions of Alevi society, every man must form a brotherhood with another 

man. Otherwise, he is not allowed to participate in the affairs of society and is 

excluded from them by the society in the front of the dede. The second meaning 

of it includes the religious practice that signs the process of purification from the 

material world. Therefore, it also corresponds to the religious content of 

remembering the significance of sharing and the feeling of the responsibility 

toward the members of the society. Lastly, it operates as a means of social control 

and integration. In this way, all members of the political society are dependent on 
                                                
47 During the fieldwork, those who Are elderly and migrated to Ankara recently evaluated frequently 
the origin of the Musahiplikas either presumably the religious brotherhood of Muhammad and Ali or 
the bond of Adam and Gabriel.  Those who are younger expressed to have no idea about the origin 
and the contents of this bond.  
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each other in the presence of the dede. If some uneasiness occurs, the dede as an 

arbitrator interferes and settles the disagreement.  

 

It seems that one of the leading impacts of modernization and urbanization on 

traditional Alevilik relates to the dissolution of the Musahiplikas a kind of 

religious brotherhood. Having emerged in the circumstances of a strictly closed 

society, Musahiplik was faced with some troubles that come from an open society 

in an urbanized environment. Because of the dissolution of the old circumstances 

of Alevilik, the Musahiplik as one of the leading components of the traditional 

Alevilik have been dramatically transformed and has become a symbolic category 

just as the dedelik. In addition to these changes in the circumstances of Alevilik 

with urbanization and modernization processes, it is becoming weak in the 

cultural memory of the individual Alevi due to modern education, politics and the 

process of secularization. As a result of these processes, the Alevis especially for 

the new generations born in the urban places are uninformed about the means of 

traditional Alevilik. In this regard, during the fieldwork I found that most of those 

born in Ankara seemed to be uninformed about concept of the Musahiplik and 

rituals of the traditional Alevilik. 

 

The percentage of the respondents who expressed to have a Musahip as a religious 

brotherhood is 67.3. Although this percentage seems very high, it only shows this 

bond in the extended family not based in the individual. Also, a significant part of 

those who stated to have a Musahip said to have no relationship with them in 

reality because of several reasons which include the fact of migrating at 68.7 

percent, it doesn’t fit with the needs of modern life at 17.9 percent, the death of 

Musahip at 1.5 percent etc. The percentage of those who stated to have no 

relationship with the Musahip is 45. Also it seems that most of them, 87.5 percent, 

they had had a bond with a Musahip before migrating.   

 

Although the most of the respondents have no relationship with a Musahip in their 

daily life, they believe that this tradition should be continued in the circumstances 
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of an urban setting due to its symbolic meaning that refers to sharing, friendship 

etc. In this context, 81.4 percent of the respondents said that it should be 

maintained. And, 63.3 percent of them support keeping it due to its cultural 

content, the rest believe in supporting as an obligatory category of the Alevi 

cosmology.  

 

On the other hand, those who wished to reject the bond of the Musahiplik as it is 

maintained in the context of modernization and urbanization claim its traditional 

contents don’t fit to the needs of the age of modernization. The percentage of 

them is 18.1. They believe that it fit the circumstances of traditional Alevilik that 

was constituted in the conditions of a closed society.   

 

It seems that most of the respondents believe that the bond of the Musahiplik 

should be continued in the urbanized environment for different reasons. The main 

tendency for urbanized Alevilik seems to be that it is perceived as a cultural 

category by the Alevis who are getting educated and secularized. This means that 

the bond of the Musahiplik, as the one of the basic components of the traditional 

Alevilik, is being reconstructed by the Alevis who are completely socialized in an 

urbanized environment as sharing and friendship with secular terms.  

 

5.4.5.The Ceremony of the Cem Perceived By The Alevis  

The ceremony of the Cem may be seen the basic ritual of the Alevi cosmology.48  

The ceremony takes places everywhere irrespective in the home or in the place of 

the order. Traditionally it takes place in the winter, especially after the end of the 

harvest (Melikoff, 1999c: 261).   

 
                                                
48 There have been some discussions on the content of the ceremony of the Cem as a ritual form of 
Alevilik among researchers. Yalcinkaya rejects the claims of it as the basic ritual form of Alevilik 
because of the lack of certain religious institutions in traditional Alevilik. Instead of this, he stresses 
its social and historical contents. But, most of the researchers claim that it is the basic ritual form of 
Alevilik that means that several functions such as social control, making decision on the crucial 
aspects for the society. For the supporters of this position, see Bozkurt, Fuat, 1993; Melikoff, Arene, 
1999c etc.   
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The ceremony of the Cem is administered by the dede or mursit who is at the 

highest position in the Bektashi order. Before the beginning of the ceremony, the 

dede distributes the twelve-services (Melikoff: 262; Bozkurt, 1993: 169). 

Additionally the ceremony of the Cem is perceived as it represents a religious 

ritual that was taken place many ages ago in the spiritual world regarding to Alevi 

theology. Every of twelve duties are also perceived by the Alevis as they represent 

symbolically services in a religious ritual that was taken place in the ‘other world’ 

(Melikoff: 262).    

 

Furthermore this religious ceremony can be divided into several categories: the 

ceremony of Musahiplik, the ceremony of the Gorgu which is held for the solving 

problems within the Alevi community, and the ceremony of Abdal Musa, Newruz 

and Hizir etc. The last three ceremonies vary from region to region (Bozkurt: 

169).  

Although there are several types of the religious ceremonies in Alevilik, only two 

types of ceremonies seems important for this paper. The first one relates to the 

sanctifying of the bond of the religious brotherhood, the ceremony of the 

Musahiplik; the second one relates to the inner social control of the society and 

the judicial content of the functions of the dede and is known as the ceremony of 

the Gorgu. Although these ceremonies have transcendental ground, they seem to 

fulfil social and historical needs of the Alevi society that existed within the 

circumstances of a closed society. As it was examined in the section of the 

traditional functions of the dede, the bond of brotherhood refers to the transition 

from natural membership to political membership and is sanctioned by the dede, 

although it has significant religious content which is characterized by the process 

of purification. In addition to this, the ceremony of the Gorgu refers to the efforts 

of social concession within the Alevi society as the means of reconciliation in 

front of the dede, although it has a significant religious sense that symbolizes 

dying before death. In fact, the strict boundaries that distinguish the Alevi 

societies from the outside world are constructed by the use of these means that 

include religious bases.   
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It seems that one of the leading impacts of modernization and urbanization on the 

traditional means of Alevilik relate to the dissolution of the circumstances of the 

ceremony of the Cem as the basic religious ritual like the relation of Musahiplik 

did. With the effects of these developments the Alevi society has immersed in 

new conditions. In addition to these historical developments that affected the 

traditional Alevi society dramatically, since Alevilik wasn’t accepted  as legal 

structure of Turkey, it accelerated the process of dissolving the components of 

traditional Alevilik.      

 

After a long time dissolving the traditional means of Alevilik, a new process 

which characterized a new period in the history of Alevilik appeared in the late 

1980’s. The contents of the new period of Alevilik was characterized by the 

demands of the Alevis that ranged from the encouragement fiscally to recognition 

legally as the Sunni form of the Islam did.  

 

In this context, some institutions were set up in order to fulfil the needs of Alevis. 

At first, most of them were set up independently and had different points of view. 

Later these institutions would be centralized under different names such as CEM 

Foundation, Pir Sultan Abdal Association and Haci Bektash Foundation etc. Cem 

house was one of these institutions. It seemed to symbolize the content of the new 

Alevi movement more than the others, because it refers to both the central 

category of Alevilik as a place of rituals and has the capacity to gather the Alevis 

under the same roof irrespective of their political and socio-economical status. 

Therefore, it’s still continuing as a privileged place among the other institutions.  

 

Furthermore setting up the Cem house in urban area seems to indicate two crucial 

properties of the new Alevi movement:  the first one is that the Alevi has tendency 

to go to a certain place in which religious services are fulfiled, which contrasts to 

the traditional Alevi cosmology. The traditional cosmology didn’t include a 

specific place for religious services due to two reasons in Alevi theology that 

referred to the rejection of the religious places (Yalcinkaya, 1996: 74-83; 
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Shankland, 1993: 96), and the marginalized circumstances of the Alevi masses in 

geographical and spatial terms (Kehl-Bodrogi, 1997: 8). In this respect, it seems 

that Alevilik has gone in to a new process for the fulfilment of the religious needs 

in the face of urbanization and modernization in three senses: the first one is that 

it may be seen as a gathering place for the Alevis to achieve for the certain goals. 

The second one is that it is a response to the needs of the written culture and 

rational organizations. The last one is so that some kind of sign or symbol will be 

erected so that people will recognize the Alevi existence in the public sphere, the 

same way the mosque (Cami) is a symbol of the Sunni existence.    

 

Today Alevilik demands to be recognized legally as one of the legitimate religious 

beliefs in Turkey due to the dichotomies between namaz and the ceremony of the 

Cem; Cami and the Cem house. Due to the place of the Cem as the basic mode of 

ritual in Alevi cosmology, it seems that the Cem house takes the dominant place 

hierarchically among the other Alevi organizations at the symbolic level. On this 

point, there have been some debates on what the main functions of the Cem house 

should be within the Alevi community. It can be said that there are several 

attitudes on this subject from a conservative point of the view to socialist one. The 

traditional Alevis are eager to describe the Cem as the equivalent of the mosque in 

which the Sunni worship, and see it only as religious place where the Alevis 

worship. Also they perceive it as the sacred place where the ceremony of the Cem 

is fulfiled as the main religious ritual of the Alevilik. Considering the results of 

the fieldwork, the percentage of those who describe the main function of the Cem 

house form a conservative point of view is 19.2. Further, they are usually elderly 

and well educated. At the institutional level, Cem Foundation that was located in 

Istanbul and the Cem Cultural House Association that was located in Ankara 

represent a conservative point of view like the one mentioned above.       

 

Another attitude on this subject is that it should be regarded as a place where 

Alevi culture is fulfiled which contrasts with the attitude above. It is based on the 

perspective that Alevilik is a culture and a way of life not just religious. From this 

approach, it can be seen that Alevilik that is removed from its religious content is 
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reduced to a secular and cultural content and form. The percentage of those who 

describe the leading function of the Cem house in only cultural terms is 13 

percent. 

 

There is the third approach which believes that the Cem house should be a place 

in which the Alevis both worship and the needs of the social and cultural aspects 

of the Alevis are fulfiled. It seems that the last approach is a syntheses of the first 

two approaches that were summarized above. According to this approach, 

Alevilik can be understood with its metaphysical grounds and its socio-historical 

mode of being. So, by this alternative theoretical framework, it represents a 

holistic point of view avoiding the aspects of Alevilik neglected by the first two 

approaches. The percentage of those who agree with the third approach is 67.3. 

This means that the last approach is more effective than the others in social links 

and social bases. Also at the institutional level it seems that Haci Bektas ���X�����:���1�6�J�¡ 
 that is located in Ankara, represents this attitude toward the place of 

the ceremony of the Cem in the Alevi cosmology. The question is which Alevi 

institutions represent the Alevis more. According to these outcomes, the 

percentage of those who marked the Cem Foundation as only the representative of 

the Alevis is 8.7; Pir Sultan Abdal Association as only the representative of the 

Alevis is 24.5; the Haci Bektash Veli Foundation as only the representative of the 

Alevis is 39.4; the Haci Bektash Association as only the representative of the 

Alevis is 19.2.  

 

The ceremony of the Cem can be said to be the basic ritual of the Alevi 

cosmology. Therefore it’s significant to understand the urbanized perception of 

the Alevis and how the Alevis construct the content of the Cem ceremony, 

whether or not they characterize it as the central ritual of Alevilik. In this context, 

the percentage of those who stated not to participate in any of the Cem ceremony 

is 23.6, The basic characteristic of this inclination is that nearly all of those who 

were born in Ankara and have had very little contact with their homeland and 

whose level education is high in comparison to others who constitute the other 

categories regarding the participation of the Cem ceremony. The percentage of 
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those who said to participate only the ceremony in rural areas is 15.4. With the 

process of migration and urbanization they migrated to an urban place at an early 

age, and gave up participating in the Cem ceremony because of the absence of any 

Alevi institutions. Furthermore, the percentage of those who stated to have 

participated in it newly in Ankara is 18.8 when Alevi institutions appeared in the 

public sphere within the last two decades. Also the percentage of those who stated 

to have participated in both rural and urban setting is 40.9. Most of them are born 

in rural areas and are socialized there and after migrating to Ankara they didn’t 

participate in a Cem ceremony until the beginning of the new Alevi movement 

which was organized in the late 1980’s. 57 .1 percent of those who said that there 

are some differences between the Cem ceremony in the rural and in the urban 

settings.  

 

The differences that mentioned above are mainly relevant to the different social 

and cultural conditions between rural and urban society and space. Most of them 

said that whereas there was strict social control in the rural areas, there is no social 

control in the urban ones. Therefore, they participate in the Cem ceremonies with 

other Alevis with whom they have little contact and where there is little 

information about who they are. Also the last significant difference between the 

Cem ceremony in the rural areas and in urban areas is that some of the 

participants stated that the Cem ceremony was practiced in the rural areas 

according to its rules. Furthermore, they said that there is no harmony in the Cem 

ceremony here because of the different cultures of the Alevis who participate in 

the Cem ceremony. Due to the different cultural backgrounds of the participants 

in the Cem ceremony, the forms of the religious services and their ways of 

fulfilment may vary. This fact leads to some problems during the Cem ceremony. 

In this context, it seems that those who centralize their old ceremony in the 

discussion as to the right form of the ceremony evaulate the ceremony in the 

urban setting with artificial and heretical terms.      

5.5.The Directorate of Religious Affairs as Perceived by the Alevis.   
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of a thousand officers, then it significantly increased under the Democrat Party 

from 1950 to 1956. It has continued developing since the establishment of the 

Religion Foundation, which was establihed in 1975 (Melikoff, 1999c: 334-335). 

There have been Alevi reactions towards the Directorate of Religious Affairs in 

different standpoints. The main contents of these reactions are the arguments 

toward the Religious Affairs as a department of the state, which consists of only 

Sunnis. Additionally The fact that the Directorate of Religion Affairs supported 

economically by the state has led to all the Alevis unifying around a common 

point: against the present bond between the Directorate of Religious Affairs and 

the state. But while there is a common agreement about the content of the 

Directorate of Religious Affairs within the Alevis, there are two basic attitudes 

towards it. The main arguments of the first position are that: the Directorate of 

Religious Affairs (DRA) doesn’t mention the Alevis because of its Sunni nature. 

So it needs to be democratized dramatically and the right of representation for the 

Alevis’ needs to be guarantied legally by the state. In addition to these gri evances, 

the Alevi citizens should receive funds for their religious services from the 

national treasury like the Sunnis in accordance with the bulk of the Alevi 

population. The percentage of the respondents who wished to reconstruct the 

DRA in the direction that summarized above is 58.2. At the institutional level, the 

Cem Foundation holds such the position. Besides, the represantatives of this 

foundation claim that the demand for abolishing the DRA completely as an 

imaginary desire in the present political and social circumstances of Turkey.   

 

On the other hand, the second major position within the Alevi community claims 

that the existence of the DRA as a component of the state is contrary to the 

principle of secularism which is one of the constitutive components of the 

Republic of Turkey. Therefore, it argues that it should be abolished completely. 

While this position states that Alevilik should be officially recognized just like the 

Sunni form of Islam, it offers a radical program that includes intransitive 

mechanisms between the state and religion irrespective of the nature of religion. 

Because it sees that religion is under control of the state in the present form of 
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government. It maintains that if Alevilik were connected to the Directorate of 

Religious Affairs in the present form, the direct outcome of this would be that 

Alevilik would be under the control of the state just like the Sunni form of Islam. 

The percentage of the respondents who believe this way is 36.5. In addition to 

these, at the institutional level the Pir Sultan Abdal Association in which the 

members are mostly social democratic and socialist holds to these arguments. 

 

Similar dual attitudes within the Alevi community seem valid for the compulsory 

religion course in the state’s schools.  It seems that those who argue that Alevis 

should be represented in the Directorate of Religious Affairs by Alevis, also have 

as a basic demand that the present religion course constructed according to the 

Sunni cosmology needs to be reconstructed to include the Alevi cosmology. 

Instead of putting an end to this course completely, they think that it should be 

widened with the contents of Alevilik included. In this case Alevis would learn 

about Alevi theology and rituals in the schools.  The percentage of the 

respondents which thinks in this way is 58.8. Also at the institutional level, the 

Cem Foundation holds this attitude in this subject.  

 

There is another position on this subject. Which argues that the existence of the 

Religious Institution as one of the basic components of the state is against the 

principle of secularism, and claims that a compulsory religious course held in 

public schools is also contrary to the principle of secularism. In this respect, it 

claims that the need for a religious course for Alevis can be fulfiled in the Alevi 

institutions. It maintains that it may be more useful to take a course in the history 

of religion instead of a course in religion that is based on a certain form of belief, 

such as the Sunni or Alevi form of Islam. The percentage of supporters of this 

position is 40. At the institutional level, the Pir Sultan Abdal Association 

represents this position.  

 

There is third position which has little effect on the Alevi communities regarding 

the nature of the Directorate of Religious Affairs and the compulsory religion 
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course. It seems that this position supports the present form and content of the 

Directorate of Religious Affairs and the compulsory religion course in the public 

school. Even though the percentage of those support these two subjects is very 

low- for the first subject 1.9, for the second 2.4 percent, the content of its 

arguments will be considered.  

 

This position claims that the Directorate of Religious Affairs represents all the 

Muslims and that includes Alevis, because Alevilik is in the circle of Islam. For 

this reason, the present form and content of the Directorate of Religious Affairs 

can be maintained as it has been in the past. In addition to this, it maintains that 

the compulsory religion course includes only the contents of Islam, and it can be 

maintained as well as the DRA. To quote an old woman who came from 

Beypazari-Karasar to Ankara, as it may be help to understand the reason of this 

position on subject of the compulsory religious course:  

 

Our children learn the Koran and Islam at least in state’s school.  Also, they  

learn ritual worship (namaz), and prayer (dua) there. Unless there is a religion  

course in the school, all of them will be atheist. For this reason, I support it. 

 

It seems that this point of view does not represent the Alevi cosmology; it may 

even be evaluated as a marginal position. It may also be an outcome of the 

uncertain boundaries between the Alevis and the Sunnis due to the minority status 

of the Alevis such as Beypazari. This point of view cannot be found in areas 

where the Alevis constitute a significant part of population such as Tunceli, Sivas, 

Corum. The stressing performing the ritual worship of Islam, the Ramadan fast, 

Koran and prayer does not correspond to the cosmology of the Alevis, rather than 

cosmology of the Sunni form of Islam. 

 

It seems there are three factors that affect the contents of attitudes of the 

respondents toward Directorate of Religious Affairs (DRA). These are educational 

level ethnic origin and age of of the respondents. It can be said that those who 
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have a higher education level tend to wish to put an end to DRA and they claimed 

that its functions wil be given to religious communities due to the secular 

character of the state in the respondents. As it is seen Table 16, On the other hand, 

those who have a lower education level have a tendency to support DRA which 

will be widened with the Alevi population instead of its abolishment in the 

respondent.     

Table 16: DRA by educational level of the respondents  
    DRA 

completely 
abolished 

DRA should be 
autonomous 

DRA should be 
maintained as 
present form 

DRA should be 
reorganized 

 

IIliterate  Count 1   14 15 
  %  6,7%   93,3% 100,0% 
Literate  Count 3  1 9 13 
  %  23,1%  7,7% 69,2% 100,0% 
Primary school Count 12 4  21 37 
  %  32,4% 10,8%  56,8% 100,0% 
Secondary school  Count 3   23 26 
  %  11,5%   88,5% 100,0% 
Lycee  Count 23  2 26 51 
  %  45,1%  3,9% 51,0% 100,0% 
University  Count 26  1 19 47 
  % 55,3%  2,1% 40,4% 100,0% 
  Count 68 4 4 112 189 
  %  36,0% 2,1% 2,1% 59,3% 100,0% 

 

Chi-Square Tests 
  Value df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 48,835 20 , 000 
Likelihood Ratio 48,077 20 , 000 
Linear-by-Linear Association 13,300 1 , 000 
N of Valid Cases 189   
 

 

Anather factor that influence the contents of attitudes of the respondents toward 

this issue is ethnic origin of the respondents. It seems that those who are Turks 

tend to support DRA that will include Alevis in the respondents. On the other 

hand, as it is seen Table 17, those who are Kurds having a tendency to abolish 

DRA instead of its continuation in the respondents. Due to lack of the respondents 

that are Arabian origin, they are ignored in this analysis.  
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Table 17: DRA by ethic origin of the respondents  
 

   DRA 
completely 
abolished 

DRA should 
be 

autonomous 

DRA should be 
maintained as 
present form 

DRA should be 
reorganized 

 

Turkish  Count 42 6 4 92 144 
  % 29,2% 4,2% 2,8% 63,9% 100,0% 
Kurdish  Count 33   29 63 
  % 52,4%   46,0% 100,0% 
Arabic Count 1    1 
  % 100,0%    100,0% 

  Count 76 6 4 121 208 
  % 36,5% 2,9% 1,9% 58,2% 100,0% 

 

Chi-Square Tests 
  Value Df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 17,304 8 , 027 
Likelihood Ratio 20,268 8 , 009 
Linear-by-Linear Association 8,137 1 , 004 
N of Valid Cases 208   
 
The last factor that influences the contents of attitudes of the respondents toward 

DRA is age of the respondents. As it is seen Table 18, It seems that there is a 

significant relationship between age and attitudes of the respondents toward DRA. 

Those who are older tend to support DRA that will be reorganized and democratized 

in the respondents. On the other hand, those who are young have a tendency to 

abolish DRA, and they believe that its functions should be given to religious 

communities due to secular character of the Republic of Turkey. Here, those who 

were born after 1985 are ignored due to the lack of the respondents who are in this 

age level.  

Table 18: DRA by the age of the respondent 

    DRA 
completely 
abolished 

DRA should 
be 

autonomous 

DRA should be 
maintained as 
present form 

DRA should be 
reorganized 

  

19 ÃaÃ�Ä=Å Æ1Ç  Count 10 2 1 34 47 
  % 21,3% 4,3% 2,1% 72,3% 100,0% 
1945-1964 Count 18 2 2 47 69 
  % 26,1% 2,9% 2,9% 68,1% 100,0% 
1965-1984 Count 46 1 1 35 84 
  % 54,8% 1,2% 1,2% 41,7% 100,0% 
1985 + Count 2 1  5 8 
  % 25,0% 12,5%  62,5% 100,0% 
  Count 76 6 4 121 208 
  % 36,5% 2,9% 1,9% 58,2% 100,0% 
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Chi-Square Tests 
  Value Df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 25,662 12 , 012 
Likelihood Ratio 25,208 12 , 014 
Linear-by-Linear Association 11,264 1 , 001 

N of Valid Cases 208     
 
It seems that income level, the state of membership of any Alevi organizations, the 

place of residence of the respondents have no any influence the contents of attitudes 

of the respondents toward DRA.  

 

5.6. The Sunnis as Perceived by the Respondents  

One of the main characteristics of traditional Alevilik was endogamy (Kehl-Bodrogi, 

1991: 21-24; Camuroglu, 2000: 19-20). It seems that endogamy functioned as a 

boundary that protected the Alevi communities from the outside world in the long 

historical period of Alevis. In this context, it seems that a compulsory but not 

sufficient condition of being a member of the Alevi community was coming from an 

Alevi lineage. The other conditions that had to be fulfiled to be an Alevi were to 

accept the logic of the Alevi cosmology and perform the rituals according to the rules 

of Alevi theology. Additionally, it seems that the form of endogamy that is one of the 

components which constituted traditional Alevilik has distinguished Alevilik from 

Bektashism which is a Sufi order. Also, it seems that the stress of endogamy which 

was made strictly in the Alevi community and the taboo of marrying someone who is 

non-Alevi, effected the theoretical attempts of claiming that Alevilik is an ethnic 

category rather that religious one.    

 

The manifold radical social and political changes following the proclamation of the 

Republic led to a gradual opening of the Alevi communities. Migration and 

urbanization inclinations in the mid 1950s reinforced this process. As a result of 

these change È�É�ÊºË�Ì@ÍÏÎaÉ@Ð�Î�Ñ�Ò�È'ÓPÔYÊ�ÎYÕaÈ�Ë:Ö!Ó.Ð�ÔYÍ:ÉEÓ�É@ËXÊ:ÔYÌ�×�ÌfÕ�ØNÙ6ÌfÉ�Ú¡ÛÜÉQÓ�È�ÕaÕ�Ò�ÈÝÓ6Þ:Ô�ÓÓ1Ë:Í�Ô�ß�ÓPÞ�Õ
issue for those who are to be called Alevi is one of the most important problems that 

the Alevi movement has to face. The question is who is Alevi? Is it only those who 

came from Alevi parents? Or do we include those who accept the Alevi cosmology, 

its religious rituals, and pillars regardless of their parents’ religion? This is now one 

of the crucial problems that the Alevi movement has to face.  
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Regarding this historical and social background, and the perceptions of the Alevis 

about the practice of marriage seems to make it easy to answer the question of who is 

Alevi. In this issue, some questions were put into questionnaireto measure this 

situation. According to the outcomes of the fieldwork, it appears that most of the 

respondents have a positive attitude about their children marrying with a non-Alevi 

regardless of the sex of the children. The percentage of those expressed to have 

positive attitude about their children marrying someone who is from a different 

religion or sect is 69.4 percent. But, this percentage decreases for the girls, to 55.3 

percent. It appears that the main argument of those who have a positive attitude about 

their children marrying someone who is not Alevi relates to whether they will marry 

someone who is moderate, intelligent and modern rather than his or her religious 

origin. The main argument of those who reject the idea of marriage between Alevis 

and non-Alevis is that it will produce disagreements because of the different cultures 

and traditions. Additionally, there is a point that needs to be mentioned here which is 

related to the anxiety that the Alevi girls will be discriminated against in a Sunni 

atmosphere. It seems that this anxiety is also valid for Alevi boys because they too 

will have some problems due to the different cultures and traditions.  The words of 

Haydar Koc who is one of respondent interviewed indicate some clues about the 

distance between the two societies.  

 

I refuse that my daughter marries to a Sunni boy, they, the Sunnis, usually 
have denigrated us with a set of inferior terms such as deviant and immoral. 
They aren’t just, therefore they inferior our girls because of their cultural and 
religious backgrounds. Moreover, I have never given our girls to Sunnis up to 
now, and if one had gave his girl to a Sunni, he would been seen as an 
immoral and excluded form the Alevi society. On the other hand, I don’t 
reject that my son marries to a Sunni girl because I never denigrate her due to 
her region or culture.  

  

It seems that although these statement that a few the respondents share, in fact this 

anxiety is shared by most of them because of their historical and social 

backgrounds. But the increase in social and cultural contact between the two 

communities is decreasing the prejudices that they traditionally share in an urban 

setting. It seems that while some prejudices are continuing alive in the Alevi 
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community against the Sunni community and vice versa, the rate of inter group 

marriage between the two is increasing because of social and cultural contact in an 

urban setting.    

 

Also there was another question on the questionnairethat asked whether there had 

ever been someone who was married to a Sunni within the respondents’ relatives. 

It seems that there is high percentage of marriage between Alevis and Sunnis than 

would be expected when I consider the outcome of the fieldwork. The percentage 

of those who stated that they have a relative who is married to a Sunni is 76.8 

percent. Additionally, there is intensive contact between the Alevis and Sunnis 

when I look at the outcome of the question that asks when you choose a friend, 

which categories is the most do you pay attention to. Because only one in three in 

the total the respondents stated that they pay attention to the fact that he or she 

must be Alevi. Consequently, it seems that endogamy as one of the crucial 

mechanisms of traditional Alevilik is dissolving as main function of a boundary 

line between Alevilik and Sünnilik and it is going to loose its significance more 

and more for the Alevi community.   

 

5.7. The construction of Identity by the Alevis  

 
Identity refers to a dynamic structure that has been constructed historically in 

different social contexts (Barth, 2001: 11; Tilic, 1999: 86-88). More clearly, every 

identity construction can be seen as the outcome of different power structures. As 

well, identity has flexible, uncertain and incomplete character. Additionally, there are 

two basic components of identity: objective and subjective components. As 

language, lineage, and religion characterize the objective components of identity, 

feeling of a state of belonging to a group that may be based on ethnic or religon 

constitutes the subjective one.  

 

Every person has several identities at the same time. One feels itself belonging to an 

ethic, religious, and political identity at the same time. It it is possible to say that 

there is a dynamic relationship among them. Because of this, the nature of 
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relationship among them tends to change in different socio-historical contenxts 

thanks to their hegemonic character. Hence, while religion was a hegemonic category 

in the construction of identity in the pre-modernized period (Kehl-Bodrogi, 1997:12), 

language and nation have become the hegemonic category in the construction of 

identity in modern time. As a result of this change, all basic aspects of life were 

reconstructed in terms of the nationalism and secularism considering the needs of 

modernization, urbanization and nationhood.  

 

In view of this historical background, the contents of political identity as perceived 

by the Alevis in the contexts of urbanization, capitalization and modernization will 

be examined in this section. In addition to this, I am going to scrutinize the factors 

affecting the contents of political identity of the Alevis through comparing their 

referent systems with each other. Moreever, I will compare the referent systems usud 

by the Alevis for present with the old ones used by them for past. In this regard, the 

similar and dissimilar points between the present and past forms of the Alevi identity 

are also going to be examined by using the continuity and discontinuity dichotomy.  

 

As a result of the impacts of modernization, secularization and urbanization most of 

the Alevis has started to reconstruct Alevilik and their religious idenitity taking into 

consideration the needs and dangers of the new soico-cultural period. That's why one 

of the major debates within the Alevi community has been pertinent to the ethnic 

origins of the Alevis since foundation of à6áNâ[ã[â�ä�å�æNç6èfé�ê.ë�ì]íÝî�ï�åNèEí:â=ðnð�â�í�ñ�ò�óXóÀòUôDõ�â]í�â]ï'ñ
2002).49 It can be argued that modern ideologies are playing a significant role in the 

construction of political identity of the Alevis as a result of social and cultural 

circumstances of traditional Alevilik. For the period of pre-modernization, Alevilik 

as a religious understanding was the basic source of interpretation and understanding 

for the Alevis. Nevertheless, the fact of modernization ruined the monopoly of 

Alevilik on the ways of obtaining knowledge and understanding parallel to increase 

in literate persons within Alevis. That's why most of Alevis have started to seek for 

other paths to understand and interpret about nature, society and themselves. In this 
                                                
49 Also ö1÷�÷¿øÀù'ú�ù�û�üpý�þEöNù*ýfÿ������G÷�ù��	��
LÿYÿGúY÷�Yù3ÿ������Yù����Eö6ÿUù�ÿQÿ@÷����Lÿ@ö�ÿEú]ù*ÿ���������÷���ÿ�
]ù����Eö1÷���E÷��	������� ù�öNù����Lý �!�	�"	#%$�&�#%')(�*,+ #�- .0/213'4$�5�*	6�785�6	#�93#�+�:	*3(�;%5�$81<-=(�6	(�*�'�->1�.?+�:�#�@3(�'>' #�-=#�*�+BA	1�(�*<+B1	'�C	(�#�DE/�F%G5�:�5�@	&�-=9<H�"3-=5�:�& .!I8J3J	K393LM�N�O�P8Q�N�Q�R3OSTQ�N�N�Q�U�O�V�W%Q�XZY�[8N�Y]\_^a`bN�Y�c)P�OM�N�O�P�Q�N�O�c4d,e]O�c>Q�f	g	O�[3Q8h

tkileri”, In Bilgi Toplumunda Alevilik, 
Ankara: Bielefeld Alevi K.M.Y.  
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context, it can be argued that although a great part of the Alevi population perceive 

themselves as a part of Alevilik, secular ideologies more affect the contents of the 

construction of political identity of the Alevis than it is expected that Alevilik does 

by some scholars. Contrary to Camuroglu’s claim  (2000: 16), that includes Alevilik 

as a religion is the most dominant factor in the construction Alevis’ identity in the 

present, it is possible to argue that ethnic state of belonging and political affiliations 

are playing more leading role in the construction of the Alevi identity than religion 

when the outcomes of the fieldwork are considered. Additionally, on the hand, most 

of the respondents carefully underlined their Alevi identity; on the other hand they 

tend to stress their ethnic state of belonging in equal extent. Also, during my 

fieldwork, although most of the respondents remembered us one of the basic 

principles of Alevilik that relates to ‘see seventy two nations by the same eye’, they 

underlined their language, ethnic state of belonging at the same time. Now I will 

examine some features of the respondents considering their ethnical origin and 

construction of identity to better understand the crucial factors that play important 

role in the construction of their political identity.   

 

Most of the respondents are of Turkish origin, at 69.2 percent.  The second major 

category is constituted by Kurdish origin that consisted of the Kirmanji and Zaza 

speaking people. The percent of them is 30.3. The percentage of those with Arabian 

origins in the respondents is only 0.5. Here thanks to size of the respondents, I will 

only concern on Turkish and Kurdish Alevis.  

The referent systems that are used by the Alevis to describe their content of their 

political identity can be divided into three realms: ethic origin, religion, and political 

preference. It seems that religion category is still leading factor in the construction of 

the Alevis’ identity when it is compared with other referent categories when the 

outcome of the fieldwork are considered. Nevertheless, if the percentage of those 

who reported that they describe their political identity in nationalist terms is added to 

the percentage of those who reported that they describe their political identity in 

political leftist terms, modern ideologies become dominant factor in the construction 

of the Alevis’ identity. In this context, as it can be followed in Table 19, the 

percentage of the respondents who describe their identity in ethnic origins through 
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using terms such as Turk and Kurt is 23.6; in religious terms such as Alevi and 

Islamic is 46.2; and in political terms such as Leftist is 30.3. 

 

Table 19: How do you describe your political identity?  

  Frequency Valid Percent Cumulative Percent 

Alevilik or Islam 96 46,2 46,2 

Turkishness/ Kurdishness  49 23,6 69,7 

Political Left 63 30,3 100,0 

Total 208 100,0  

 

It seems that what the factors that affect the referent systems which are used to 

describe the contents of the respondents’ identity are the education level, the age, 

ethnic origin and the state of membership of any Alevi organization or not. Those   

who are older and have a lower educational level have a tendency to describe their 

identity in religious terms; those who are younger and have a higher educational 

level tend to describe their political identity in ethnic and political terms. It is likely 

to argue that the inclination of the construction of the Alevis’ identity in ethnic and 

political terms is going to increase, considering the increasing educational level of 

the Alevis in urbanized circumstances.  Moreover, it seems that there is a significant 

relationship between the construction of political identity and ethnic origin in the 

respondents when the outcomes of the fieldwork are considered. Whereas most of the 

respondents who reported their mother tongue as Turkish tend to describe their 

political identity in religious term, most of the respondents who stated their mother 

tongue as Kurdish have a tendency to describe their political identity in leftis and 

nationalist terms. The situation may be seen as an outcome of the impacts of the 

Kurdish separatist movement on the Kurdish Alevi population.50 The last factor that 

affects the contents of the construction of the identity in the respondents is related to 

the state of a respondent who is member of any Alevi organization or not. More 

clearly, while most of the respondents who reported that they were members of any 

Alevi organizations tend to describe their political identities in religious terms, most 

                                                
50 Because of the lack of the Arabian respondents, they are ignored in this analysis.  
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of the respondents who stated that they weren’t members of any Alevi organizations 

have a tendency to describe their political identity in leftist and nationalist terms.  

 

5.7.1. Exclusive and inclusive terms in the construction of the respondents’ 

identity 

 
Every identity as a historical category has an inclusive and exclusive set of terms. 

That is it includes a set of terms that are mostly interrelated each other, and it 

excludes a set of terms that are also interconnected each other. From this point of 

view, the issue of which constitutive components of the identity of the Alevis that 

involve ethnic, religious and political terms seem very significant in order to better 

understand the logic of the construction of the Alevis’ political identity.  

 

While there is a significant polarization around ethnic state of belonging in the Alevi 

population, it can be argued that Alevilik and political left are more dominant than 

ethnic origin in the construction of the Alevis’ identity, when looking at the outcome 

of the fieldwork. Having made the stress on the religious and political factors other 

than the ethnic one in the construction of the political identity indicates the effect of 

the religious and political implications on the contents of the construction of the 

Alevis’ identity. Within the respondents, those who described their political identity 

in religious terms are eager to describe their identity’s components using these 

concepts: Turk, nationalist, Alevi, Secular, Ataturkist, Muslim, Social Democrat, and 

Turkiyeli51. They are also eager to exclude these terms; Ulkucu, and Socialist. In 

addition this, those who described their identity basically around political terms such 

as the leftists, are eager to characterize their political identity’s components using 

these terms: Secular, Alevi, Social Democrat, Socialist, Turkiyeli and Kurd. On the 

other hand, they mostly tended to exclude these terms Ulkucu52, Muslim, Nationalist, 

and Ataturkist.  

 

                                                
51 This refers to place where different people who come from different religious and ethnic groups. 
That means that a person belongs to Turkey.  
52 This word is used by only extreme nationalist or fascist groups to describe their political identity in 
Turkey.  
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Besides, it seems that those who describe their political identity using basically 

ethnic origin as a referent system, tended to define it with these set of sub--terms, 

Turkiyeli, Turk, Nationalist, Secular, Alevi, Ataturkist53, Social Democrat and 

Muslim. As well, they tended to exclude these terms socialist, Ulkucu, Kurd or 

Turk regarding their ethnic origins.54  

 

As it is seen in Table 20, some concepts are used by the three positions that use 

different referent systems to describe their political identity. These are Alevi, 

Social Democrat, Secular, and Turkiyeli. It seems that these concepts characterize 

some features of a common field which is shared by these positions regardless 

their contents of political identity. It can be argued that while there are some 

significant differences in the construction of their political identity, these common 

points can be seen as the common ground of their cooperation with each other.       

 

Lastly, there is a point that relates to this subject which needs to be explored in order 

to understand the impact of the nationalist movement on the Alevi identity. That is a 

significant part of those who described their identity within religious terms basically; 

often express their ethnic origin as the most significant category. From this point, 

while there is very significant tendency that stresses the religious category among the 

Alevis, the nationalist ideology seems to penetrate dramatically or them in the period 

of urbanization and modernization. In addition to these effects, the Kurdish separatist 

movement can be evaluated as another factor that has increased the level of the 

nationalist polarization among the Alevis for the last two decades. These changes in 

the mentality of most of the Alevis signals the transition from the religious point of 

view, which refers to all humans as equal in front of God to a nationalist one that 

distinguishes people around the polarization between us and them. In spite of 

increased effect of the nationalist point of view on the Alevis, nearly all of them 

                                                
53 It means that a person is follower of Ataturk’s thoughts in Turkish.  
54  This classification that is based on exclusive and inclusive terms is obtained through using the 
analyzing technique of crosstab. I used it to understand the nature of relationship between constructive 
terms in the constitution of the respondents’ political identity and refe rent systems that the 
respondents used to describe the contents of their political identity.   
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refuse the Ulkucu category of ethnic origin, which is characterized by a racist and 

chauvinist terms, and they carefully distinguish their nationalism from it.     

 

On the other hand, there is another point that relates to the concept of Ataturkist that 

is one of the constitutive concepts in the construction of the identity in the Alevis 

who are elderly. They usually remember Ataturk who was the founder of the 

Republic of Turkey because of the threats to abolish existence of the Alevis, at least 

legally. In this case, they tend to construct the Ataturkist in the left-wing content and 

form. This form of respect to Ataturk seems to affect the political attitudes of the 

Alevis also the old ones. This subject is going to be examined in the section of on the 

political attitudes of the Alevis in more detail. 
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Table 20: How do you place yourselves according to following concepts?  

 1. Strongly agree 2. Agree 3. Neutral 4. 
Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 

Türkiyeli          58,2 32,7 

 

6,3 

 

2,4 

 

0,5 

Turk 32,7 

 

25,0 

 

24,0 

 

13,5 

 

4,8 

Kurt 15,9 

 

28,4 

 

34,6 

 

14,9 

 

6,3 

Social l 
Democrat 

48,1 

 

36,5 

 

7,2 

 

6,3 

 

1,9 

Nationalist 6,7 

 

20,2 

 

4,3 

 

18,8 

 

50,0 

Socialist 20,7 

 

38,9 

 

12,0 

 

24,0 

 

4,3 

Atatürkçü 51,4 

 

22,1 

 

2,9 

 

11,1 

 

12,5 

Ülkücü 0,5 

 

        1,4 

 

1,0 

 

2,4 

 

94,2 

Muslim  21,6 

 

34,6 

 

5,3 

 

22,6 

 

15,9 

Alevi 77,9 

 

17,3 

 

3,4 

 

- 1,4 

Secular  69,7 

 

26,4 

 

2,4 

 

0,5 

 

1,0 

 

5.8. The Political Attitudes of the Respondents  

  

In this section, the forms of the political attitudes that the Alevis traditionally had are 

going to be constructed. This doesn’t mean that a common identity that the Alevis 

share is the only real factor that determines the content and form of the Alevi 

political attitudes. Although there are various political attitudes in the Alevi 

community, it is likey to argue that a common state of belonging of the Alevi 

community is one of crucial factors in the construction of the political attitudes of the 

Alevis.due to their suppression and isolation  
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It seems that some historical and social factors play a significant role in the shaping 

of the political attitudes of the Alevis. There has been a mobility in the tendencies of 

the vote of the Alevis during the history of the Republic The Alevis always voted for 

the Republican People Party, (RPP), during under the monolithic party that finished 

in1945, because they wellcomed to Republic, considering the basic principles and 

nationalism as the best guarantors for putting an end to their religious discrimination 

(Kehl-Bodrogi, 1997: 12). The tendency of the political attitudes of the Alevis then 

went towards the Democrat Party that came to power in 1950 during the process of 

the transition from the monolithic party system to multiparty one (Schuler, 1999: 

157-174). Nevertheless, they would move away from this party due to the connection 

between the DP and the Sunni orders.  

 

As a result of the liberal environment of the 1960’s, the Union Party (UP) was set up 

in 1966. Although apparently there were no announcements of this party about the 

Alevis, it seems that the main goal of this party was to embody the Alevis in the 

political system. While UP din’t mention th e Alevis and their demands in its official 

documents, it used their symbols that refer to the Alevi cosmology which included a 

lion, twelve stars etc55. Nevertheless, when looking at the outcomes of the election, 

the percentage of the representation of the Alevis achieved by this party seemed 

limited. For example in the 1969 election the percentage of votes this party received 

was 2.8, 1.1 percent in the 1973 election, and 0.4 percent in the 1977 election. It is 

obvious that the percentage of Alevis in the total population of Turkey was higher 

than the numbers of this party received when looking at the outcomes of these 

elections. This shows that there was no correspondence between the Alevi population 

and certain political attitudes in these election period. Most of the Alevis tended to 

go towards the left-wing parties such as RPP and TIP, Turkey Labor Party, when I 

look at the outcomes of the 1977 election.  

 

It is possible to argue that the changing political choices of the Alevi has been related 

to the contents and forms of the historical and social conjunctures of Turkey from the 

                                                
55 In the symbols of Union Party, the lion symbolizes Ali; every star also represents each Imam from 
the Twelve Imams in the Alevi cosmology.   
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beginning of the Republic. Nevertheless, it seems that there are some boundaries that 

have restricted the political attitudes of the Alevis when I examine the outcomes of 

the elections after the multiparty system. Secularism that has been one of these 

boundaries has determined the content of the political attitudes of the Alevis. 

Additionally, it can be stated that the Alevis as a whole moved towards the left-wing 

parties at the end of the 1960’s, due to of several social and historical developments, 

which included the conjuncture of the world, and the processes of migration, 

urbanization and modernization in Turkey. It seems that this inclination in the voting 

patterns of the Alevis continued into the next decades.  

 

With the impacts of several historical and social developments which included the 

collapse of the socialist block in the world, the rise of political Islam, and the 

Kurdish separatist movement in Turkey, as it examined previously in theoretical 

chapter, the Alevis started to stress the Alevi identity and some basic demands of the 

Alevi community in the 1990’s. Additionally, it seems that the dominant factor that 

determined the contents of the political attitudes of the Alevis was the polarization 

around the secular and non-secular blocks more than the other factors in this time. 

The rise of political Islam led to Alevis bring together in various platforms such as 

magazine, association. Also for this reason, most of the Alevis politically went 

towards the RPP, which was seen as the guarantor of the secular character of the 

state in this period. This voting pattern of the Alevis was still going on in the last 

national and local elections due to the same reason, because, most of them still 

believe that political Islam currently is the biggest dangerous for them. Now I will 

examine the political features of the respondents through their voting patterns during 

the local and national elections, not ignoring the criteria that affected their political 

preferences.  

 

As it was examined previously in section of the migratory features of the 

respondents, most of the respondents came to Ankara from areas where there had 

been polarization around the Alevi and Sunni communities in political terms such as 

Corum, Yozgat, and Sivas. As a matter of fact, Alevis were attacked by racists and 

Islamic fundamentalists groups in some of these regions during the 1970’s. It seems 

that the conflicts between different sects of the Islam were reflected on the scene of 
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the different political camps which were characterized by the polarization between 

the socialist and extreme right camps in this period. As result of this polarization the 

Alevis as a whole went towards different sects of the left wing parties but especially 

the RPP  

 

Bearing in mind this historical background, the Alevis continue to vote dominantly 

for the RPP in different social and political periods of Turkey. It seems that the 

political attitudes of the respondents fit the ones of Alevis in general. In this context, 

most of the respondents stated tha they voted for the RPP in the last national election, 

64.4 percent. The second tendency in the respondents is constituted by those who 

voted for -Democrat People Party, DPP, in the last national election, 21.6 percent. 

The rest of the respondents seem to be distributed in different parties that are 

characterized by the left stance. Nevertheless, it seems that the situation is 

completely different in the local election, because nearly all of the respondents stated 

tht they voted for the RPP in the 1999 local election. This means that while the 

respondents tended to vote for different left- wing parties in the national election, 

nearly all of them went toward only one party, RPP, in local election. . 

 

These patterns in previous elections will seem to continue in a new election when 

I look at the answers of the respondents to a question that relates to for which 

political parties they vote if now there is national election. The percentage of the 

respondents who stated to vote for RPP is 57.8 percent according to the outcome 

of the fieldwork. And the second significant category which is 22.1 percent is 

constituted by those who stated that they vote for DPP. The rest of the 

respondents seem to be distributed to other parties that are characterized by the 

left.  

 

Another point that relates to the political attitudes of the Alevis is about what the 

Alevis perceive the Alevi political party with the impact of modern Alevi movement 

that have accelerated for two decades. When I look at the outcome of the fieldwork, 

it seems that most of the Alevis reject the idea of a party that is constituted by only 

Alevis because of basically two reasons: the first reason relates to its anti-secular 

content, the second reason relates to its separatist content from the rest of the whole 
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society. On the other hand, only a small part of the respondents stated that they 

support a Alevi party in two senses: the first sense refers that it must be constituted 

by only Alevis, the second one signs that its goals should represent the basic 

demands of the Alevi society. Consequently, although the religious dimension of 

Alevilik has a very significant impact on most of Alevis as an outcome of the recent 

developments in Turkey and in the world, most of the respondents seem to refuse an 

Alevi party as a separate political party because of the stressed made on the 

principles of secularism and unification of all the segments of the society in Turkey.   

 

Another point that needs to be conceptualized is relevant the criteria which determine 

the political attitudes of the Alevis. It seems that the most crucial factor that 

determines the content of the political attitudes of the Alevis is whether the party is 

the left-stance or not. Most of the respondents reported that they vote for a party 

whether or not it is a left party; their percentage is 85.6 percent. Also, most of the 

respondents stated that the secular quality that a party has is not enough for them to 

vote for it. Additionally, most of the respondents stated that a left party is 

ontologically based on the secular ground. Thus, it seems that they tend to vote more 

easily for a left party than a right party.  Besides, only a small part of the respondents 

stated that they tend to neglect the basic differences between the left and right; and 

they only notice the secular quality that a party has to vote for it regardless of its 

qualities. Their percentage is 5.8 percent.     

 

Although it seems that most Alevis pay attention to the distinction between the left 

and right when they vote for RPP, there is another significant factor determining 

their political attitudes. It is relevant to Ataturk who is the founder of the Republic. 

Today most of Alevis are proud of their co-operation with him, and in fact they 

perceive him as a savior. In this context, since Ataturk was one of the founders of 

RRP, today most of them define RRP as Ataturk’s party. Because of this, especially 

most of the respondents who are old always vote for RRP in the respondents. These 

statements of Selma Dogan who is one of the interviewers indicate the impact of 

Ataturk on her political attitude.  
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I traditionally vote for RRP, because it is Ataturk’s party. He rescued Alevis 
from persecution, prejudices, darkness and misconceptions at the hands of the 
majority Sunnis. He is like Ali for Alevis, and as you know he is an Alevi. 
For these reasons, I vote for RRP forever.  

 

During conducting this fieldwork, most of the respondents who almost are old 

age, talked about Ataturk and their sympathies to RRP with very similar words are 

quoted above. On the other hand, in general, this factor that stalwartly affect the 

content of political attitudes of those who are old age in the Alevi community 

seems to dwindle its significance for the young Alevis, because most of them told 

to us vote for the political left due to its left stance.  

 

It seems that the different patterns of the political attitudes, which seem to fit ones of 

Alevis in general, within the respondents are very dependent on three factors: The 

first factor is the age of the respondent which seems to affect the political tendencies 

in the respondents. As it is shown in Table 21, those who are older have a tendency 

to vote for RPP, those who are younger have a tendency to vote mainly for other left 

parties, especially DPP. This means that RPP have a very strong impact on those 

who are older than younger when I look at the outcome of the fieldwork.   

 

Table 21: Votes on December 3 in 2002 National Election by Age  

    RPP DPP TCP FSP YP No vote  
1944 and under Count 43 1   1 2 47 
  % 91,5

% 
2,1%   2,1% 4,3% 100,0% 

1945-1964 Count 57 9 1  1 1 69 
  % 82,6

% 
13,0% 1,4%  1,4% 1,4% 100,0% 

1965-1984 Count 32 35 3 6 1 7 84 
  % 38,1

% 
41,7% 3,6% 7,1% 1,2% 8,3% 100,0% 

1985 and above Count 2   1  5 8 
  % 25,0

% 
  12,5

% 
 62,5% 100,0% 
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Chi-Square Tests 

  Value Df Asymp. Sig. (2-sided) 
Pearson Chi-Square 97,669 15 , 000 
Likelihood Ratio 86,738 15 , 000 
Linear-by-Linear Association 31,469 1 , 000 
N of Valid Cases 208   
 

 

The second factor that determines the content of the political attitudes of the 

respondents is relevant the educational level. As it is shown in Table 22, the political 

attitudes that the respondents have are various because of the different educational 

level. In this sense, those who have a lower educational level have a tendency to vote 

for RPP, on the other hand, those who have a higher educational level tend to vote 

for other left parties, especially DPP in the respondents.  

 

Table 22: Vote on December 3 in 2002 National Election by Level of Education  

    RPP DPP TCP FSP YP No vote 
 

 

Illiterate  Count 14     1 15 
  %  93,3%     6,7% 100,0% 
Literate  Count 13      13 
  %  100,0

% 
     100,0% 

Primary 
School  

Count 32 1   1 3 37 

  %  86,5% 2,7%   2,7% 8,1% 100,0% 
Secondary 
School  

Count 21 1  2 1 1 26 

  %  80,8% 3,8%  7,7% 3,8% 3,8% 100,0% 
Lycee  Count 26 15 3 3 1 3 51 
  %  51,0% 29,4% 5,9% 5,9% 2,0% 5,9% 100,0% 
University  Count 20 24 1   2 47 
  %  42,6% 51,1% 2,1%   4,3% 100,0% 
 

Chi-Square Tests 

  Value Df Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 65,556 25 , 000 
Likelihood Ratio 75,987 25 , 000 
Linear-by-Linear Association 4,911 1 , 027 
N of Valid Cases 189   
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The last factor that seems to determine the content of the political attitudes of the 

respondents is ethnic origin. It seems that there is a significant relationship between 

the political attitudes and ethnic origin of the respondents when the outcome of the 

fieldwork are considered.   

 

Table 23: Vote on December 3 in 2002 National Election by Mother Language  

 

    RPP DPP TCP FSP YP No vote  
Turkish Count 113 8 3 6 3 11 144 
  % 78,5% 5,6% 2,1% 4,2% 2,1% 7,6% 100,0

% 
Kurdish Count 20 37 1 1  4 63 
  % 31,7% 58,7% 1,6% 1,6%  6,3% 100,0

% 
Arabic  Count 1      1 
  % 100,0%      100,0

% 
 

Chi-Square Tests 

  Value Df Asymp. Sig. (2-
sided) 

Pearson Chi-Square 75,029 10 , 000 
Likelihood Ratio 72,914 10 , 000 
Linear-by-Linear Association 1,434 1 , 231 
N of Valid Cases 208   
 

As it is shown in Table 23, those who described their mother language as Turkish 

have a tendency to vote for RPP. In this sense, the percentage of those who stated 

that they voted for RPP from Turkish origin as an ethnic group is 78.5 percent in 

2002 national election. Additionally, the percentage of those who stated that they 

voted for DPP from Turkish origin is only 5.6 percent in the same election. On the 

other hand, the percentage of those who stated that they voted for DPP from Kurdish 

origin is 58.7 percent, and those who stated that they voted for RPP from Kurdish 

origin is 31.7 percent in the same election. But, while those who are older from 

Kurdish and Turkish origins and have a lower educational level tend to vote for RPP,  
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those who are younger and have a higher educational level from both ethic origins 

tend to vote for other left parties, especially DPP. 
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CHAPTER VI 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

It can be said that contrary to the past, the identity politics started to constitute the 

main axis of the agenda’s matters in the publi c sphere in the mid 1980’s in 

Turkey. Up to that time, there had been a process of political polarization that was 

based on general politics and grand ideologies. The most crucial character of the 

new period that began in the mid 1980’s was constituted by the form of politics 

that was based on certain identity politics. The contents of identity politics can be 

divided into three domains; ethnic, religion and gender. While it seems that the 

Kurds have been main actors of the politics of ethnic identity, the Alevi 

movement that constituted the Alevi identity with political terms, took its place in 

the public sphere as one of the most important movements in recent years in the 

Republic56.  These identities, which were hidden in the short history of the 

Republic that was set up on the remainder of the Ottoman Empire, appeared in the 

public sphere as crucial matters were related to the social and political 

conjunctures of the world and Turkey.     

 

As it was explained in theoretical chapter broadly, it is possible to classify 

Alevilik in three periods. The first period that referred to the social and 

geographical marginality of Alevilik, is pre-modernization Alevilik. Also, it 

seems that the basic institutions and relationships of Alevilik were shaped mainly 

in this period. The boundaries that distinguished the Alevis from the outside world 

were so strict that there were many mechanisms that functioned with exclusive 

and inclusive terms.  

 

                                                
56 In addition to the Alevi movement, there are some approaches that evaluated political Islam in 
identity politics. For a case of these approaches see Ocak, 2002. Nevertheless, there are some troubles 
in this analysis. Since there are components of this movement that include the time of emergence of 
political Islam as a grand ideology, its contents of arguments, its level of analysis and its 
epistemological ground etc, it is more suitable to place it in the circle of the grand ideology.  
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The second period that started with the proclamation of the Republic, and was 

reinforced with the process of migration in the mid 1950’s, was a gradual opening 

of the Alevi communities to the outside world. This period referred to conjuncture 

of crisis in which the traditional institutions and relationships of Alevilik started to 

be scattered and dissolved as a result of migration and urbanization. In this sense, 

the traditional institutions and relationships of Alevilik started to be replaced by a 

capitalist economy, modern education system, a contemporary state and its 

apparatus and ideologies. Accordingly, the functions of the traditional institutions 

of Alevilik started to be undertaken by the ones of modern state. Additionally, it 

seems that the crisis in the historical and social circumstances of Alevilik was 

dramatically deepened as a result of having no official recognition of Alevilik as a 

religious belief. These developments dramatically affected Alevilik and its socio-

economical circumstances and social and religious institutions.    

 

The third period, that started in the late 1980’s and was accelerated with “the 

incident of Sivas in 1993”, is the process of reconstruction and organization of 

Alevis in a new urban context. Also, it referred to some attempts to reconstruct 

Alevilik in contemporary terms by different points of view regarding the needs of 

the new social conditions. In this context, the crucial institutions and relationship 

of traditional Alevilik are being reconstructed as the main subjects of a new effort 

to define Alevilik. No doubt, there are various theoretical and political approaches 

in this process. 

 

Alevilik has been reconstructed permanently as a subject of knowledge from 

different standpoints since it appeared in the public sphere and is related to the 

features of local and international conjuncture. There are a lot of studies that 

evaluated Alevilik. Nevertheless, it appears that most of these studies include the 

history of Alevilik, its theology, origin, institutions and rituals. Except for only a 

few studies on Alevilik in a new urban context regarding gender and social 

integration, there are no distinct studies on Alevis or Alevilik as a distinct subject 

of knowledge in a new urban context. Accordingly, the need for a study on 

urbanized Alevilik in the scientific sense is over due considering that most of the 
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Alevis living in urban places now. There was a need for a study that would 

examine the socio-economic conditions of the Alevis, their level of education, 

their perception of Alevilik, its traditional institutions and relations; their 

perception of the religious policy of the state, the political attitudes of the Alevis, 

their perception of their identity. This study should be viewed as a first step to 

contribute in order to fill in this space.    

 

The aim of this study was to explore the forms of perceptions of Alevis who are 

living in an urban setting concerning the contents of Alevilik, its religious and 

social institutions and basic forms of rituals. Accordingly, this study was based on 

the following sub-questions that constructed the map of this study.  : How do 

Alevis perceive Alevilik? How do they describe their religious identity? What 

attitudes do they have toward the basic rituals of Alevilik that consist of the 

ceremony of the Cem, fasting and sacrifice? How do they perceive the contents of 

the Dedelik and Musahiplik as the basic institutions of traditional Alevilik? How 

do they perceive the religious policy of the state and how do they interpret it? 

Which referent systems that include ethnic, religion and politics do they apply 

when they describe their political identity? Among these systems which is the 

most leading in the process of describing identity? What are the contents of their 

political attitudes, and what kind of factors are more effective in a making these 

political attitudes? Will the outcome of these questions correspond to significant 

differences within the Alevis? What kind of structures produces these differences?    

 

There are some deficiencies that need to be mentioned in regard to the aim and 

framework of this study. The first shortage that this study has is relevant to 

Ankara, which was the location for this fieldwork. Although it has been receiving 

migrants from different regions of Turkey in different ratios, its main population 

is based on the Central Anatolia. Therefore I didn’t attain enough data concerning 

those who came from different regions of Turkey. Consequently, it is important to 

do more fieldwork to attain the answers of the questions mentioned beforehand in 

Istanbul, which has a large population of Alevis from different regions of Turkey, 

in order to obtain sufficient data about Alevis from different regions of Turkey.      
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Another point that needs to be mentioned is that I didn’t accomplish sufficient 

data about the Kurdish Alevis because of the lack of Kurdish Alevi population in 

Ankara. Although I could reach some differences in the perceptions between 

Kurdish and Turkish Alevis regarding the basic questions of this thesis, these are 

not sufficient to explain how they differently perceive Alevilik, its traditional 

institutions and rituals. Additionally, there is a leading blank in scientific 

investigation that compare the Turkish Alevis with the Kurdish Alevis in terms of 

various realms such as religious understanding, rituals, and institutions. It seems 

that there is a need for further surveys to fill this space.   

 

Another lack of this thesis is in regards to Alevi women. In this survey the number 

of women that participated is only 25 of all the respondents. This situation should 

be seen as the outcome of the selected research technique, which was the random 

sample technique. Additionally, it should also be seen as a reflection of the fact 

that women attend the Alevi institutions less and appear less in the public sphere 

compared with men57. In this context, it’s obvious that there is need of further 

surveys that are concerned with how Alevi women perceive the practices of the 

process of urbanization and modernization; conceptualize Alevilik and its 

traditional institutions and relationships compared with Alevi men. There is a 

need that needs to be fulfilled by surveys based on Alevi women within the Alevi 

studies.      

 

The last point that should be mentioned relates to every component that 

constituted the framework of this thesis. In order to draw a general picture that 

shows the impact of modernization and urbanization on Alevilik and Alevis, many 

variables about Alevilik and Alevis were constructed as the subject of this thesis. 

As mentioned previously, this study has several sub-questions that were related to 

the perceptions of Alevilik, the constitution and perception of religious identity, 

the perception and practice of religious rituals, the perception and interpretation of 

                                                
57 This situation is valid for all women who are from different religious and ethnic origins. Even the 
Alevi women are more active than the others in various senses.  
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the institutions of traditional Alevilik, the perception of the religious policy of the 

state, the perception of political identity and the contents of the political attitudes. 

The analyses of the sub-sections were made and some conclusions were reached 

that relate to every sub-sections keeping in mind the framework of this thesis. 

Nevertheless, it seems that every component that indicates different aspects of the 

Alevis’ lives appears itself as a distinct subject of a research. Thus, there is a need 

for surveys that will examine these sub-questions as a distinct subject. 

Additionally, any new fieldwork that will study these questions will give us more 

information concerning the different aspects of Alevilik and its basic rituals and 

institutions as perceived by the Alevis who are in urban settings.  

The general conclusions that were drawn from this survey indicate that the present 

and possible tendencies of Alevilik may be classified as below in the urbanized 

context.   

The first conclusion is that the form of the relationship that the Alevis had with 

work was transformed historically. Subsistence farming and stockbreeding 

characterized the basic economic forms that the Alevis undertook in the pre-

modernization period, today most of the Alevis who live in urban areas work in 

the service and industry sectors which is related to the process of urbanization as a 

result of the mode of capitalist production. 

 

Secondly, it seems that the process and level of education was modified 

dramatically in connection with the processes of modernization and urbanization. 

While the categories of illiterate and literate characterized the educational level of 

most of the Alevis in pre-modernization period, the following steps of education 

are becoming dominant with the impact of modernization and urbanization. Lycee 

and university are now seen as the basic categories that indicate the educational 

level of the second and third generations of those who are urbanized.  

 

Thirdly, it can be said that there is polarization around the contents of Alevilik 

within the Alevi community. One side of the polarization is constituted by those 

who claim that Alevilik is both a sect of Islam and the Real Islam; the other side is 
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constituted by those who claim that it is a way of life and a culture. It appears that 

the ratio of both sides is nearly equal when examining the outcome of the 

fieldwork.  There is another approach on the content of Alevilik in spite of having 

very small effects on the Alevi community. Its main argument is that it is a 

completely distinct religion. Therefore, it claims that it is outside of Islam.  

 

The next conclusion is relevant to the forms of religious identity within the Alevi 

community in the context of reconstruction of Alevilik though using 

contemporary terms after 1980. Religious identity may be classified into four 

categories. The first category is constituted by those who describe their religious 

identity as only Alevi and at the same time most of them describe Alevilik as a 

way of life or a culture. The second category consists of those who describe their 

religious identity as both Muslim and Alevi, and it seems that nearly all of them 

describe Alevilik as either a sect of Islam and/or the Real Islam. The third 

category is constituted by those who describe their religious identity as Atheist 

and they also describe Alevilik as a culture or a way of life. The fourth category 

consists of those who describe their religious identity as only Muslim and all of 

them describe Alevilik as the Real Islam. Additionally, there is another important 

point that is mentioned: the percentage of those who describe their religious 

identity as Atheist is higher than the percentage of those who describe it as 

Muslim. The rest of the respondents, which is a very small population, describe 

their religious identity as Kizilbash, Redhead, and Bektashi. 

Another conclusion was reached, is that although traditional Alevilik loose its 

most of social and religious institutions in the process of opening of community 

toward outside world, it seems that most of the Alevis practices the religious 

rituals of Alevilik. In this context, most of them reported that they fast during the 

Alevi fasting period, sacrifice an animal during the festival of Sacrifice, and 

attend the Cem ceremony. At least, in spite of the dissolution of the traditional 

religious and social institutions of Alevilik, it seems that Alevilik still has 

significant impacts on most of Alevis in urban settings.  
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The next conclusion is about the relationship between the Dede and the Talip; and 

the institution of the Musahiplik, which is a kind of spiritual relative. It appears 

that most of the Alevis belong to the Dede and have a Musahip. Nevertheless, 

although most of them belong to the Dede and have a Musahip, only small 

number of them have these relationship that are correlated to the basic institutions 

of the traditional Alevilik. In this sense, these categories have been transformed 

historically due to the impacts of migration, urbanization and modernization. It 

seems that these categories have turned from real categories to symbolic ones.  

 

Another conclusion which was drawn is about the contents of the Dedelik as one 

of the basic institutions of traditional Alevilik as perceived by the Alevis who live 

in urban context. It seems that a small part of the respondents still wants to 

maintain the institution of the Dedelik in the traditional form and content. The 

percentage of this group is approximately 20 percent according to the outcome of 

this fieldwork.  Another position in this debate claims that the Dedelik is being 

reconstructed to fit the circumstances of urbanized Alevilik and its percentage is 

30. When I look at the percentages of these two categories, they show that more 

than half of the respondents still evaluate this institution as a crucial component of 

Alevilik. A significant part of the rest of the population claim that the Alevi 

intellectuals should undertake the functions of the Dedes as a traditional 

institution of Alevilik. The rest of the respondents claim that there is no need for 

this institution because of the features of the new age. The debate on the contents 

and forms of the Dedelik should be seen as the outcome of the polarization that is 

carried out in the new Alevi movement.  

 

The next outcome is about the contents and forms of the Musahiplik as perceived 

by the Alevis who live in urban spaces. It seems that the Musahiplik, which is one 

of basic institutions of traditional Alevilik, has been loosing its traditional 

contents since the beginning of migration and modernization era, and has been 

modified dramatically from a real category to a symbolic one. While only one in 

five of the respondents maintained to preserve it because of its place in the Alevi 

cosmology, nearly all of the respondents wished to protect it because of the 
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connotations of solidarity and friendship. In this context, it is being reconstructed 

in a new urban context and is perceived as a symbolic alternative preference 

against the scattering effects of modernization and urbanization by the most of the 

respondents.    

 

The next conclusion relates to the contents of the Cem house as perceived by the 

Alevis. It seems that the Cem house is regarded as a basic institution that 

symbolically represents the Alevis in general. Nevertheless, its functions and 

contents are perceived differently by Alevis. These differences in the definition of 

the functions of the Cem house should be seen as the outcome of the differences 

in the perception of the contents of Alevilik. Those who tend to describe Alevilik 

in purely religious terms tend to describe the functions of the Cem house on the 

grounds of the religion, which is 20 percent. Also it seems that those who tend to 

describe Alevilik as a way of life or a culture tend to describe the functions of the 

Cem house in religious, cultural and social terms. It appears that most of the 

respondents are in the last tendency. Nevertheless, behind these debates, it should 

be noted that most functions of the Cem ceremony that were fulfilled everywhere 

in the semi-closed Alevi community are now being undertaken by the modern 

state. Also, there is another point that should be mentioned, which is that the Cem 

house has started to fulfil the religious needs of the Alevis just as the Cami does 

due to the impacts of an open society. Whereas the Cem house functioned as the 

basic mechanism of social control in the semi-closed Alevi society, it has lost 

most of its traditional functions including that of social- control, and has become a 

sacred place that started to bring to gather the Alevis, most of whom didn’t 

recognize to each other, to fulfil religious and cultural needs which are connected 

to an open society. For this altering in its functions, it is likely to argue that it was 

transformed historically due to impacts of modernization and urbanization.  

Another conclusion relates to the contents of the religious policy of the state as 

perceived by the Alevis. It appears that there are two basic positions on this 

subject within the Alevi community. The first position claims that the Directorate 

of Religious Affairs, which only represents the Sunnis, should be democratized so 

that Alevis are represented in its body. It seems that this position has a great social 
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basis within the Alevi community, because most of the respondents supported this 

position. The second position which is contrary to the first one, maintains that the 

Directorate of Religious Affairs should be completely abolished and that religious 

affairs should be left to the religious communities in regards to the principle of the 

laicism. The percentage of this position in the total of the respondents is 

approximately 40 percent. Also, there is another position that maintains the 

present form and content of the Directorate of Religious Affairs and yet it has 

very small social bases within the Alevi community.    

 

The next conclusion is about the attitudes of the Alevis in regard to the form and 

contents of the compulsory religion course in public schools. It seems that there is 

a polarization around this subject within the Alevi community just as in the 

subject of the Directorate of Religious Affairs. One side of this polarization is 

constituted by those who claim that the curriculum should be democratized taking 

the components of Alevilik into this course. On the contrary, the other side of the 

polarization is constituted by those who maintain that the course should be left in 

the official school programme because of the principle of laicism. The 

percentages of both positions on this subject seem to equal when the outcomes of 

the fieldwork are considered. Also, there is another position on this subject that 

should be mentioned, which claims that the content and form of the compulsory 

religion course in public schools which is shaped completely in the Sunni 

theology of Islam should remain the same. This percentage is very small 

considering the total number of the respondents.  

 

Another conclusion that was reached relates to the forms and contents of the 

political identities of the Alevis. It seems that the most significant factor in the 

shaping of Alevis’ political identity is still religion when the outcomes of the 

fieldwork are considered. Nevertheless, it can be claimed that it has been loosing 

its significant impacts on the Alevis due to modernization and urbanization. As a 

result of these processes modern ideologies such as nationalism and various left 

ideologies are becoming more influential in the Alevi community in the new 

urban context. More than half of the respondents described their political identity 
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using nationalist and various left referent systems. On the other hand less than half 

of the respondents described their identity with religious terms.  

 

The next conclusion is about the forms and contents of the political attitudes of 

the Alevis. It seems that the Alevis mainly have political contact with various left 

parties when I examine the outcome of the fieldwork. It appears that the biggest 

political category that is supported by the respondents is RPP with more than half 

of the respondents. The second biggest political category is DPP with 

approximately 20 percent. It seems that three factors affect the contents of the 

political attitudes of the Alevis: the first factor is the age of the respondent. Those 

who are older tend to vote for RPP, and those who are younger tend to vote 

mainly other left parties, especially DPP. The second factor is the educational 

level. Those who have a lower educational level tend to vote for RPP, on the other 

hand those who have a higher educational level tend to vote other left parties, 

especially DPP. The last factor that seems to determine the content of the political 

attitudes of the Alevis relates to ethnic origin. It appears that while most of the 

respondents who come from Turkish origin tend to vote for RPP, most of the 

Kurdish Alevis tend to vote for DPP. In this context, there is another point that 

should be mentioned which is related to a distinct Alevi party as perceived by the 

Alevis. It seems that most of the Alevis tend to reject a separate Alevi party 

because of their secular character, only a small percentage of the respondents 

support it due to the interests of the Alevis.  

The last conclusion is about the factors which affect the contents of the 

perceptions of the Alevis toward Alevilik and its social and religious institutions 

and its basic rituals. It seems that age, educational level, state of membership of 

any Alevi associations and ethnic origin of the respondents are the main factors 

that significantly affect the contents of the perception of the respondents. 

Although I have considered other independent variable such as income level, the 

place of residence, gender of the respondents, I haven’t found any significant 

relationship between them and dependent variables such as the Alevi perception 

of Alevilik, religious identity, religious institutions and rituals. 
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APPENDIX 
 
 

A form of questionnaire which was used in the fieldwork.  

 

I. Sosyo – Demografik Özellikler 

 )+*-,/.1032�452�687:9<;>=�4?=@9�=89BAC7ED17F9�=�GIHE68=KJL)M*+NPO>6Q=>RS*:TU7:;>H�0WV�*+XZY�6>[\*:]_^�0a`�6'Ab`�4dc>*Fe�=f4gHF9�6�`
 RS*ih�=@jEk\;>7F9�D�=@9�='jE=KD�7<lgHF^>H:0aHF;nm
oQY�0�D1Y>p
Y�9�Y�jBq�HF9�7+D�7�l52�0�7F;�6f=S^>HE4gH�^>HM9�6'H:0a`'9rlsHF^�`Qlg`@9�`tls.
^�6f7F0

Au=�l?='9�=@j�J>*'*�*'*@*@*@*'*�*'*@*'*�*'*@*@*@*'*�*+;�=Q4g=
 ]�45HEp�`8D�Hv^ 7:0wHE68HM9Cx+=8j+7M68y�7�^�=\q>H:9>7MD�7Ils2�0a7F;�68=b^>Hz45HF^>HF9Cq>7M0P;�=�4g=L='x+=89�{�=@0�l5H:o|`@0};�Y�6f68HM9�HF0�H:;

doldurunuz. ~������$���F�E�\�<�1���:�S�����Q�+�b�S�f�?���f�8�Z�f���f���8���\���Q�f�������+�:�������M���\�@�z�  

 

 ���$�f�+�|�s���a��:���|���$�  �¡$¢Q�
£a¤$¥%£�¦M£s§�¨©¤
ª�«a¬%«5s«g®|¯+°z±\²Q¯'³
´:µ-¶gµ@· ¸�¹$º�»M·
¼:½a¼M½g¾|¿FÀFÁ-¼:Á�Â

 

Cinsiyeti 

1- Ã}ÄsÅFÆ-Ç  

2-Erkek 

ÈIÉ�Ê
Ë�Ì
 ÍBÎfÏ�Î

 

ÐPÑ?Ò%ÓaÔMÕaÖ
mi? 

1- Evet 

2- ×WØaÙ�Ú Û  

ÜtÝ ÛQÞaßMà5áâ Þ Ý á�ã@ä|Þ ä%å�ß
å$æ�ç â ç Ý çwå�æ$çMã  
 

è�é$ê:ëuì5ísî�ï ðMñ�íóòfô
-22 õ:ög÷%ø ù�ú©ûFü

okumayanlar için 

sorunuz. 

Okula neden devam 

etmedi? 

1- ý ög÷|öaþ%ÿ��|ÿ��gú�ÿ��  

2- ���
	�������������  

3- Aile reisi izin 

vermiyor 

4- ���������  
1       

2       

3       

4       

5       

6       

7       

8       
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���! #"%$'&�(�$*)!$,+'$,-#.*/0+213(,15461072(,1982/:(,/;(2<%=<>+*(,/?42@BA'&�10C*D%E68*/#('/F-3/?GH/I+J-3/0GK/0+ML3/?DN<%=/0&�/ICPO615D%E>&
Q6R�SUT0V�RIWJX'R�Y*T;R0Z[R0\*]N^*_']`TIW2]`T?Va\*^>Zb]cR0V
dfe2g>V
T5hg>Y�]`T:hi!Y*]%R0VjZ[^Nhk^>W�^>l!d  
 

 monqp%r3str�u>v
wyx�zcs�z�{|vj}|nqp�v  
~I�,��~?�'~5�N�c�M�6�I�
�3�I�5�k�  �6�����c�q�I������0�|�����I���
�0�I����
gibi) 

Emekli geliri var 
�����  
Nereden? 

0- Yok    1- SSK 

2- �'���
 0¡>¢5£?¤
¥0¦�§�¨q§  
3- ©«ª¬ - Kur  4-�® ¬|¯�°   

Sürekli ya da zaman ±2²�³�²
´¶µ�²B·>¸�¹�¸�º|»q¼U½�²
 ¾t¿3¾�À¶¾6Á�ÂBÃÄ Å?Ä�Ã�Æ

 ÇÉÈBÊ>Ë�ÌtÍ�Ë�Î�Ï|ÐUÑ�È Ò�Ó0Ô
koyup Õ�Ö�×|Ø�Ù ÚtÛ|Ü>Û�ÝIÞ�ß
Ù�à
Ú�á|Ù%â�ß�ã|à�ÝIà�ä�å

 

 

æ ßBÞ>à�çtâ�ßéè?Ö�ê�Ö�â�Ö
 

1- ë�ì
ítîðï`ñ�ò0ó�ô�ô�õ�ñ>ö  
2- Kendi ÷Iøù�ú
û?ü ý?ú

 

3- Emekli 

4- þjÿ�� ø
ý����  
5- ���	� ��
  

1     

2     

3     

4     

5     

 ������������������������ �"!$#&%('��)%�'�*"%('+%,� %('�*"%('(�-��.0/�1 ���2#(30�4��'(#��657��3�#8.�!��"9:��;<�"�#(3���1�%&!$=��>/ '(����#
sorunuz.  

 ?
@BA0CED>CGF>HJI�HKF&LNMPO QROJS4T$U�V+U�SWU  X�YNZ\[2[2]E[�^8_N^J[&]N`�^Jab^Jc4d�e2f(e2cWe  gBh ePf�iPjN_kjGf�d2]�`$^�l  gmh e$f�iPjN_kjGf�d2]k`�^bl  

Hiç okul nmoPp q�r,sEr,pRt	u$v�nEw2nGqyx$w$z2{}|$nN~knE{  �\p��6x$wPz���n6o2p qRr,sEr,pbt	u$v(nEw�n�q-x�wPzP{}|PnN~knG{  � �8wPxPw$z���r,sN~Nz$�2z  
� �JwPxPwPz2��r,sN~NzP�2z  

Orta okul mezunu Orta okul mezunu 

Lise mezunu Lise mezunu 

Üniversite mezunu Üniversite mezunu 

Yüksek Lisans / Doktora Yüksek Lisans / Doktora 

 

II . Sosyo – Ekonomik Özellikler ���������"�E�����}�"���"���>���b�����R�����������R�E�
 

1. Müstakil ev (gecekondu)           2. Apartman daaresi ���b�"������ }��¡-¢���£G ���¤-�"���"¥§¦P¨�©�ªb¥�¦¬«7ª���ª�¢�
 ®�¯�°²±�³�´¶µ ¯�·¹¸2º�»b¼
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¾À¿ÂÁ}Ã�Ä²Ã2Å�Æ<ÇbÈyÃÊÉyÇ�Ë0Ç�Æ�ÃÊÃPÅ�ÇRÌ�Ë	É2Í"ÎÐÏ}Î"ÄÑÎ�Ò�Î�Ì�Ã�Ï�ÇbÄEÓ  

 1. Müstakil tapulu  2. Hisseli tapusu var       3. Tapu tahsis belgesi  4. Hiçbirisi yok 

 

9. ¿:Á"Ã�Ä²Ã�Å�Æ<ÇbÈyÃÊÉ�ÇbË0Ï"Ã>Á"Ç(ÔÕÆNÃ¬Ö�Ç×Ò�ÃÊÉyÇ�Ë�Ó  Ø�Ù�Ú�Û2Ü�ÛyÝkÞ×ß�Û à�Ù�á¹â"ãGÛ�Ü�Û�Ý<Þbß�Ûåä�Ù>á¹â"ã�Û2Ü�Û�Ý�Þ�æ"çbèéÛ2ê�Û�ß�Ü�ëbãNë�Ý<ëRß�ì
 

 

10. íïî�ð"ñ(ñÕî�ò�î�ó�ò�ô2ð�õ"ö\÷�öRóïø	î�ùûúNô2ò�öR÷�öbü�ú�î�÷�ý"ð�ý"ðÿþ������bð�þ"ô����7î�ð
	"ý��\ù�î7õ}ô>ü"óNö��î�ð
	"ý��Rý ù�ô2ó
�����  

1. Evet       2. �¹ô2ü��bó  
 

11.  Evetse, nesi var?                                                      

                    ..................................................................................................................... ������� ý�ô�ð�þ}ô�ö��:þ�ý"ó�ý
��ý"ð�ý���ô���ô��
�×þ�ô�	�ö��Rî2óNþ en hangisine uyuyor? 

 �! 
" #%$�&('�)+*-,/./010324*-576
*-01&80�9;:�,<&=,�>�,@?�,<?;A�01?�5<?�B
0CA�0DBE0F:�,G&H9
IE&JI�*@I�28)K0DL10M*�5�2N5OA�6�&JI
.P" (13. 

soruya gidiniz.) �
" QR'1?�BE,ES�'3>=0�:�5G.T0MU�>='�&J:�'M>V)WL�0�*�5�2N5GA�6X&JIE. (17. soruya gidiniz) Y " Z.['�9�*�,OA�,G.�U�S�,@L1:�,G&\,]2=B
'^LM03*@5�2=.�5GA�6X&8I
.P" (20. soruya gidiniz) _�` aVb�c�d<e3d@f[g�h1i(h3c4jGi hkd�b\l
m�n�o�m�pXm
f�o
hkq�hMn�j-b4jOr�s�iJm
ft`

(23. sorya gidiniz) u�vxwzyX{(|1}�~M�O���G�Pv
 ��� ��%���1���<���G���<�7� �+���4�����������������z���@�\�X�M�M���-�������3�������E�1�W�������

 

 

 13- �3 �¡�¢1¡�£4¤�¥�¦�¡�§�¨�£�©E¢�ª�«�¡�¢1¤�¬��¢!®1¯8«�¨�°/¡E¡
±�«�¤�©
«-¡�¥�«-¡�¢�¡%£4©�¢�ª�¥�ª�²X³  
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´!µ�¶ ·¹¸�º(¸M»
¸R¼M½3¾@¿�ÀN¿GÁ�ÂXºNÃVÄ
ÅEÄ
Æ�ÇÉÈÊË½�¾-¿]À8Ì+¿�Í
¿WÎ]ÀÏÁ�¸�ºVÎGÅ�ÎGÅ/½M»E¿GÅ�¿�½3¾�¿<Å�¿<Æ3Ð�Ñ�½�Ò
u- Ó ÆM¸�¾�½1Á
ºV¿<Ò/¿GÅ�¿�Ô�¸�Î�À

kolunu özellikle belirtiniz.) 

          .................................................................................................................. 

 ´�Õ�¶�·¹¸�Î]ÀÖÁ�½�×�¿<Á�Â�º=ÃVÄEÅ
ÄEÆ�Ç^È+ØÉ½�×
ÌK¿@Í
¿�Î�À�Î�½�¼M¿GÑ�¼�½ËÌ�½1Å�¿<Ò/¾@½!Á�½1º(½�ÑÉÁ�½�ÆX¿<Å�¿<Æ�¶ Ù
 

           ......................................................................................................................... ´�Ú�¶MÛR½M¼ËÁ�¿-¾-»E¿GºÝÜEÄ¹Î�ÀÖÁ�¸�ºVÎ<Å�»
¸Þ¼1½3¾�¿�À�¿OÁ�ÂXºNÃ=ÄEÅ
Ä
Æ3Ç
 

            ............................................................................................ ß!à�á�âäã3å�æ�çNã�è(ã1é�éEã�ê3ã1ë�ìEæ@í
æGë�æ<ê3æ@ë¹ìEæ�ç�æ<ë�ì�ã�î�ïGè\ð�ñMå�ï<èVï<ë�ïGê^òEã1èôóõæ-öø÷KùkèJë�ñ�í
ï@ëWú�é�ïGè(ã�ò�îôá û
 

            ................................................................................................................. 

 

17- üEý%þXÿ!þ������ � þ��
	�� �������������������������! ���"��#���%$&���'�)(������'����* �����+�,��-!.  
/�021�354�6�798':�8);28)<>='?@=
A+=)<CBD4&;+EF4�7G8)H,IJ8#KL8M;�8M<CN

 

            ....................................................................................................................... /&O
1CPQ?@=);�=)<RBDS�HG794�TUA
4R?QT�4�KL8+V�4XW+4�H,IJ8#N
 

1.Evet, var    –Sorunuz- Kaç ortak?  .....................................   YZ1 [\4�]�8MH_^R]+S�T
 

 ̀�a
b�c5d�e+f)e2fMg�h
d*iQj
kml�n�o#p�q+drh
drs�l&tCpFu�p�v+oMd�kmd&nUt�dCoFf�wyxzf)kmh+fM{�fMe2f)grj+u�kml�xzoFp
n�p'w@p#oFl�k�|�d�k,}Jf#~  

1.Var  -sorunuz- � d�t�n�p'wLp#~\b)b)b)bMb�bMb)bMb�bMb)b)b)bMb�bMb)bMb�bMb)b)b)bMb�bMb)bMb�bMb)b)b)bMb  

2.Yok 

 

20- �
���+�����@�������+�������
�&���'�+�����������Z�#�����'�
���'�
���\�!�+�������+���  �+�2���������2�# �¡
�#¢�£+¤�£�¥�£
¦> �§L 
¨�©CªM�
©�¨X«G¨�¥+ª)���M¨�¬,��ª'@ª)¥�ª'ª)¦R®
 

                ......................................................................................................................  �°¯���±>¨�©X²�ª#��³�¥
´��*�����
kli oldunuz?                              

        ...................................................................................................... ���Z�
µ�£%¨�¥+¢
¨X¶+�&¬z¶+¨�¥+·� 
¸2 )¬� '§¹¢
�D©&¨��'ª'§Lª�²�¡�¬,��£�Q£
¥�£
¦R®
 

1. Evet  - Sorunuz-
¥+�r º§»²�¨�¼�ªM²+¡�¬¹Q£�¥
£�¦R®��)�)�)�M���M�)�M���M�)�)�)�

............................ �Z��½\¨�²�ª)¬
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23- ¾+¿UÀ�Á�À�Â@Ã�Ä2Å�À
Æ�ÇZÂ@È
Á�É2Ê'À�Á�Ã2Ë@É�À
Ä2Å�À%Ì�Í�Ê'Ç'Á�Ê'Ç�Ì2Ç�ÁXÇ�ËLÇ�È�ÊºÎJÀ�ÏZÀ+Ä�Ê'À+Á�À5Â�È+Á�ÉZÄ�É
Ð�Ñ  Ò+Ó2Ô
Õ�Ö%×�Ø+Ù
×DÚ�Û�ÜCÝ)Þ�Ý)Ø+Ý)ß�Ý
Ø
×Cà@á'â2à_×Cã�â#á�ä�å�æ_à¹Ö�Ø
Ö�ßCç
 

                    

......................................................................................................................... Ò�èZÔ�é�ÛXß�×�Þ�×�Ø�Ù�×�Ø%ê
Û�æQÝ
ê�Û&â'ÝMæQâ#Ý
ê�ÝMæëÝ'ìLÝ)Ø2Ý)ß�ä+å�í�ç
 

                    ................................................................................................ Ò�î�Ô
ï+å�Ø5ä+×�ð�ñGá#ã�á)Ø�áFßòÝ'ìLÝ+×�Ø�âM×�ñzá æ,ÞJá#à@á)Ø�á'ç
 

                  ........................................................................ Ò+ó2Ô�é�×�àLá#â
ê2Ý)æëÝ'ìë×�æ_á)ä+å�æ_àQÖ
Ø�Ö�ß�ç
 

                  

...........................................................................................................................  Ò+ô2Ô�õ5×�Ø
Û�Ø�Ý+×�ä�â#á)íUñ9å�ð+âF×&ÞöÚ�ÛCâ#Ý)æ¹Ý2÷ºÞJ×�×CìøÙ+á�ì_áMØ�Ù�×�í�Ý
í
×CâFÛ�ÞJâFÛ�æQÙ�Û�ù
×�ñ9áMæ_âM×�ñGá'âM×�ú�×�í
û»Ø�Û�í
×&Ù
×
r?  

              ................................................................................................................ 

 

III. Göç – Kent Özellikleri ü9ý�þ�ÿ��������	��
����������þ���������������������������
 !���#"$
%������ ���
&���'��þ����)(%���!*,+��.-0/
 

 

28. Aslen nerelisiniz? ................................... 

 1'2
354765896.:�6;:�<�=):?>�@�>�ACB;D�E�<�=C>�FHG�658JI�@�I!I�K�L'I�K�M.6.L?N'6PO'Q?GSR.:'K�RT8VU�@'U�:�R#WX<)89R58,RTOZY'6.K�I�8\[]I�@�I�A%^  _,`�a�bcbdbcb�b�b�bcbdbcb�bcbdbcb�b�b�bcbdbcb�bcbdbcb�b�b�bcbdbcb�bcbdb_,`�e%f%g$a�b�bcbdbcb�b�b�bcbdbcb�bcbdbcb�b�b�bcbdbcb�bcbdbcb�b�b�bcbdbcb�bcbdbcb�b;hji?k�l	b�bcbdbcb�b�b�bcbdbcb�bcbdbcb�b�b�bcbdb

 

 

30. Ankara’ya ilk ki m göç etti?  

            ............................................................................................................... 

31. Ne zaman Ankara’ya geldi(niz)? ........................................................................  

32. Ankara’ m'n#o)pq�rsp.t�pTu�v?u�w.p;o)p%x%y�rzycu!y�{y�u�nC|X}�q�|~n.��q�}dm'�?�Jt?��u���{)�  

     ............................................................................................................................... 

�����&���.���5�!���;���j�����'�T�'�5�V�]�����,�#�������?�)���~�����#�)�&�T���¡ �����¢����)£)�!�X�;¤������%�)�T�¥���;�
a �5�z�5 �����¢����s�.���5�7¤)��¦T�. ��!�V¢)�����~�c���!�~¢)�§£���£��

 

                 

.......................................................................................................................... 
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¨?©�ªP«�¬�¬'T¬'®c¯#°%±.²�³�´$³dµ'¶)·¹¸7ºS»9®�¼�®�½,¾
 

1.Evet –sorunuz- ¿ #®�´Àµ'±.Á'±T·J»\¼�³�½J¾�ªcªdªcª�ªcªdª .........................................                  
Â�Ã%Ä¥Å5Æ�Ç�È$Ã

 

 É�Ê
Ë.ÌÎÍ5ÏzÐ�Í5Ñ�Í�Ò\Ó�Ô!Ó�ÕÍ�Ô�Í;Ö$×�Ñ�Ð�×�Ñ!Ð�Ø;Ù�Ó�Ú�ÍTÛJÖ$ÓcÔ!Ó�ÕCÜ  

      ................................................................................................................................ 

36. Hangi amaçla memleketinize gidersiniz?  

1.Tatil, dinlenmek için Ý Ë ÞJßàÓcáÓcÔ  É
Ë âjã�äCã�Ô!å�æ.ÍTÔ�ØTÕÍ�ç�Í;è�Í5Ô�Õ%Í5ÛVÓ�ÙCã�Ô!Ð�ÍTÛéÓ�á%Ó�Ô  ê Ë â�Ó�ä�Í5Û  

 

ë�ì�í.î¥ïCð'ñ�ò5ó7ñ)ô�õòTó�ö�÷�ø'ö�ù5úJù¡û�ü�òTú§ü'ùTó'ý'÷�þ�÷cúÀý)òö�÷�ú§ÿ ñ�ò ��� ò¡ûSù%ö��cð'ø?ú��	� � ��ó
��õ��  
���������� ��������� �"!

 

 

38. Varsa ne tür?  

      ...........................................  #%$'& �(�)!��+*-,
./��. & 0 .21�.  

3
465)798
:<;>=�?A@B?'C2=/D)C�E2D�F�G�CIH2DJ=
DK=/L
F�G�C2M�M-N2O�MPD�:QD�RIS2G�:TSUD�CUV
N�EUNP:�V
GWM�N":<X�=
G�YZ;>G�R�D�M�?+HUO[:
musunuz?  

\�5�]_^�G�; `65)a�D�H ?':
 

40. Varsa ne tür? 

       ..........................................  b N'R[;(D):�?+X-E
L/H�L
RUMPL2c�L
 

 

IV. Din Özellikleri 

 

dfeWg
hUi[j�kUlAmAm"n�o�p
nrqsm"t�uUv�m�v�w�v"jIx�n)y	zU{|nWmUn)m�n�j�nJ})l'x�y~n�{�l�kUmAn��UvPo�m�v'x
�(t)�/��t�y p�lA�|n�oQp�n�j���t)y
p
trqIm�t�u2v�m�t�o�v'j	v"}�v'jUp/t�j2�[qsm"t�u2vAm�v�w
v"jsj2tKi2m�p/z2w�z�j2nJvAmPv(�Qx2vPjI�Uv'o��-n)o<�>l-��y	n�k2nW��n�jUl"k2i[o�g
h2vP�
qIm�t�u2v-m�vPw
v2jUnW{BlPm
�>n�jUl'y�m"n�o�{Bl+jUl"�W�
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��� �����2�P�U�2�Q���A�����2�P�������
 

2.islamiyetin bir mezhebi olarak 

� � ���B�P�������A�B�[� �U��¡>���U����¢U�P���2�"£¤�2�"���Q���
 

¥¦� §��P��¨2�[�����©¢ �Pª��"�~�'«A�
�2�"¡A�/�T� ���"���Q���
 

5.Bir felsefe olarak 

¬  ®I¯P°
±�²
 

³
´�)®I¯'µU¶�±�·�¸U¯"¹ ·A¯�°
¯"µ ¯'ºW¯2µ�»W¶B¼P·
½(»)µ2¼'¹~·P»�²�¶�¼'µ ¼'º�¾
 

1.Müslüman 

2.Alevi 

3.Hem müslüman hem de Alevi olarak  

³¦ ¿À¼PºW¼�·PÁ2»WÂ
 

Ã  Är±)¸/½-»�Â�¯
 

¬  ®I¯P°
±�²
 

 

³2Å6�Æs·"±�Ç2¯-·�¯P°/±9¯�·A¯�Â�¸U¯'µ	È�¯'µ ¯/Ç2±)É�¯PÁ2±W·"±�²�¯
ÊU±�²�¯'µU±JË/±�½<¯'²�¯'ÊUÌ[²�¹	ÍU¶|Í
µ�Í
ºW¾
 

Î��Ï_Ç�±�½ ´6)Ð�»�Ê ¼'²
 

44. Evetse, hangi vecibelerini yerine getiriyorsunuz? 

............................................................................................................... 

³ Ã )ÄrÍ
µ�Í
µsÈ�¼-Â|¼"µUÈ
»JÈ
¯"µU¯U»�¹Ñ»�Ò�·�¼
½>Ì/ÓU·"»�µ
½<¼P·P»)²Q»r¸�»�½>¼P·-¼'²�¹Ñ¼�¶�¼'µU¼PºW¾
 

Î��Ï_Ç�±�½ ´6)Ð�»�Ê ¼'²
 

46. Evetse,
µ2±KË
¯PÁU¯
½(Ì/ÓU·P»�µ/½>¼�·�»�²Z»�Ç2±�µ2±J¶�¼'¸U·-¼'¸2·P»�¸2»�½<¼P·A¼+Ê2Ì[²|¶�Í�µ
Í
ºW¾

............................................................................................................................ 

Ô2Õ6ÖK×ÙØIÚ(Û[Ü2ÝAÞ�ß[Ú<àAÝ"Þ�á_âUã+ä~ÝPå�á�Ú-Þ�áQÞ�æQà'ß2ç
Þ�ß¤ç/è
é�å�ßUÝPå�ßUã+ê Û[á�ë
 

..................................................................................................................................... 

ì6í2îWïÙð�ñ/òQð)óUô"õ�ö
ðJö2ô'óI÷Uø[ó
ù ú�ù
óUö
ûKö�û�ó üAýZþ>üPÿ2ü'óUü"õJ÷Uô���ú�ð��"ð�òfñ�û�ò��~ü��
 

��î	�_ñ�ð�þ�
6î	�Àû�Uü'ò
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����������������� �!��"�#��$#�%'&)(��+*-,/.
 

0	�	12&)��3�4��	5�(��!,��
 

50.Evetse, üye misiniz?  

0	�	12&)��3�4��	5�(��!,��
 

687:9�;+<�<	=?>A@�BDCE=�B�FG>IH�BKJ!<DCML/=NLA@�OPF2Q�R!STR�H)R�U:V
 

7	9	W2X)B�C�Y�9	Z�<�@!L�F
 

6�Y[9�W\X)B�CMS]B�^_H)BKCN`)F2aE<�<:=N>A@�B�CM=IB�FbB�H�BcJ!<dCeLN=/L�@�O_FfSGR)H�R)U�V
 

6_g�9�h�i�@�j�B�F H!B�J!=/B�FG>IH�>�Hlkm=IB�X�>N=N>�J$=IBn>/=Io)>/=N>!aE<	<	=/>�@�BDCp=NB�FG>�X)<�F�QqL/V
 

7	9	W2X)B�C�Y�9	Z�<�@!L
 

54. Varsa, ne tür faaliyetleri söz konusu?  

.....................................................................................................................................  

Dedeler ile ilgili  
6�6$9�rlB�j_B�H!>IUtsu@!<nj_<wvw<�x!<DH!LIU�y+X�<�FzQqLIV

 

7	9	W2X)B�C�Y�9	Z�<�@!L�F
 

6_{�9�W\X)B�CMS]B�^Pkm=�B�X�>�>�H�<�|	L�H�<to_i_FbB'x!>�F\j_B	j�B
-
C?<:=/>�}�>/=N>N~fJ!>/S]>!ST`�FGjP`�F `l@�OPFzQ�R!STR�H)R�U:V

 

7	9	W2X)B�C�Y�9	Z�<�@!L�F
 

6_��9�Zl<D@!L�FfST<�^_H)B:j�B�H�V
 

..................................................................................................................................... 

6���9�rlB�j_B:=IB�FGB'�	L�Fb<�=ILI��X�B�FG>�@!OPFzQ�R$SfR�H)R�U�V
 

       
7	9�W�X)B�C Y[9�Zl<D@$L�F

 

6_��9�rlB�j_Bnj)>�H$>)X)<�UP>IaEB	S�>!o_BDFbB:��>$S�>�U�>�U�>�@�<�FGBDCpBto�B	=N>�@�OPFzQ�R!V
 

7�9	W2X)B�C Yu9�Zl<D@!L�F
 

�������l�D�!���f�T���_�)�:�������
 

 

.....................................................................................................................................

. 
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�+�:���!�P�l�!�N�N�����G ��	¡P¢l�/£�¤�¥?�I£��2���b�	¦����� _�'§�£��_¨�§���©fª!�/�/���G���� ��t )£� �£:�/¥I«�¥��¬��§$��)£�¨e¥��)£®¥/�/¥/©G§$¥��m$¥��
¨p���e¨M�N©f¯��K����©T���!���!�P�]�	°±ªl§�ª��Eª)¯²�t¥?�/¥N©f§!¥���³e���E§!�?�� �£:«_£��b�N£��� �¥��E¯²£	�I£��+����´$�N�/�����P�]�)�!¥Aµ
¶ £	 �£:�N¥�§l§)ª��Eª)¯�ª)��ªl�)��¦·�?�� )£	«_£��G�I£��� �¥��G¥A�$�P�f¦fª���ª)µ�¸

 

1.Dedelik kurum
ª����I Pª!«�ª�¹�¥I!¥�§!�P�Eª)��¯º�	�N�

 

»u� ¼½£��_¨�§!��©Gª$�/�I���G�����n¹_¾P�b£w��£��$¥/ �£���¨p���$��¯q�I���)¯º���?�
 

¿$� ¢��e¨M��§¬ )£	 �£	��£��b£'¹�£��b£�§l�!�P§!¡)�P�$�����G�I����£��G¥��!¥�¢l�I£�¤�¥!�D�� ����$�I���G���:��¯��:�N�
 

Àu�ÂÁÃ�:«���¯q��µ: ��t )£� _£���£��b£'¤)£D���n�P�!�N���G���l��£��f¥��!¥)���I��Ä���§m§�¥N©]¥/�I£�� £t¥�Å�¨M¥A���	ÆK���P§
 

Ç � ¶ ¥I«�£��
 

 

Müsahiplik ile ilgili 

62. Sizin ya da ailen
¥�µ� _£D�¬$¥��G¥/¦�¥���¥I�l¯�ª!¦·��Å$¥�!¥)¤����+¯-�/¸

 

�	�	È2¤)£�¨ »���Él�D�$���
 

 

��¿���È\¤)£�¨M¦]£�¡)¥/�N¥N©f§!¥!¦fÊ)�EÊ_�!�P�z¯�ª!¸
 

�	�	È2¤)£�¨ »���Él�D�$���
 

 

�PÀ[��Él�D�!���f¦T��¡�£:¦f§!¥��! �£��l¤)���+¯-�A�� ��/¸
 

�	�	È2¤)£�¨ »���Él�D�$���
 

65. Evetse, neden koptu?  

..................................................................................................................................... 

������ËÌÊ!¦f��Å!¥�´!�/¥I§l§�ª�� ª�¯�ª�¦·¥�µ	Ä:£K§��_�Eª��)¯º�:�/�)¯-�I¸
 

�	�	È2¤)£�¨ »���Él�D�$���
 

 

Í�Î�Ï�Ð\Ñ)Ò�ÓMÔ]Ò�Õ_Ö)Ò�×�Ò�Ö8Ø	Ù!Ú�Û$Ü�ÝfÔTÚ	ÕPÖ!Ò�×_Ò�Ö!Þ
 

         

.....................................................................................................................................

. 
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Oruç ile ilgili 

 
ß!à�á�â¬ã�ä�å�æuæ�ç�è�ç�é	ê!ë�ä�ìbä:í�æ_î?ïPî?ï!ã�ð²è	ñ]ê!ë_ä�ìbä�ò�ä�ç¬óPìEï!ô	ãIè�ìGê_îNï_îpï_õ�ó_ìzðºï$ñGï)ç�ï)ö:÷

 

ø	á	ù2å)ä�î ú�á�ûlèDõ$ê�ì
 

 

ß�ü�á�ûlèDõ!ê�ìfñTè�ý_ç)ä:þ�ä�ç�÷
 .................................................................................... 

 

ÿ��������	�
�	������������	����������������� �!��!��"
 

# ��$&%('�� )���*��,+-�!�
 

 

ÿ # ��$.%('	���/'�01('�2�'��3�4��	+-�!�5�6��0��'�21'��"
 

................................................................................................................................ 

Cem Evleri ile ilgili 
7�8:9�;-<!=�>@?BAB?	CD?	EGF�?�HI<KJ�<!JL<�M/FN?	E-FN?	H5<(JG?�F�?	HPOG<!HIQ

 

R 9 S�FN?	EG<�HI<UTWV(?XF�FK?�HI<!J-<!JZY1?�HP[�?�\�FN?XM]T^<!H5<�FNO(<W_�<(`G?�HIFK?�HPO(<!H
 

8a9 bdcfe�chgGFNe�H]e�\Lc6g(c5`Ge@F(i�HPg1j�FN?�C
FK?�HI<!J�CkV(=�e	\(?�HP?l?�O(<�FWO(<K_�<(`�?	HIFW?	HPOG<!H/9
 

m 9 S�FN?	EG<�\�V�F!TWV�H�V(J�V(JL<K>	HPel?�O(<�F�O(<�_(<�`�?	H5FN?	H5O(<!Hf9
 

4.Hem Alevi r
<nT�V�?�FNFW?	HI<!J-<KJo`G?�HI<!J�?pY1?	T�<KHI<WFNO(<W_�<(qG?,CDO�?rcfg(cI`�e�F(E(?�\(V�FUTsV�HP?�F

t e�eXF�<U`�?	T�FK?�HI<!J-<!J�`�V(H�V1T�V�F�O1VG_XVu`G?	HIFW?	HPOG<!H
 

v�9 wu<N_�?�H
 

x�y�z@{}|	~������!�-�^�N��|B���W�B�(�	�s�W���(�K���!�l~����
 

� z �u�N�B�G���s���K~k���G�K~
 

� z �����G��|p�G�	�^�N�N�G�K~
 

y-z ��|��1���s|B�G|����(�(�	�^���U~��,���B�G�@�/�K���G�!~
 

� z ��|,~����X�G�(|l�(�	�^���N�N�P�(�!~��G|	~D��|r�f|	���K�P�1|����,�����K~k�	�G�
devam ediyorum 

��z �u�N��|��
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���: X¡s¢h£1¤�¥§¦G¨X©�ª�¤rª�¤�¦(«,¬^W®U¯��°f±f«�²³¦G¨�©u´G¤�¦G¤�µ�¬-¶�¤	¯�®N¤,¥I·�«�¥P«@±/KµGª�«r¸^«	¥]¦�´(«�¥§¯��¹
 

1.Evet- sorunuz- º «X±f�®(»�·!¥.¸^«�¥�¦�¹� K ! ! ! K U K ! K U K ! ! ! K U K ! K U K ! ! ! K U K ! U ! K U K ! K U K ! ! ! K U K ! K U K ! ! ! K U K ! K U K ! 
 

¼  �½o«	©�!¥
 

�(¾- �¿-·!À�¶@¤BÁB«	¯�·-·�®N¤lÁB¤	¯Â¤,´G·-«�¥P«@±/!µGª(«B»�·K¥Ã¸�«�¥]¦�´(«�¥Ã¯k�¹
 

1. 
¢&´(¤�¬ ¼  �½o«	©�!¥

 

 

��Ä� �¢.´(¤	¬�±/¤�Å1µ(«�± N®(»�·!¥.¸�«	¥�¦u´G«	¥I¹
 

..................................................................................................................................... 

���� �¿�Æ�µZª(¨�µ(¤�¯
ª�¤BÇ�®W¤	´G·�®W¤,¥&«�¥]«�±/KµGª1«pÁB¤,¯D¤	´G®W¤	¥I·!µ-·Kµ�Ç�®N¤�´�·-·Kµ(«�µG¶��·WÈ�·!µ�ª1¤�¦-·1©
erine 

·�®W·�°I¦�·Kµ�»�·K¥�¬s«�¥^¬�s°P¯k«}©-«@°5«�µ�n©�Æ�¥/ G¿�·KÀÉÁÊ¤�¯Ë¤	´-®N¤	¥I·Kµ�·KµoÇ�®N¤�´G·-·KµG«	µG¶�-·NÈ�·!µ�ª�¤�¦G·1©�¤�¥I·!µ�·�µ(«�± �®
ª�¤�£1¤�¥5®N¤	µ�ª(·K¥�©GÆ�¥5±5Ì�µ(Ì�ÀX¹

 

Í  ÎÁÊ¤�¯Ë¤�´G®N¤�¥I·�Å�Çu®K¤�´G·�·!µ(«�µ(¶@!µGª(«}¬�¤	¯k¤@®�¥I·K¬WÏ(¤@®�©G¤�¥5®N¤	¥I·�ª(·!¥
 

¼  ÎÁÊ¤�¯Ë¤�´G®N¤�¥I·�Çu®K¤�´G·G¦(Ï�®n¬WÏ�¥Ð¸^«�«X®�·U©G¤�¬�®K¤�¥I·!µ-·!µuÏ�¥I¤,¬s·W®�ª(·N£�·�´(¤p«	¦�¬s«	¥5�®�ªGN£��©G¤�¥I®�¤�¥I·Nª(·N¥
 

3.Cem evle
¥5·GÑ(¤	¯�Çu®K¤�´G·�·!µ�«	µ�¶�!µ�«B«X·U¬�¥I·!¬WÏG¤@®�®N¤	¥5·!µuÑG¤	¯�Çu®N¤	´G·�¦�Ï�®!¬�Ï�¥]Ï�µZ·N¶�¥P«B©G¤�¥P®N¤�¥5·Nª(·!¥f 

 

�a ÎÁÊ¤�¯Ë¤�´G®N¤�¥I·G¤@±6«@±hÆ(®K«�¥P«	¦oÇu®�¤�´G·�®�¤�¥I·!µZÒ�Ï�µG¶�¤�®(Ó(¥PÆ�»-®N¤	¯�®N¤�¥I·!µ�·�¬�«�¥^¬��°P¬s�£((´G¤pª1«�©G«,µ-W°P¬^�£�
yerlerdir 

¾� ÎÁÊ¤�¯Ë¤�´G®N¤�¥I·�ª�·Kµ-±6¤�®NÅG±fÆG±P©�«@®NÅ�¦(Ï�®U¬sÏ�¥]¤@®-¸�Æ�µ(¦�±f·!©GÆ�µ-®N«�¥5�Æ(®N«�µ�©G¤	¥5®N¤�¥Iª(·!¥
 

Ä-  Ôu·N£�¤�¥
 

ÕoÖ ×:Ø	ÙrÚ�Û�ÙpÚ�ÛWÜ�Ú
li 

Ý�ÞGß�àZáPâ�ãIäuåKæ�çKæLè/ç!éXçKæZçKêXç!æ�ë	æ-ìNë	í�î(æGä�ï�ç!ã5ð
 

..................................................................................................................................... 

Ý�ñ�ß�àZáPâ�ãIäBòGë	ó�ë�ã³í�î�èfîKæ�î!éXð
 

ô ß�õ&ö(ä�÷ ø�ß�ùoë	ò�î!ã
 

 

ÞXú�ß�àZáPâ�ãIä(û!ò-ç(ü�çKí
ìNä�ã]äpï�ë�ý�îU÷^îKã5è î!æ-îKé@ð
 

    

..................................................................................................................................... 
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Kurban ile ilgili 

 

81. Adak kurban keser misiniz?  

1.Evet –sorunuz- þ-ÿ����������
	������������������������������������������������������������� ................................ 
� � ���,þ�ÿ��  
��� � �������� ! �"#��$@ÿ�"#��%&�'�(�#)���*���"����,+- .��/0��+1 2%���3�4����"5&76
�,��%,8�"9�.���'���;:=<�ÿ�6�ÿ��>%,8�"9�.���3 �?@BA�CED�A�F.GBH�A�I2J�K=F�A4CLJ9J�M
J�NPO2G,QSR7T�N2F.A4C3J�N�U�AWV�D#XZY#[�CED2G4N\Y#A�Q1J�O2]7C_^`[2Qa[�N�[#b�c

 

d�e
f V#A4K g e�h G4O2i�C
 

j,k!e h GlO9i�CLQLG�m7N�A
U�A�N2c
 

 ................................................................................................................................ 

j�noe @p[�CED2G�N�qWGlO#C'G�^sr�i�N2U�GWY#[�CED2G�N\Y�A�QaA�C_^tJ�Q1J�N2J�b�c
 

d�e�f V#A�K g e
h GlO9i�C
 

j7u9e f V#A4K�QaA
mN#A�UA4Nwv,I�G4O2i�CLQaG�mN#A
U#A4N�c
 

 ................................................................................................................................ 

j,x!e @p[�CED2G4N\D2GlO�C'G�^yi�N�U#G�Y[�CzD�G4N9i#Y2J�^{F�A�C'A�UG�|�i�K=i�O�]7CLQa[�N#[�b�cp}3~�T#N�N9J.F�A
CzA�U�G�|�i�K�i�F.i��
U�G�|�i�K=i�F�^0G
U#i�|�i��7b,A�F.F.J�Y2F�A;Q1],CE[9F�G��
G4Y#X

 

................................................................................................................................ 

�P���l�2���.���`�{�����!���.�����!�.�.�(�.�����.���
 

�,�9�
���\�\���������.���\���#�E���`�� 2¡;¢�¡4 #�#��£=�� �¤�¡�¥2¦.��§#¦�¨#¦����#�����ª©#¡4 2«���¬���.¬1��®¯ ���°�¡4�0¡4 �§�¡4 �±��4�L�
geliyorsunuz?  

 ....................................................................................................................... 

����� ²3�����2���t�� `¡4�'¡�³,¦.��¦�¨�¦�¤2��¡W±����#���E�#�t¡;«����§��� 2��°,´
 

 ...........................................................................................  

�,µ!� �W���3¡l¤�¡� #�;¬-¦��9�.¦��9��¡�«�,�����L¬�� 2�
z? 

 ............................................................................................. 
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90. Buraya ne amaçla geliyorsunuz? 

¶�·
¸\¹�º�»�¼�¹�¼�½�¼�¾`¿#¼�¾9¼#À3¼�Á�Â�º�¹�¹�º4À3¼�¾9¼�Ã2º4ÀL¼�¾�º�Ä�ºlÁ�¼�ÀEÅ`º
Æ5¼�Ç�¼�¾
 

È�·�É�º�¾�Ê4Ë�º�Á�Ì7À'º�¾2¹�º
À3¼�Í#¹�¿7Î#½,Î�Ë�Ê4Å0Ê
¾
 

Ï9·Ð2Í7Ñ#Ò�ºlÁ!»�º�Ê4ÀEÆ2Ê
¿#Ê�Óa¹�Ê�ÀÔ¼�Ç�¼�¾
 

 4. Çe
Ó1¼�ÁÕ¹�¼#Æ#Â2¹�Á�Â#Àzº�¹2Ö�Ê�Ê�¹.¼�Ã�º×Á=¹�º4ÀÔ¼�Ç�¼�¾

 

Ø ·�Ù\¼�½#º4À
  

91. Ú=Û�ÜÝ,Þ(ß!à�á!â�Ý�ã0ä�à�å�æèç!é1êÝ(êë�Þ�ì!í�î�ï
î�ß2ð ñPò,ó\ô#õ�ö�õ4÷�ø9ù\ú.õ4ô2û�ú.û�ü#û�ý
þ'ý�ÿ���÷ � ý�÷#õ���û��2û� ý�þEö2ú���ú	��ö9ú�ý4þ_ô#ý�þ�
#ÿû����õ��  

 …............................................................................................................. .................... 

������� û����õ����Pø��#þZù�ú�õ�ô�û�ö��þ����{ú.ý�þ��9ÿaý � õ ��õ � û�÷�û�ö���þ����{ú�ý4þ"!�ú�ý�þ3ý4ö#�$�#ö#ý�ú��tý�ú	��ó%!7ö!ÿaý�&
ù\ú.õ4ô�û�ú�õ4þ3û�÷'�(��÷9ú��#ö*)�þ�!+�2ú�õ �0ú.õ�þ3û�÷#õ � õ�ó�ý4÷,��ø�!#ú�.-zø��#þ��{ý�ú	���/�	�  
0��� ý � õ���õ � û�÷2û#ö��#þ����{ú�ý�þ"!�ú�þ'ý�ö\ö�ý�ú�tý�ú	�  

�1� ù�ú�õ4ô�û�ú.õ4þLû�÷2�(�#÷2ú�#ö*)�þ�!+�2ú�õ �0ú.õ4þ3û�÷�õ � õWó2ý�÷,��ø�!#ú�.-'ø��#þ3�tý,ú	�  
93. Neden?  ............................................................................................... 

��4��65 ��ö��#þ����yú�ý4þ3ý��0ý ��� ûö2ýlø�ö,� � ý7���2ú���÷���ó%!7þ8�9�2ÿ:��÷����;�  

0���< ô#õ�ø �.�6= ýló,��þ  
��>,� ù�ú�õ4ô�û�ú.û�ö5ö���þ?���{ú�ý�þ�� � õlô�ú�õ�ø.øÕõ
÷#�`ý ��� û#ô#õ��{ý4÷#õ�ô2û � õ,ÿ'øÕõ�ö�ý�ú@�0ý,úA�#�$�A�  
1. Eve ø �1�6= ýlóB��þ  
��C.�6< ô#õ4ø=ÿ1õ6
÷#õ � õ�÷D&�E2ý4ó,��þLÿaý�
7÷2õ � õ
÷B�  
.......................................................................................... 

97. Sizce Alevi-
5 õ4ö�øÕý;-1û�ö���þ?���{ú�ý4þ��9û�F
û�÷ � õGE#ý�÷%��û#ö���þ3��� ù�ú�õ4ô9û.ú.û�ü�û � ý6E#ý7F;!7ö�H � ýIE2ý�û�ó2û

temsil etmektedir?  

(Birden J�K�L9MON�J N(P,N;L9MOQ�R.S�N�P.TVUIMWN7MYX�UIZ+MYX[R1S�Z�R.Z%P.X�P1Z9\;]+^%]+_#`,a/L1K�P.b1S	Z%U6Z�L
T	cOZBUdN�e?S	N�P1N f;N�LBg  
h�i(jlk mon#pIq%r�s

 

t1i�uvp6w�s�x%kIq+y�p�z"{|k6}�~BkIq%�Ak6}��
 

3. Pir Sultan Abdal Dernekleri 
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�1���v�6�����G� �+�V�(�"�v� �%�?�
 

� ���#�	�+�I�
 

�B�%���,����;�6�����#���������/�A�I�"� �?�;�O���%�����%�����A�B�B��� ���B���	����B�A� �¡ ��6��¢
 

............................................................................................................................ 

���.� £'���I %���	��2¤��I���B��B�����B���,���A�����	�I�:��B����,�+� ¤���¥6¦+�*��� �?�6���6�'§������ �,�@¨%¦+�:�:�������;¢
 

1.Aile büyüklerinden 

2.Dedelerden/ Babalardan 

©,� £'�A�I %�����A�����'�%�I¨��%� � �B��V�Iª%�	� �����%��� �¬«1���¨������' +�D� ®
 

4.Kitaplardan, dergilerden 

¯B° ±#²I³�´B²Iµv¶¸·+¹Bº�» ´+¶3¼�º�» ³�¼	½�»I´B¾�¿¡»I´�²(º	º�²6³�½�² ´
 

À ° ±*ÁAÂ�² ³
 

 

ÃdÄ�Ä °�Å%·�´*ÆB¼	º�º�» ³�½�»GÇ*º�²6È%Á	ºA² ³"»I³�»;ÉO¼´B½+»Iµ,ÁB²I´*¹B·�¹�Ê%ºA²I³¡¶�» ³3¶¸¼�Ë:Ì9»(º�»I³�½�»6´#ÍBÁ�³:Á	ÉWÁ%½�²G±*Á[Æ%»6´%²I¶¸º	²
Á	º	Î�Á	º	Á3°�±vÁ�Æ%»I´B²d¶.Ï�» µ�µ,¼�´%½�»G´�²7½�Ê.Ë�Ê�´�Ê+ÆB·�³:ÉÑÐ�´�Ð�Ò;Ó

 

Ã ° Ô|»;º	½%¼³ ¼	ºAÌ¬»�º�¼A½�¼�³8È�²�½�Á�´2Á�ËWºA² ³�ÁBÕ ²6Ì¬»�»d¶¸º�²6³�²GÍ,¼³�»IµB¼�ºÌ9»;º	¼	½�¼³
 

Ö °Ø×3ÙÚÒ;² ³�µ�Û¡ÜG»�Â�¼�Ì/ÉO¼Ò�Í%Á³"µ+Ð�³�Ð�ÌÝ·%ºÌ¬»(º	¼A½�¼�³
 

Þ ° Ü�Ð2Î(Ê�´�µ�Ê2½+Ð�³�Ð�Ì9Ð�´�Ð#µ%·�³�Ð�Ìß»;º	¼	½%¼³
 

à1á âäã�åoå9æIç�è%æIé,ê�æ ë:ìívîVæIå$ïÑì�ê�æ;ð�ì�êAð�ì	ñ�ì�òBì�ë¡ó�ô�ë�ô�åöõ�ê�å9÷;ê	ø	ð%øë
 

ù á ú*ìAñ�æ ëOá@á�áá�á@á�áááá�á@á�áá�á@á�áááá�á@á�áá�á@á�áááá�á@á�áá�á@á�áááá�á@á�áá�á@á�áááá�á@á�áá�á@á�áááá�á@á�áá�á@á�áááá�á@á�áá
.................................... 

 

ûdü8û�á�ú#ì@ýB÷Ií%æ îVþ+ÿ�ædåÝæ��Bê	æIë�ìí,ìí*ó�ô�ë�ô,ê�å¬÷;ïOøí%÷�ý%÷6ë�ð�øåöædî�åßæ�ê	ì�å/ì��
 

û�á ÿl÷6å/ìAê	æIë:ìí#ý%÷ éBø�å/øí�÷7í�÷;ïOø	ê%ð�æ;ï�îVæIó'õ%ê�ô�ý%õ�ë:ïW÷6þ�ÿlæIåöæ��%ê�æIë�ìí,ì�ívý%÷6éBø�åßøAí%÷7ð+÷���ýBê	æ
ð�æ�ï:î�æ6ó'õ�êåß÷�ê	ø

 

�1á �#÷Ië�ð%øåöæIî	åßæ å¬æ(ê	ì
 

�,á 	 ÷�ê�ìBð�æ�ï�î�æ ó¬ïÑ÷;ñ�êA÷ å9÷;ê	ø	þ�
�æIë�ìVïWìíBæGó�÷6ë�ø��å9÷Iåß÷�ê	ø
 

à1á ú*ìAñ�æ
r......................................................................... 
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��������������������� �!�"�$#�%&��'��)(*��'��)#+%,#�%.-�/0�1��%��+�&/$�����2�3�4/0����5��,��67�8(:9�%$9�%$�8(;9<�
�!'8=�'3�>�<'�%���#��>#@?$/0�A(>��%!�!-CB

 

�8� DE/!=��1�4F!�,�+��?$/��1�!6HG��!'C()5I'��,��#+?�/0�1��6
 

��� JE��%$�K9LMF!�,����?�/0�1��67G����8��!9+�)9��67�8��9
 

N,� JE��%$�K9�/��<���$=��O#�P8#+%.�$���>L:9Q?�9
m 

R�� S&�<'�T$#�#<=!#��!'"�$��U�(:��?$�8V��3�WL>'��,#��<��'"X�'3%,#L*��'Y5Z#��#��)(>'���'C(25['3�,��'��)#<6
 

\ � D.#<=!'3�
 

 

����N,��S.��'3T$#��#��&]��3�!��9�%$�!�^F,#+�M'�=$#@5[#+6_T�'��)#���'CV3'���(:'`(*#�-8V�'^F��!%!�&]���%�X!#$�!���1�!6a?$�`�!�^��#L:#��<'��

vermeli?  

1.Aile 

��� DE'�T$�'�5I#�%E�)'C()6b#$/0���$������)9
 

3.Özel kurslar 

R�� DE'��1%�'�����'3�>#+%&�8P�5[9=!9��!���>(A����
 

5.Benim için farketmez 

c,� D.#+%�#$'C=!#@5[#<6dT$'3�)#��+6H'8(:#+%�#,#�()5I'367#@?$/��1�!6
 

7.Dedeler/ Babalar 

e�� D.#<=!'3�
 

����R�� Df'3T$��'�5I#�%4gZ���1�,��9,#+%��3%$P�X��2�!U�����)9�%$�"'CL:#@5h67'8(A�CgZ'���'`/��<���$=0��%!�4��i,L>i!%!i!?$/0�j6O�,(>�!%��!-�B
 

�8�8kMT�'35 �h��lE��?,9+�
 

��� \ �8kMT�'35[(*'8G0%�'8��'�%nmC]$�3?�9+�>(*��G�%$'��!'3%$B
 

            .......................................................................................... 

ofp�q�r�s)t�u!v$wxu�y:u$z|{:v�}~{Yv��!�v��h�f�0}�v�v��hv�}��
 

�����,�C�Z�$�3�W���h�����[�<���������x�A���&���[���,���)���C�)�7���,�+�C�!�������3�&�0�����H�������C�!���E�����$�+� �
 

�8� �)�*�^�$���,���&�$�@�7�C�*�
 

��� �f�!� �3 $�8���3�>¡��I���,�<���<�$�<���M�0��¢!�1¢!�$�!�
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£,¤ ¥&¦@§¨$©3ª�«¬:«��©�®$©`¯@¨,¯
 

4.Ev sahibi ° ¦+±W©C¬:«
 

5.Okul için 

²,¤ ³.¯<´!µ3¶
  

 

·�¸�¹,¤�º»´!¦�¼!½!¼�¾3¼!½7¿Zµ�´!µ�¶ÁÀ�©�¶>¬*©�ÂÁÃ1©�¶2Ä�¦�«!±Hµ�¾3®$µ3ª$Å��¯�½.À�µ^Æ$Ç$¦�È�µ8!µ3½O¯+½�¬*©�½�¦�©�¶)¦<©
µ�À$¦µ�½�±Wµ�¬A¯�½,¯�½�©C¬A«K¦�È�Ç0¶2É�¨ ° ¶>¬)¼�½!¼�¾�Ê  

·8¤8ËMÀ�µ3§ Ìh¤�ÍE©�¨,«+¶
 

 

·�¸,Î�¤8ËMÀ�µ3§[¬*µ8Å0½�µ8�µ�½nÏC®$©3¨�«+¶>¬*©�Å�½$µ�!µ3½$Ê
 

 .......................................................................................... 

·�¸�Ð,¤ Ñf«<¾C«+½�«<¾C«+½7¿Zµ�´�µ3¶ÁÀ�©3¶)¬*©�ÂÒÃZ©�¶1Ä,¦�«�±Oµ�¾3®�µ�ª�Å!�¯<½EÀ�µ~Æ�Ç$¦�È�µ8!µ�½W¯+½�¬:©�½$¦<©�¶)¦�©�µ3À$¦�µ3½�±7µC¬*¯�½�¯
½$©8¬;«�¦�È�Ç�¶1É�¨ ° ¶>¬A¼!½�¼!¾CÊ  

·8¤8ËMÀ�µ3§ Ìh¤�ÍE©�¨,«+¶
 

 

·!·�¸,¤ ËÓÀ$µ�§Z¬*µ�Å0½$µ8�µ3½nÏ�®�©�¨�«<¶>¬>©8Å�½$µ8�µ�½$Ê
 

 ......................................................................................... 

·!·�·8¤�¥.¯�¦�µ�½�¯�¾8!µ^¨�©�!©"©3Ä!¶2©�Æ$©8¦�©3¶>«+½,«+¾`©�¶2©�¬*«<½$�©fÔ!¼!½!½,¯$Æ�¯�¶)¯,¯�¦<µ"µ3À$¦�¯ ° ¦<©�½EÀ�©�¶Õ±b«�Ê
 

·8¤8ËMÀ�µ3§ Ìh¤�ÍE©�¨,«+¶
 

 

·!·YÌ�¤CÖÁÉ!¶2Ä�¯+¨�µ!×��µ^¨$©CØ*©�¨$©3½4¯+½,¬*©�½,¦<©�¶M©3¶ ©8¬*«�½$!©"©�¨!¶)«<±WÙC«�¦�«+Ä7¿1¬ ° ¬)¨$©�¦<Å!$¯+½�¬AµC¦�Å�µ�§½�¯<ÄfÀ�Æn¤ÚÂÕÀ�©3¶
±7«KÊ

 

·8¤8ËMÀ�µ3§ Ìh¤�ÍE©�¨,«+¶
 

 

·!·�£,¤8ËMÀ�µ3§[¬*µ8Å0½�µ`È!¯+Æ�¯KÊ"¿ZÛ`¶1½$µ3Ä�¦�µ3¶)¦�µ^§Iµ3Äf§Iµ�Ä&©8Ü8«+Ä,¦<©�±7©8¬:«�½$«,¯�¬>§Kµ�¨�¯<½n¤ Â
 

.....................................................................................................................................

. 
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Ý!ÝYÞ�ß�à.á�â3ã$ä,å�á�æWç3è�éIç3êEè$ç3ë!ê$ç3è�á�ì�æOí�îAï�â�é,ë$ç`ð!ç^æ7â3ê$ñ ä!ò�ä�óÕæ
uameleye tabi tutuldunuz 

mu? 

Ý8ß8ôMã�â3é õhß�öEç�ë,ì+ó
 

 

Ý!Ý3÷�ß8ôMã�â3é[î*â8ø0ê�çCî:ì<áù
 

.............................................................................................. 

Ý!Ý�ú,ß�àxó1è�ç�ð�ç�ûüîAâ3ý8â�ó1è�â�ê&ç�û>ç�þ!ìð!ç3è�ä�ÿ��,î���î:á<ç�ó)ð!ç�ê&ÿ�ç�ê��!äî*ä�ê$â���ê��8â8á�ä�èEã�â3ó)ä�óAî*ä�ê,ä
	8ù
 

1.Alevi o
á+æ7ç8î:ì�ê�ç

 

õ�ß
��ä+ë�çCî:ä����0ó2í,û)í�ê$â
 

,ß �4â�ó âCá�ä�å�á<ð��$þ���ê$ç
 

4.Etnik kökenine 

÷�ß �.ä<þ!â3ó
  

�����������������! "��#$ %��&����'�)(+*�#,�������-��#/.
 

118. Anadiliniz nedir? 

1.Türkçe 

2.Kürtçe 

3.Zazaca 

4.Arapça 

0�1 243'5�6,7
  

8�8:9 1<;=3
>@?�3'5�3
A�3'B/3�C�D:AFEG>@?GD,7IH�6:AJ3�?
HLK�?GD,7MD,H+A�6:N�6O7P6<QR6:7PD,AFSPCTDVU�W�?'W�A�W�7MSMW�A�W�B�X
 

1.Alevilik 

2.Türklük 

Y 1 Z\[�S"?
[�>�D,AF?'E
H
 

4.Solculuk 

5.Kürtlük 

] 1 243'5�6,7
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^"_�`Fa<b,cVdfe4gih
j�h
j!kmlon�pRq�lrq�eis$t<d:u�sfv4u�d,pMhGpwgid:exs�y�sfz�{'|�sml"{
pPs/}'sf|i{'z�{Gj@{
~���~<d<}�}�h
gi}�d,pwd$ni}�s:e
� s:gF{GeF}�{
gJ|�d:pPd<tfd:e�h
~�hi�id<}�h'pI��h
e�h'~�a  
 

 1.Çok � s:g�{Ge
 

2. � s:g�{
n 

3.Farketmez 4. 

Uza

k 

3. 

Çok 

Uzak 

Türkiyeli      

Türk      

Kürt      

Sosyal Demokrat      

Milliyetçi      

Sosyalist      

Atatürkçü      

Ülkücü      

Müslüman      

Alevi      

Laik      

 

���%�����F���-���"�f���"�'�$�����������)�=�/�<�������F���<�,�
 

 
�"���<����� �/¡%¢
£¤��¥�¥��§¦�¨�©Vªi�:«F¢�¬'�,J¡o®�+£�¯�¬�¬'©±°�²i©,³F¯�¬�¯F¡r©<´f¯G£@¬'©fµM¯
i¨�©O¶i�,i·�¯�«��:µI°R¯¸ªi©�®/ª
²�©:µw£@¯�¹P°T¯
F¯Gº/»

 

..................................................................................................................................  

�"���-��¼i®�x½�©<¬'©<¨�¯¸ªF©�¡o©,´�¯
£�¬'©:µM¯Gi¨�©$¶��,�·�¯�«��fµI°T¯
F¯Gx�<¨���ª�¢Gi�m®�ªx²�©,µR£�¯�¹w°I¯G�¯
º�»
 

            ....................................................................................................................... 

�"���F��¾�¯
£�¨�¯�£@¯�¬�¬'©:°�²�©,³�¯�¬�¯�¡o©f´/¯
£�¬�©,µM¯�ªi�f«�¢�¬�¡r�O¶��,i·�¯�«��:µI°I¯¸ªi©m®�ªx²�©,µR£!©,ª�¯�¨�¿F¹M¿��¿�µw¨�¿��¿�º/»
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1.......................................... Partisine veririm. 

À=Á,Â�Ã�Ä�Å�Ã)ÆPÃ�Â�Ç!Á<Å�È
ÇÊÉ
–sorunuz- Ë�ÌJÍ Â�Å ÍmÎ È'Ä<Á Ï Í,Ð�Ñ ÂJÒ�Á/Ó�Á:Â4Ô Í,ÕIÖ È�× Í ÂiÒ�È Î È'Ø

....................................... 

Ù"Ú�Û ÉfÜ4ÓGÁ,ÝiÈ�Ó'Á Õ�Í Ï Õ�ÑiÞ È ÕßÎ È
Ï Í<Î È�Ô Í,ÕIÖ È Ð�Ì�Õ Ç Í Ó Ñ Ç Ñ Ø  
Ù É<à�Ý�Á Ö Ú ÉfÀ Í Ï Ñ
Õ  
Ù"ÚFá É<à�Ý�Á ÖTÎ Á<â�Â�Á<Å�ÁfÂ§ã/× Í Ï Ñ
Õ�ÎoÍ â�ÂiÁfÅ�Á,ÂiØ  
.................................................................................................. 

Ù"Ú�ä É�å�È¸Ï Í�ÎrÍ Ó�Ô Í:ÕIÖ È�Ó'Á Õ Á�æ�Ï+Ý�Á Õ È ÕwÐ Á:Â!Å�È Ð�Ð�Í±Ö Á Ö�Ö È'çiÈ
Â�ÈGÄmÁ:ÂLè�ÂiÁ:Ç@Ó�È�× Ì�ÎMÌ�Î ÂiÁfÅiÈ Õ Ø  
Ù É
åiæiÓ�Ï Í Å ÍmÎrÍ ç�Å Í ÏFÁ ÕéÍ Ó¸Ç Í/Î%Ñ  
Ú É ê Í ÓGÂ Ñ Ä<ë Í Ó Í È Ð æiÓ
Ç Í<Î%Ñ  
ì É
åiæiÓ�Ï Í Å ÍmÎrÍ ç�Å Í ÏFÁ ÕéÍ Ó¸Ç Í/Î%Ñ Â�Å Í Â+Ä�È¸Ï Í Å�ÁíÜxÓ'Á,Ý�È�Ó'Á Õ Á�È�Ó�È�Æ Ð È
Â Ö�Ì�Ö�Ì Ç Ì  

Û É î4È'ç�Á Õ   

 

Ù"Ú�ï É<ð Á Î È
Â�Ó�È Ð ÓGÁmæ�Ï4Ý�Á Õ Ç�Á±ÇñÅ�ÁfÅ�È�ç È
ÂFÈGÄ Þ È Õ Ô Í,ÕRÖ È�Ý Í:Õ Ç Ñ Ø  
1.Evet, var – sorunuz- Hangi parti?............................................ 

Ú É À Í Ï Ñ'Õ  

 

Ù"Ú-ò ÉfÜxÆ Í ç Ñ Å Í:Ð È Ð�Ì�ÕwÌ Ç!Ó Í:Õ Å Í Â4× Í ÂiÒ�È Î È'ÂiÁVÃ�ÏFÁ Î È'Â�È
Ä/Ø  
           

Kurum 1. 

Evet 

2. À Í Ï ÑGÕ  

Hangisi 

Parti    

Sendika    

ÜxÓ'Á:Ý�Èiî=Á Õ Â�Á<ç�È     

ð=è�Ï4î+Á Õ Â�ÁfçiÈ     
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